WORKTOW was a multidisciplinary action research project carried out in 27 small and medium-sized enterprises in the United Kingdom, Finland, and Norway. The main focus was on the learning of workers aged 45 and older. In-depth case studies were conducted in all three countries involving a range of learning interventions. Results showed age was not related to how stimulating workplaces were experienced as learning environments nor to subjective assessment of learning attitudes, skills, or motivation. The job competence of older workers was generally highly valued but not systematically monitored or recorded. Changes in working life and workplaces stimulated learning and reduced opportunities for it for all age groups. Introduction of information technology was the greatest learning challenge to older employees. In terms of human resources development, older employees participated in informal and nonformal training in the same way as younger workers, but to a lesser extent in formal training. Case studies showed successful work-based learning and training interventions involving older workers had the potential to improve learning motivation, strengthen self confidence and organizational commitment, and improve the social climate in groups with mixed ages. Conclusions indicated the need to acknowledge workplaces as learning environments; develop more systematic measures for broad-based job competence assessment; and implement an integrative, intergenerational approach to learning. (Contains 143 references.) (YLB)
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Abstract

WORKTOW was a multidisciplinary action research project carried out in 27 small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in industry, service and office-work sectors in the UK, Finland and Norway. The aims were to investigate how to recognise, value and utilise job competence; aspects of learning at work; HRD practices involving older workers and the facilitation of lifelong learning; and how the diversity of the workforce can facilitate the development of learning organisations.

In-depth case studies were carried out in all three countries involving a range of learning interventions. Results showed that age was not related to how stimulating workplaces were experienced as learning environments, nor to the subjective assessment of learning attitudes, skills, or motivation, except for memory and speed of learning. Stronger variation was found between sectors and companies.

- Job competence of older workers was generally highly valued although it was not systematically monitored or recorded.
- Changes in working life and in the workplaces tended both to stimulate learning and to reduce opportunities for it for all age groups.
- Introduction of IT was the greatest learning challenge to older employees but this was not universal.
- In some cases of small businesses older workers, especially those with higher levels of education and expertise, did not find their work as stimulating in terms of new learning as their less experienced colleagues did. Coupled with scarce career opportunities, this situation sometimes led to estimations of low value and meaningfulness attached to training related to one's current job.

- In terms of human resources development, older employees participated less than younger colleagues in formal training within industry but there were no differences in participation in informal and non-formal training and in service and information sector. In some cases, the learning interventions were successful in helping managers to reframe the situation of older workers and learning in general but only where managers were receptive and could see the relevance for everyday practice.

A number of conclusions were drawn from the study, including the need to acknowledge workplaces as learning environments; the need to develop more systematic measures for broad-based job competence assessment; the need to encourage employers and older workers themselves to accept some responsibility for ensuring they have access to learning and training opportunities; the need to pay more attention to practical training outcomes and their implications for motivating highly experienced workers further in small businesses. It was also noted that strategies could be developed to enhance the strong sense of inter-generational solidarity observed in some workplaces and to capitalize on the complementary skills of workers of different ages.

Overall, responding to the new learning imperative in working life and utilising the diversity of the workforce presents a challenge to the competence of management especially in older occupations and companies. One way forward would be to strengthen investment and effort in developing more local learning networks and to assist SMEs by providing a range of various resources to enhance learning, training and development in them. Developing more local learning networks and to assist SMEs by providing a range of resources to enhance learning, training and development in them.
Executive summary

Introduction
WORKTOV was a multidisciplinary action research project, with its main focus on the learning of older workers (aged 45+) in working life. Its starting point was the individual and organisational effects, needs and opportunities emanating from the intersection of two trends in society, namely, the ageing of populations and changes in working life. These trends, in turn, have strong implications for lifelong learning and discussions about competence maintenance and for both individual and organisational development.

Aims
The aims were to investigate:
• how to recognise, value and utilise job competence (skills, knowledge, attitudes);
• learning at work;
• HRD practices involving older workers and the facilitation of lifelong learning
• diversity of the workforce in facilitating the development of learning organisations.

Methods
The study was conducted in 27 SMEs in industrial, service and office-work sectors in England, Finland and Norway. Data was collected through questionnaires and interviews with management and employees, and through documentary analysis together with some direct observation. The questionnaires were partially standardised among partners; they involved similar questions to employees and management, with questions to the latter being constructed from the point of view of the company. Case studies, in which a range of learning interventions were developed and applied within a group of SMEs were also carried out and evaluated.

Main results
Job competence
In most of the companies, skill requirements were undergoing a change, so that additional and/or new skills were needed in the use of computers, in communicating with customers and with increasing emphasis on the need to understand the whole production process.

The job competence of older workers was generally highly valued. The existence of negative attitudes towards older workers and the generally held view that they lack competence and that their skills are dated, was not supported by the results of this study. On the contrary, we found that mature workers bring a range of knowledge, skills, experience and positive attitudes to the workplace, complementing those of less experienced workers. Differences in competence among workers were ascribed to individual characteristics rather than to age, particularly among management.

Systematic monitoring or documenting of the characteristics of competence did not exist, beyond occasional developmental talks or in skills audits. There was an assumption that this information was 'known' tacitly by managers. Employees considered social competence, professional competence and work morale to improve with age. The job competence of experienced workers was acknowledged and utilised internally in SMEs e.g. in mentoring. Competence was seen both as an individual and a collective phenomenon based more on work experience and personal characteristics than on formal training.

Learning at work
Changes in working life and in the workplace presented a challenge to the learning efforts of both older and younger workers alike. It
also reduced their opportunities for learning, due to increased workloads and pressures of time. In some cases, the former opted for a strategy of adjustment rather than choosing to participate amidst the changes. Age was not related to how stimulating workplaces were experienced as learning environments, nor to the subjective assessments of learning attitudes, skills, or motivation, except for memory and speed of learning. Stronger variation was found between sectors and companies. However, in some cases older workers, especially those with higher levels of education and expertise, did not find their work as stimulating in small businesses, in terms of new learning as their less experienced colleagues did.

In the service sector, learning challenges originated predominantly from within the work itself, especially from the requirements of customers. In industry, they were related more closely to outside forces (e.g. quality requirements, educational reforms, labour market) or to technological innovation. In some SMEs (notably in the UK) with low status jobs and a predominance of relatively poorly educated female workers, issues concerning the development and training of staff and their learning and the possible need for change in the organisation, were not considered to be of any importance either for employers or for their employees.

In spite of this, attitudes towards learning and training were generally positive. However, employees and management did hold systematically different attitudes to learning and training for employees - employees were more positive, employers strongly underlined individual differences. What the management rated systematically more positive than the employees did was the learning opportunities that the company provided. Social and professional competence, together with work morale were all considered to improve with age.

New technology constituted the greatest learning challenge to all employees. No general rule applied, however; in some SMEs older workers coped well with new technology, as acknowledged by their younger colleagues. In others, it was a cause of their exit from the labour market.

Learning related to practice was preferred over formal training. It was seen as a highly social and collegially shared activity, whether consciously acknowledged as such or not. In some companies where formal training was provided, besides practical and immediately utilisable knowledge, the need to acquire the kind of knowledge that would have greater general applicability was also expressed.

**HRD & lifelong learning**

Our results showed that planning cycles were relatively short in most SMEs, especially the smaller ones, making long range planning and investment in personnel development problematic. The consequences were most severe in relation to investment in training and development. HRD was typically not an issue in SMEs and not considered a central area of activity. Human resources were not viewed as the most important aspects of the companies' consideration of their future relative to other areas, such as product development, the needs of clientele, or direct economic considerations. Older workers did participate in informal and non-formal training in the same way as younger workers, but to a lesser extent in formal training. Furthermore, in industry, significant age differences were found in participation in formal training unlike in service and information work. Observations from Norway indicated that, in industry, there was a growing appreciation of those in their fifties as being an asset to the company, but while they were consequently invited to take part in programmes of vocational education, only very few accepted the offer.

The learning culture was generally rated fairly positively, especially among older workers. Variation was found across sectors, but was viewed least positively by those in low-skilled jobs. Employees were somewhat less satisfied with feedback systems and with the level of support and encouragement for their participation in learning from management. Manage-
ment's low profile in this regard was justified by a rationale according to which employees need to be active and take the initiative themselves in order to obtain the support of management. In other words, management did not consider it their job to identify developmental needs and challenges at individual level among their staff. Employees and manager rated learning culture quite differently, however, between the three participating countries. The employees rated learning culture the best in the UK companies and the least positive in the Finnish SMEs, while the management in Norway rated the situation much better than the management in other countries — or the Norwegian employees.

Even in companies where learning at work was acknowledged as an issue and attention had been paid or initiatives put in place to enhance learning and development among employees, nothing other than job skills was monitored or documented. The competence development of younger workers, however, was more visible and systematically addressed through senior-junior partnerships (e.g. mentoring), while older workers were viewed as contributors and ‘teachers’ rather than as being themselves in need of learning and development (except within IT). The contribution of the latter was typically taken-for-granted rather than specifically credited or rewarded. Little attention was paid to ways in which learning might be transferred from formal training settings to the workplace, beyond tailoring and narrow targeting of courses provided. In cases when an older employee had high experience but work with little stimulation to new learning and workplace with scarce career opportunities, this situation sometimes led to estimations of low value and meaningfulness attached to training related to one’s current job.

Diversity and learning organisations
Thinking in terms of learning, not just in terms of working, was something of a new concept in small businesses. Accordingly, any consideration of the workplace as a learning environment and a learning organisation was also a newly emerging issue. Responding to the new learning imperative in working life and utilising the diversity of personnel challenges the competence of managements in a way which is crucial to the progress of SMEs towards becoming learning organisations, especially in more traditional occupations and in older companies. According to our observations, some SME managements are not always sufficiently aware of the existence of this learning imperative, nor very well equipped to meet it.

A major issue when considering the workplace as a learning environment is the extent to which work tasks and skills have been specialised on one hand or integrated and shared among workers on the other. Whilst the development of an appreciation of collective job competence (e.g. in team work) was observable in the service sector and information work, this kind of development appeared to be slow in traditional industrial plants. Diversity in terms of age/experience/competence within the workforce was generally valued and utilised in SMEs. We also found fairly strong inter-generational solidarity in SMEs, indicating an appreciation of specialised expertise as well as collective aspects of knowledge and skills in companies. This solidarity was probably an important factor accounting for older workers’ satisfaction with their taken-for-granted contribution to informal competence development among the younger workers. It also contributed to continuity in the various workplaces and thereby helped to counterbalance the continual changes being experienced.

Nevertheless, in some SMEs, older workers felt they could contribute more than their current job tasks allowed. This contribution and its potential usefulness was not always recognised by management. Where extra value was attached to informal, experience-based knowledge in working life there seemed to be an increase in the appreciation of the competence of older workers; this was helpful in balancing out managements’ views relative to their impressions of younger workers.
Case studies on learning interventions

WORKTOW interventions focused on mapping the learning environment in general, including opportunities for participation in learning situations, attitudes towards older workers, perceived competence and the investigation of individual learning styles and preferences for learning. The rationale, the methods used and the subjects involved in the various project sites varied, whilst the goal was shared i.e. to improve opportunities for learning among older workers. Some partners chose to focus solely on older workers, whilst others adopted an integrative approach involving all workers.

Our results showed that successful work-based learning and training interventions involving older workers have the potential for improving their motivation for learning, for strengthening their self-confidence and organisational commitment, and for improving the social climate in groups with mixed ages.

Given that an understanding of learning styles will assume a new relevance as the practice of lifelong learning becomes more established, WORKTOW was innovative in that it introduced a new and more focused method of analysing individual learning style preferences to Europe, drawing on research from the USA. It also showed the value of developing a biographical approach to understanding older workers’ attitudes towards undertaking learning and their pedagogical preferences. Such methods have considerable implications for human resource development practice and ultimately for the promotion of lifelong learning across Europe.

When case studies were targeted on the evaluation of a vocational training programme involving older employees (Norway), and employment development schemes (UK) the results showed that it succeeded in contributing towards helping older workers in learning to learn and developing their self-confidence, in improving teamwork and the social climate, in enhancing organisational learning, and in combating age-barriers.

The action research conducted in SMEs – notably in Finland - succeeded in providing more systematic information and knowledge concerning the situation in the companies around the WORKTOW themes: learning, training, competence and its development, HRD, and awareness of ageing and its significance from the company’s point of view. The project enabled new thought processes and reflection among employers and management, but to a lesser extent among employees in many SMEs.

As an approach to workplace learning, action research assumes a strong reliance on the ability of employees and employers to formulate problems and to self-reflect and on individual and collective involvement (participation and communication) in organisational change processes, presupposing a measure of learning. Our results showed that there appears to be a low level of awareness of, and reflection on, such a “self-educative” power in the SMEs studied, even though our observation and analysis of everyday practices offered strong evidence of the existence of this phenomenon. The results suggested strongly that, in research with this kind of orientation, it is not sufficient for researchers to generate “manageable” knowledge from the company’s situation or to make the tacit knowledge embedded in various practices more visible. Equally important is to allow time to provide support to management and employers to enable them to convert knowledge back into practice. Otherwise, there is a danger that results from any analysis of issues in learning and HRD – rarely uppermost in the minds of employers and managers in SMEs – will not translate into usable practice. Rather, as in some of the companies, findings may be judged as “too general” and will thus be seen by managers as having little value in everyday practice. In companies where managers were more open to receiving and reflecting on this type of information, our reflexive interventions succeeded in helping to reframe the situation of older workers and learning in general.
Conclusions

Overall, the results suggested that, rather than focusing more strongly on dispositional aspects, such as developing favourable attitudes towards learning and improving internal motivation amongst employees of all ages, several situational and institutional issues are central when aiming to encourage SMEs and their personnel to see themselves as learning organisations.

Workplaces need to be acknowledged as learning environments. It is important to focus on organising work and the workplace itself to allow more time for learning and reflection on how to improve learning at work for all employees. Although this study focused on small businesses, it showed that internal communication and information flow can and should be improved in these companies. When developing a suitable environment for learning in the workplace, it is more useful to adopt the specific attributes of the particular job sector and occupational branch in question, as well as the local situation in the company (including level of formal education among the employees) rather than focusing on the age of the potential participants.

There is a need to develop more systematic methods and measures for broad-based job-competence assessment and for its documentation in SMEs. Such an approach would help to encourage a more transparent and long-term planning strategy in respect of individual and collective competence development as well as overall organisational planning. These measures would also make the existing practice of subjective (typically by management and supervisors) and categorical (e.g. on the basis of age) evaluations of competence more objective and potentially less discriminatory.

In sectors involving low skilled workers in low status jobs—especially women—there is still a long way to go, on the one hand, in increasing awareness of the importance of learning and arousing interest in it; and on the other, to encourage employers and older workers themselves to recognise and acknowledge their importance in the workplace and to accept some responsibility for ensuring that they have access to learning and training opportunities.

There is a need to pay more attention to practical training outcomes and the consequences for motivating experienced employees in SMEs to develop themselves further. Older workers especially, and those with higher levels of education and expertise, should find participation in training rewarding and meaningful in the workplace context. Our results showed that this is not always the case in small businesses with low career opportunities. This is likely to pose a challenge to training providers as well as to managers and employers in SMEs.

While the diversity of the workforce is acknowledged and we found indications of a strong sense of inter-generational solidarity in many workplaces, this could be improved further by increasing awareness of the issue and by developing more systematic strategies to address it. Such a development would also improve the collective functioning and the utilization of collective competence in many workplaces as well as increasing broader awareness of strengths and limitations in organisational competence.

The new learning imperative in working life challenges the competence of management in a completely new way. There is a need to focus on the development of this in the areas of both competence management and age management. Members of management in SMEs would clearly benefit from developing their own abilities in knowledge management, in how to deal with the new area of learning support, in competence development, and in the development of working environments as learning environments. This would involve acquiring new skills in communication and cooperation with various external training providers, as well as improving analytic skills in relation to systematic monitoring and in addressing the situation in different companies and amongst various groups of employees.

Besides the development of competence, enhancing learning in SMEs calls for manage-
ment to consider investing more in developing local learning networks. Such a development has the potential both to increase the effectiveness of training providers and to improve awareness of training provision in SMEs. Regional governmental agencies, such as Employment and Economic Development Centres, or their equivalents, could play a more effective coordination role in these developments. The latter could also assist SMEs by providing other resources (financial support, information, etc.) to enhance learning, training and development in them.

Finally the results suggested that, from the point of view of older workers in SMEs, an integrative approach to various HRD initiatives to enhance organisational learning, rather than age-segregation, is to be recommended. Such a view is based on the assumption, and observation, that in terms of overall competence, highly experienced mature workers and newly trained younger ones have complementary skills, knowledge and attitudes. There is therefore considerable potential for them to learn from each other and thus to increase collective organisational competence.
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1 Introduction & objectives

General background
WORKTOW was a multidisciplinary research project, with its main focus on learning among older (45+) workers. Thus, the central theme was concerned with job-related competence (defined broadly to involve knowledge, skills, learning, values, and attitudes), its maintenance and development, as well as formal and informal learning on-the-job. WORKTOW focused on small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), thus aiming to expand the knowledge base in HRD, so far mostly drawn from studies in large companies. Its starting point was the individual and organisational effects, needs and opportunities emanating from the intersection of two trends in society: the ageing of populations and changes in working life. These trends, in turn, have strong implications for lifelong learning and discussions about competence maintenance and development (figure 1).

Demographic change – the ageing of the population together with decreased birth rates and mortality (increased longevity) - will continue to drastically alter the structure of the workforce in coming decades. This development will impact on working life directly through a diminishing supply of labour and indirectly through its implications for productivity and competitiveness (competence maintenance and development among the workforce) as pointed out, for example, by the OECD. Consequently, there is a need for a better understanding of how the labour market and working life itself could adapt to an ageing workforce (OECD Employment Outlook, 1998).

The continuous changes in working life, exacerbated by technological development and an increasingly global economy, will continue to impact on general competence requirements. As a result, the value of traditional training systems has been challenged and there is an emerging need to adjust educational systems to the requirements of working life (economy) (National actions to…, 2001). Related to this, the focus on competence develop-

Figure 1 WORKTOW's central themes
ment has changed from training to learning and with emphasis on a much broader range of learning environments; in particular, the workplace is now acknowledged as of considerable importance, sometimes more so than formal training settings (e.g. Billec 2001).

In combination, these two trends of workforce ageing and a rapidly changing working life have contributed to the development of a highly ambiguous view of the competence of older workers (Tikkanen, 1998a). This changing working life and demands for new and renewed skills and knowledge, has resulted, on the one hand, in their competencies becoming labelled as obsolete and lacking. Together with difficult employment situations and early pension policies, the latter has contributed to increasing age discrimination and an exclusion of older workers from the labour market during the 1990s (Walker, 1997). On the other hand, as the knowledge and skills, based on formal training, have been judged inadequate in working life, the value of experience-based “real competence” (Nordisk kartlegging..., 2001) or Cross Curricula Competencies (OECD) has increased in importance. Whilst, in principle, this could allow for greater value being placed on the competence of mature employees, in practice this value varies considerably depending on the nature of the expertise and thus of the job tasks and context in which it has developed. Routine expertise has a whole different value from “flexexpertise”, more flexible expertise (van der Heijden, 1998).

These developments have made it necessary to revitalise the old idea of lifelong learning (Tikkanen, 1998a). Since the EU White Paper in 1995, a number of initiatives have been made through, for example, the European Commission (National actions to implement, 2001). There is a pressing need to develop systematic learning initiatives and interventions. On the one hand, occupational knowledge and skills acquired once in a life-time are not necessarily valid and sufficient over the course of a changing working life. On the other hand, training institutions are faced with demands to adjust and align their course provision and curricula with the competence needs and demands of working life. The main goal for the latter is to fill in the gap between formal training and competence needs in workplaces. Thus, there is also a need to understand more of how to ensure commensurability between job-related learning and training and the experience-based competence of mature workers and the needs of working life. As regards the latter, most arguments have been based on the deficit-assumption, which is also more broadly applied to defining older people in society. In line with this view the job competence of older workers is obsolete or “lacking” and thus they are “in need” of new skills and knowledge (Tikkanen, 1998a). Acknowledging the need for new learning, we have, however, focused in WORKTOW on examining the added value of mature competence in current working life.

By nature WORKTOW was an action-oriented research project, aiming to develop and evaluate case studies of good practice in educational and training interventions in SMEs in different occupational fields. To prepare the learning interventions a survey was carried out in all the participating SMEs, targeted separately on employees and managers/employers. Choosing a company as our research unit defined our approach as contextual and systemic to examining learning and competence of older workers. The purposes of WORKTOW in relation to organisational policy and practice were to identify innovative ways:

- to motivate employers to invest in older workers - but also more broadly in low-educated employees,
- to motivate older employees to participate in learning activities, and
- to utilise the competence (knowledge, skills and attitudes) of older workers.

To demonstrate through case studies and comparative analysis of good practice in different countries the ways in which the above objectives can contribute to the flexibility and productivity of the European older workforce, to social cohesion, and to the improved functioning of the European labour market generally.
WORKTOW objectives
The objectives of WORKTOW were targeted to five areas, and were described as follows:

Job competence:
☐ To investigate the extent to which the knowledge, skills, experience, and attitudes of older workers can be recognised, valued and utilised in work and learning situations.

Learning at work:
☐ To investigate the ways in which older workers learn within work settings.

HRD and lifelong learning for productivity and against exclusion:
☐ To investigate the extent to which human resource development practice and educational interventions involving older workers can facilitate lifelong learning and productivity, and, thereby, also contribute to the policies and practices that can prevent the exclusion of senior workers from working life.

Diversity of workforce contributing to learning organisations:
☐ To investigate the ways in which the diversity of the workforce in terms of age and acquisition of knowledge, skills, experience and attitudes can contribute to the development of learning organisations in the work context and, more generally, to the creation of the learning society.

Flexible workforce and social cohesion:
☐ To demonstrate through case studies and comparative analysis of good practice in different countries the ways in which the above objectives can contribute to the flexibility and productivity of the European older workforce, to social cohesion, and to the improved functioning of the European labour market generally.
Older workers in a changing labour market

Labour market trends

The employment situation in Europe was problematic during the 1990s, particularly for older workers and other marginal groups. Towards the end of the decade there was a slight increase in employment among those under 55 years of age but the situation remained stable in the 55-59 age group, and dropped slightly among 60-64 year olds (Older workers in the labour market and outside, 2000).

According to the OECD Employment Outlook (1998, pp. 123-126), the labour market situation of older workers will, in future, be characterised by the following developments:

- Over the next few decades, the predicted ageing of the labour force will be outside the range of recent historical experience. According to one scenario, between 1995 and 2030, the average proportion of workers aged from 45 to 59 years will rise from 27 to 33 per cent in the 15 countries of the EU. It is not clear how labour markets will adapt to this increase in the supply of older workers. Most likely, however, companies will need to employ a greater proportion of workers aged 45 – 59 years, as well as those over current retirement age (over 60 years).
- Educational attainment among older workers will rise rapidly.
- The emerging skill demands of working life will increasingly need to be met by mid- and late career workers.
- Key factors in determining the employment and earnings opportunities of older workers will be the HRD practices of companies (training, recruitment, pay, etc.).
- Proactive strategies acknowledging the skills-base of the older workers are likely to be more effective than remedial measures after employment problems have been encountered.

Older workers’ situation in the labour market will also be influenced by the predicted labour shortage related to lower expansion rates in the pool of younger workers. It is anticipated that the biggest labour shortage will be in the service sector - in which jobs tend to be less physically demanding (Kramer, 1995). However, prediction is difficult, due for example, to developments in the technical sector. It is probable that, in future, many service jobs will be held by older workers (Kramer, 1995, 23). The experiments made in hiring older employees have been encouraging. They show, for example, that the costs for employers decline due to lower turnover rates and lower training costs (of newcomers) and that productivity has increased, as well as that older workers have appeared to be superior in dedication, reliability and quality of work (Kramer, 1995; Schneider, 1994).

The conclusions made concerning the socio-economic implications of population ageing tend to be rather pessimistic or expressed in negative terms. The ETAN (European Technology Assessment Network) expert group introduces a more optimistic perspective, in which demographic change is viewed as a positive opportunity for the European economy. It is pointed out that this opportunity "lies in innovative technological, social and organisational responses to the challenges of an ageing population. Through innovation it may be possible not only to avert potential economic problems, but also to enhance the quality of life of older people, and to develop new business possibilities for European industry" (Ageing Population and Technology 1998, 5). The ETAN report identifies three broad areas of such innovative opportunities, namely, those related to:
• the extension of working life among older people
• enhanced activity, mobility and quality of life
• health, well-being and support.

Concerning older workers at a Europe wide level, we still are in a situation in which there exists a range of recommendations for policy formulation on various levels, but in which practice is still based on single examples. In other words, there is still considerably more debate concerning the situation of older workers than practical initiatives. On a company level this situation is very clearly demonstrated in the comparative report Human Resource Management in Western Europe. None of the contributors from the then, in mid-1990s, 12 EU countries dealt in any depth with the implications of population ageing for HRM practices. The editor concluded that this omission indicates how “the realization of this evolution along with the disruptions, both social and organizational, that it entails, seems very weak” (Brunstein, 1995a, 3).

Labour market and the older workers in Finland, Norway and the UK

Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of the labour market trends framing the situation of older workers in the three WORKTOW countries. This overview is supported by a more detailed description of the situation in each country.

UK

As in other European countries, the UK labour force is ageing and by 2011 there will be over 2 million more members aged 45+. Factors contributing to the changes in employment patterns affecting older people include the decline in the UK manufacturing industry, the encouragement of early retirement, the impact of technology on skill requirements and flexible production regimes. Recently the government has set out a range of measures that are expected to improve older people’s opportunities to contribute to the economy and to society in their later working years, eg. the New Deal 50+.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Labour market trends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Exclusion and marginalization of older people from the workforce and under-representation in training schemes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Labour market situation for 55+ workers persistently problematic, drawing from the early labour exit pathways and severe economic recession of the early 1990s. Three major governmental, cross-administrative programs have been launched, addressing directly or indirectly the situation of ageing workers, with a focus on ageing, working-life development and well-being in working life. Some improvement recently observed in the employment situation of older workers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>A shortage of labour and high pressure in work life together with a culture of early retirement has contributed to a lowering of the real pension age and a decreasing number of older workers participating in training and learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finland

There are several summary reports available describing the situation of older workers in Finland. The overview presented in this chapter is based on the reports Older workers in the Labour Market and outside (2000) and Older workers in Finland, parts I and II (Tikkanen, 2000a; 2000b). From a broader European perspective, the situation of older workers in the labour market and in society more generally started to gain attention relatively late in Finland. When major political initiatives were taken, however, they appeared to be both powerful and prestigious, and rapid progress has been made. As a result, the solutions devised and the broad approaches adopted towards older workers in Finland are currently regarded as examples of good practice by many other European countries (Active Strategies for an Ageing Workforce, 1999: Ilmarinen, 2000; Tikkanen, 2000a). There are two landmarks, which in this context are the most significant. The first is the National Programme for Ageing Workers 1998-2002, implemented jointly by the three Ministries of Labour, Education, and Health and Social Affairs, involving central social partners, too. Secondly the development of the broad model or index of workability by the Institute of Occupational Health, marked a new holistic approach to older workers. The index combines various aspects of health (physical, social, psychological), job competence, and age-management as central elements in a consideration of the situation of older workers in various workplaces, and is currently also used in other countries. Other major governmental initiatives, highly relevant to older workers, are the National Working Life Development Programmes 1 and the Well-being Program 1, the latter focusing on individual consequences of changes in work and working conditions.

In addition to the various early exit pathways also developed in Finland since the 1980s (Gould, 1996), another main factor mitigating against the situation of older workers in the labour market was the economic recession of early 1990s, this being one of the deepest in the history of the country. The resulting, persistently poor employment situation in the country has been especially detrimental to older workers. In several others respects, the situation of this section of the workforce is influenced by factors that are shared by many other European countries. There is a rapid growth of population over 55 years of age, more than in any other EU Member State or in the USA (Older workers in ..., 2000). An increasingly early labour exit and subsequent falling labour force participation rates among older workers has been driven by early pension policies. Towards the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the new millennium, the rapid recovery of the economy has, paradoxically, resulted in serious problems in relation to employee well being and in the simultaneous existence of labour shortages and unemployment. Job-related stress and exhaustion have increased in health care and education, but also in different branches of the private sector, as indicated by various measures of working climate. Practically no age group of workers has been left untouched by this phenomenon. This situation formed the background to the national program in well-being: “People feel exhausted and drained of energy, and at many workplaces no longer get any pleasure from working. Worker skills and know-how have not always kept up with the fast-changing demands of the job. A rising workload often has to be carried by an ever smaller staff.” (http://www.mol.fi/aksamishjelma/svenska_english/eng_index.htm)

Traditionally the approach to older workers in Finland has been characterised by a strong focus on health-related issues. More recently, this approach has been broadened, as described above, and a multitude of measures, including job competence and issues related to work environment and management, is currently used. In addition to improved job competence and workability, improved employment is a major goal in various initiatives. The participation rate of older workers in education and training started to increase during the recovery from the economic recession of the early 1990s. By the mid-1990s, this rate in
job-related CVET (so called 'personnel training') had reached the levels of younger age groups, because the increase in participation has been strongest for employees aged 45 years and above.

**Norway**

In the mid-90s, the situation in the labour market in Norway changed from one of relatively high unemployment to a shortage of labour in many sectors. At this time, fewer older workers were pushed out of working life, but during the last years, the tendency has been towards a continual lowering of the real pension age. At the moment it is below the age of 60 – despite a period of economic growth and a governmental strategy of stimulating integration into work life - the so called “work life”. In addition, there has been a growing understanding that the shortage of labour in many sectors cannot be reduced by importing skilled workers from abroad, and that the only solution is to invest in the existing work force (The Norwegian Labour Market 2001). None of these initiatives have so far been successful.

The latest major initiative, the National Action Plan for Senior Policies within Working Life (“Strong Lift”, Krafttak), launched jointly by the social partners, government agencies and private companies, is a broad-based programme aimed to reverse the negative trends towards a lower actual retirement age (Nasjonalt krafttak for seniorpolitikk i arbeidslivet, 2001).

Another major initiative, also highly relevant to the situation of older workers, is the idea of competence reform (in adult education) in Norway. In addition, legal and financial measures have been taken in an attempt to make pension schemes more flexible (NOU 19, 1998). These initiatives aim to improve both the working environment and learning opportunities for employees during the later stages of their careers. Recent studies in Norway indicate a negative trend in these latter areas due to an intensification of work (heavy time pressure and increasing work loads).

**Working life changes and their implications for older workers**

**Increasing flexibility and changing competence requirements**

To reinforce companies’ competitiveness, attention has been strongly focused on increasing flexibility in working life, and efforts made accordingly. The idea of flexibility has been approached and defined from various points of view, resulting in a range of efforts to describe and model this variety in a coherent way. In table 2 we have described various aspects of these flexibility requirements from the demand side of the labour market. The four different flexibility areas examined are numerical, functional, technological and organisational. The factors driving these notions of flexibility derive ultimately from the broader changes affecting the labour market and working life, as demonstrated in, for example, new production systems, changing competence requirements and renewed occupational structures. In table 2 we have also suggested possible alternative consequences from these trends for learning and competence development, albeit there is some overlap from one approach to another. Finally the table suggests possible implications for the situation of older workers (contingencies), depending on the measures adopted to address the various types of flexibility requirements.

**Numerical flexibility** refers to changes in the number of employees or in working time (also referred to as "temporal flexibility") eg. the amount of overtime or part time work. The externalisation of tasks is also included in this term – that is, the extent to which the production of goods or services is not carried out by employees, but is outsourced to other companies or manpower is hired on a temporary basis. This type of flexibility requirements reflect the quantitative strategy of HRM to address increasingly competitive markets (Brunstein, 1995b), in that it concentrates on staffing and aims at aligning person-
Table 2 A relationship between types of flexibility on the demand side of the labour market, competence needs, implications for older workers and possible contingencies in work life influencing the situation for this age group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence needs</th>
<th>Implications for the development of older workers</th>
<th>Contingencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numerical flexibility</td>
<td>Basic skills, Learning ability, Self-confidence</td>
<td>Reduced investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-skills, Problem-solving skills, Communication skills, Transferable skills</td>
<td>Greater recognition of their competence through the added value given to experience-based knowledge Broadening of skills Negative transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological flexibility</td>
<td>Computer literacy, Learning ability</td>
<td>Stereotypes about learning to use computers Few learning opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational flexibility</td>
<td>Social competence, participation &amp; co-operation, Meta-competence</td>
<td>Appreciation of wisdom as a quality in social relations Emphasis on change resistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nel with the needs of a firm according to outside markets. Market trends are integrated into business plans through personnel planning and the key strategy considers human resources mainly as a cost factor (Brunstein, 1995b). From this point of view, older workers are especially vulnerable. On the one hand, this is because salaries are often tied to seniority, making older workers more expensive to employers. On the other hand, emerging strategies, such as out-sourcing, may reduce the need for the internal development of competence in companies and therefore have a negative influence on investments in the training of older workers. Furthermore, an age-mix and different recruitment profiles in companies affect the career opportunities, turnover, mobility, problem solving capabilities and cultural climate (Pfeffer, 1983; Lawrence, 1996).

Most turbulent organisations are not to be found in private sector, but in the public sector (Torp & Masteikaasa, 1990) with a high average age among the employees (public administration, educational institutions). Older workers are more affected by both downsizing and internal reorganisation than their younger colleagues. The main reason is that this age group is concentrated in sectors like traditional industries and larger companies that are subject to radical changes (Unseem, 1993). Studies on layoffs have found that older employees are less likely to be replaced than their younger colleagues reflecting seniority agreements in industrial relations (Forsberg & Olofsson, 1993). One of the purposes of launching early retirement policies in the 1980s was to provide work opportunities for younger people. However, this line of thinking was short-sighted; Mirkin (1987) has shown that in economically difficult times, employers did not actually replace those older workers who had left the company.

Functional flexibility refers to changes in work content and work tasks. It is thought that
this kind of flexibility can be met by the development of new technical skills, multi-skilling, problem-solving and meta-cognitive abilities, methodological skills (Onstenk, 1992), learning to learn (Froman, 1994) and other meta-skills (Hall & Mirvis, 1995), as well as social skills (Larson, 1992). Organisations, however, strongly direct the development of these skills. As van Vianen (1997) has pointed out, it is not just any learning among employees that is rewarded, but only those needed for the organisation to operate effectively. Consequently, she suggested that organisations have to create their own flexible workforce, defined by and related to the core skill needs of the organisation.

The general demand for a broader and multidimensional knowledge base is reflected in the attention given to key qualifications and informal learning (Bjørnåvold, 2001). According to Bjørnåvold (2001), the importance of key qualifications is related to concerns about the application ("knowing how" rather than "knowing that") of facts, theories, and rules in social, organisational and technological settings within the context of unprecedented organisational and technological change. Referring to the expertise development described by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) he further suggests that key qualifications represent a transition "towards intuitive and involved skilled behaviour based on accumulation of concrete experiences" (Bjørnåvold, 2001, 81). In as much as this is true, functional flexibility could offer older workers improved chances for development, based on recognition of the value of their prior learning and competence (APEL). However, this might also be hampered by an inability to transfer this prior learning in situations demanding the development of new knowledge and skills.

**Technological flexibility** refers to new requirements that are associated with the introduction of computer-based tools. Often such changes are closely connected with re-definitions of work content and task structure, but the mastery of new technology may require task-independent qualifications (Zuboff, 1988) such as abstract reasoning, textual skills and systemic understanding of work processes (Schumann, 1998). The development of skills required by new technology is among the core challenges for older workers and their job-competence. In addition to actual shortcomings in their skills, there are often stereotypes operating against older workers, under the assumption of social information processing theory (SIP) (Salanick & Pfeffer, 1978). According to SIP theory, individual perceptions are likely to be influenced by the opinions, information and behaviours of others (van Vianen, 1997). These stereotypes concern their assumed lower trainability, flexibility and cost-effectiveness compared to younger workers, and are used as main arguments for not investing money in their training and development (van Vianen, 1997). For example, older workers are often believed to have trouble in learning to handle computers and to resist computerized work (Kelley & Chartier, 1995). However, training programs in this field do not usually incorporate the expertise of experienced professionals (Warr, 1998).

Research addressing the issue of work performance and technology use among older workers emphasises the following characteristics:

- the percentage of workers in this age group doing computerised work is comparatively low
- they are poorer performers,
- have negative attitudes towards the use of new technology and
- follow specific cognitive strategies in their work with computers.

However age-related disadvantages may be reduced and eliminated by instructional design tailored to the needs of older workers (Sterns et al., 1994; Sharit & Czaja, 1994; Baracat & Marquis, 1994; Holm, 1994).

**Organisational flexibility** is not necessarily related to changes in work processes and technology as it is "concept driven" or "market driven" (Gustavson, 1996). The
conditions and requirements implicated in increased organisational flexibility partly overlap with those described above in relation to functional flexibility. The need to develop more flexible organisations has also been referred to as a form of structural flexibility under the assumption that the remodelling of a firm's structure is the primary weapon for obtaining increased production (Brunstein, 1995b). According to this assumption, there is a "general need for restructuring organisations and jobs to incorporate greater scope for intrinsic motivation and to facilitate employee involvement by developing broadly challenging jobs within a more organic flexible organisation" (Brunstein, 1995b, 318). The essential driving force in this restructuring process is the change in corporate cultures from vertical to horizontal structures. Such a culture is characterised by collaborative partnerships (instead of command-and-control managerial hierarchy), and a workplace which is increasingly team-driven and intimate, with more intensive interaction and more emphasis on soft-skills (MacLeod 2000 in Cleveland-Innes & Potvin, 2001). Such a new environment will have consequences for learning interventions, which we will discuss later in this report (see chapter on Learning and competence at work later in this report).

The discussion around what kind of competencies is needed to increase organisational flexibility is highly speculative. Typically this discussion derives from the requirement for supporting horizontal structures and underlines the need for employee participation and co-operation. This, in turn, requires high-order social and communicational skills to enable eg successful networking. The consequences for the development of older workers can be positive or negative. On the one hand, the broad social competencies and meta-competence, which are central to developing this line of flexibility, is an area which develops through maturity and experience and could, thus, be advantageous for older workers (see chapter on Learning and competence at work later). On the other hand, if older workers' resistance to change, real or assumed, is adopted as a starting point, it may have detrimental effects for further development among this sector of the workforce.

Older workers are amenable to new organisational designs, for example team-based work (Hayslip et al., 1995), but temporary structures like adhocracies, network structures and project organisations can function contrary to the need for stability and slowing-down in late career (Hirsch & Stanley, 1996). However, senior employees are also given new opportunities, since their life-situation demands less investment in familial obligations. In light of the many changes currently taking place in working life, the absence of studies that throw light on the reaction and role of older workers in such processes surprise us.

Table 3 describes the flexibility called for by the supply side of the labour market. Merson (1996) has made a distinction between flexibility of skills and of working conditions. The former refers to the level and relevance of skills (Young, 1993), as well as to the convertibility of skills in the labour market. Flexibility of working conditions refers to legal and contractual regulations of employment, working time, working environment etc.

From the point of view of future qualifications in work life, older workers without higher degrees will have a much harder time getting (attractive) jobs than those who do possess such a background. Among younger people, this variable will not be that crucial. This suggests that there is a powerful age-effect hampering the situation of older workers. Whilst today in most European countries the formal educational background of older people is still poorer than that of younger people (OECD, 1998), this ratio is anticipated to balance out rapidly as the older generations with the lowest levels of education exit the labour force. However, for the current lower-educated generations of older workers, especially the 'oldest' older workers (55+), the trend towards higher formal qualifications may function to discourage their future development.

Flexibility of working conditions, with less regulated human resources and a more
Table 3  The relationship between types of flexibilities on the supply side of labour market, competence needs, implications for older workers and contingencies in working life influencing the situation for this age group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence supply</th>
<th>Implications for the development of older workers</th>
<th>Contingencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility of skills</td>
<td>Higher educated work force</td>
<td>Higher education as a crucial qualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility of working conditions</td>
<td>Deregulated human resources</td>
<td>Weakening security net Differentiated career paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bounded careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mobile workforce, means less job security and differentiation of career paths. While the total workforce will be influenced by this development, the impact on older workers may be stronger, because for them it means a change from long-held mind-sets to a new rationale. Research has shown that older workers are, on the one hand less mobile, but on the other more loyal towards their employers. However, a vision of more balanced working conditions between the younger and older generations in the future workplaces is possible from the point of view of health. Trends that have an impact to this direction are several, improving health by younger generations due to improved health care and less demanding job tasks (at least physically), as well as increasing attention to and investments in occupational health in workplaces – notably in the Nordic and some other European countries, as the most important ones. Forecasts concerning working conditions are difficult to be made, however, since regardless of improved overall health level among populations, there is a tendency towards increasing work-related health problems. Working conditions from the point of view of older workers are discussed further in the next chapter.

Older workers in the workplace

General working conditions

The working conditions in the 15 EU-countries have been monitored by the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Paoli, 1997; Merliè & Paoli, 2000). The following is a summary of the results relevant to the situation of older workers in the workplace.

- For all age groups working conditions have been deteriorating during the last ten years due to increasing work-related health problems, intensification of work and flexible employment practices.
- With increasing age workers are in a slightly favourable position when it comes to physical demands, repetitiveness and degrees of freedom in job performance.
- Indicators of learning environment qualities (training, learning new things at work, rotating tasks, consultation, collegial discussions, work appraisal and use of computers) show small changes during the last ten years. Despite slogans like "workplace as a learning arena" there is evidence that the updating of the work force is increasingly achieved through formal training instead of developing systematic on-job-learning measures. This tendency may marginalize experienced workers.
- The age-group above 50 years is under-represented in SMEs since entrepreneurial organisations are often populated by younger workers.

**Competence updating and adjustment necessary to avoid marginalization**

The most typical line of reasoning in relation to older workers in working life underlines their inadequacies or obsolete competence...
(Walker; 1996) and the need to adjust their competence accordingly to the demands of new forms of and tools for work, new ways of working, and changing working environments. This is, by and large, the core of the "problem" of older workers in workplaces. Taken that technological development and globalisation are the main driving forces of change and renewal in working life, the challenge posed for older workers is first and foremost, although not solely, to adjust their job competence to the demands set by new technology and its broader use in workplaces. Training and competence development is a typical means called for in this adjustment.

At the moment, there is an abundance of various training and development programmes to be found in workplaces and they can be expected to increase. For example, in Finland the Working Life Barometer 1997 showed that almost 57% of companies in industry, 49% in private services, 51% of municipalities and 52% of workplaces run by the state have launched some kind of projects to enhance learning and development. However, there are not many training projects specifically addressing the situation of older workers (Linkola, 1998), although in many workplaces they are becoming a majority.

Another training-related problem for older workers is that training has not been developed from the point of view of participants with low levels of formal education and little experience in training, but rather to relatively experienced learners in formal settings. Considerable improvement in training for and of older workers can, however, be expected to take place in the near future. Such a conclusion may be made based on the variety of policy recommendations made by various actors addressing the situation of older workers in the 1990s (for an overview see Tikkanen, 1998c). A majority of these recommendations paid attention to improving the possibilities and preconditions for education and training for older workers.

When it comes to informal learning and competence maintenance and development at work, studies (van der Heijden, 1998; van der Heijden & Thijssen, 1998) have shown lack of stimulus and support to learning at work for older workers. Challenges in informal learning at work are discussed in more details later in this report (see chapter on Learning in the workplace). Older workers themselves tend to view their long work experience and corresponding competence through informal learning as their special strength (Tikkanen, 1997). The interest in and value of experiential knowledge has also increased in working life and adult education (Mulligan & Griffin, 1992), but paradoxically at the same time the value of most experienced workers has decreased in working life (Tikkanen, 1998a).

**Adjusting new technology to match older workers**

To counterbalance the demands of older workers to adjust to the demands of new technology, the report by the ETAN (European Technology Assessment Network) group underlined the importance of developing new technology to better match the end users and to provide more user-friendly solutions. The group also underlined the importance of viewing the issue of ageing and the various solutions sought for the challenges it poses, as interconnected, as opposed to other developments taking place independently in society and working life. Underlining the leading impact of technological development on broader socio-economic development in society, the group suggests a range of priority areas for RTD&I (research, technology, development & innovation) signified by the ageing population. Examples of these areas are lifelong-learning techniques; technologies and methods for new modes of flexible work organisation; design for age-neutral product and process technologies; and age-relevant ICT applications in work, domestic environment and support (The Ageing Population and Technology, 1998).

**Advantages of increasing age in working life**

Increasing age and experience in working life also has several advantages. Based on an overview of existing research, the following list
of various improvements (advantages) by age has been compiled by the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health:

- Strategic thinking
- Becoming sharp-eyed
- Consideration
- Wisdom
- Ability to reflect
- Argumentation skills
- Coping skills
- Holistic perception
- Managing use of language
- High learning motivation
- Work commitment
- Loyalty towards the employer
- Less absenteeism
- Job experience

**Summary**

In summary, the situation concerning older workers in the workplace suggests strong ambivalence towards them; they are simultaneously valued but not valued, and tend to be viewed both as assets and as problems. Further, their levels of competence are seen as problematic and as a core issue in relation to their employability (recruitment and retention). However, support and motivation for their learning and competence development seems of lesser importance than that of younger workers. Given the increasing volume of older workers compared to the diminishing younger generations of employees, we can anticipate that sustainable organisational development will require more attention to be directed towards older workers, their learning and potential contribution to the workplace.

**Changing careers**

The social consequences of company competitiveness, accelerated by changes in working life as described in the previous chapter, are often most damaging to those sections of the workforce nearer the margins of the labour force and who are therefore the most vulnerable. The positioning of older workers on the margins tends to be the result of the demand for new or renewed competences and qualifications in the main sector of the labour force rather than sudden major changes in their abilities. Changes in thinking in relation to competences have also meant radical changes in thinking about careers. Again, these changes are likely to have a stronger impact on older workers than on their younger counterparts.

Discussions concerning career planning and older employees typically assume the bureaucratic system of occupational progression as a given (Ornstein & Isabella, 1993). This model has some prescriptive validity although it is rarely realised in practice. It has been observed that the recent interest of mid-life workers (around 45) in involvement in training is motivated by a strong anticipation of upward mobility (DeFilippi & Arthur, 1996). Thus, many proactively oriented mature employees who subscribe to this goal may end up facing a conflicting situation because of changing thinking on careers.

**Boundaryless careers.** The ideology of the vertical lifetime career is attracting less and less support. Generally speaking, the system of vertical and upward mobility is being replaced by a more diverse landscape of paths and fields. Careers have become 'boundaryless' (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996). Many of the success stories of boundaryless careers, however, stem from US working life, so we should be cautious when generalising them to a European setting, with lower labour force mobility and different systems of industrial relations (Hofstede, 1984). Potentially however, this development could increase opportunities for older workers to satisfy their personal interests and capacities, provided that employers adopt a policy of 'laissez faire' in encouraging those who want to design their own future (Weick & Berlinger, 1989). For older workers, the notion of the boundaryless career can, however, bring both positive and negative prospects. On the one hand, highly experienced older workers who have
invested a lot of time and energy in external contacts (customer, clients, other firms), may have developed valuable expertise in “knowing whom” (DeFilippi & Arthur, 1996) in a network economy (Porter, 1990). On the other hand, such a scenario is likely to provoke anxiety among those with limited opportunities within the labour market (Hirsch & Shanley, 1996), typically those who remain tied to poor educational opportunities and monotonous jobs.

Present generations of older workers may interpret the message to seek alternative pathways as a downgrading of their expertise and personal worth (Hall, 1986). They may also view a new start as an insurmountable barrier since careers are often irreversible and energy invested in them is lost (“sunk investments”, Hirsch & Shanley, 1996). An examination of the contrast between attitudes to work of the present adult population and those of younger generations suggests that there is a reorientation towards the intrinsic value of work instead of towards career prospects in existing jobs (Lahn, 1996). This further suggests that new personal commitments and identities could be created around extended life projects which, for example, integrate a continuing pursuit of one’s own interests with temporary assignments and collective learning processes (Lahn, 1993).

**Competence of older workers and the new career thinking.** If we look at career development possibilities among more mature workers, little evidence emerges from research concerning major competence problems among older workers as an obstacle to adopting this new way of thinking about, and practice of, careers. Nor is there any research evidence that their self-reported willingness to develop their competence through participation in training and other forms of new learning would prove an obstacle for them in adopting this new career thinking. However, compared to younger workers, older workers have been shown to have lower occupational and geographical mobility (Kolari, 1989; Labour Force Mobility and Flexibility..., 1995) – that is, in relation both to willingness and actual practice.

How such a difference is related to situational factors or to personal lifespan development and changing priorities is not well documented. In contrast, the role of structural factors in explaining these differences seems clear; they are also implicated in explanations of the fact that older workers are slower to adopt new thinking about careers. More precisely, a major influential factor is the general labour market and employment situation among older workers in particular although this situation varies somewhat across European countries. A related major factor is the attitudes mainly held not only by management, but also by younger colleagues, as well as those reflected in the prevailing cultural climate in society. These attitudes concern the role and status of older workers in working life (recruitment and retention) and in society generally and are powerful determinants of the current situation and options for development of older workers in the workplace (Kuhn, Taylor, Lunde, Mirabile & Reday-Mulvey, 1998). Furthermore, the options for and forms of training and development programs on offer are not always suitable and appropriate for older employees. Very few companies have tried to implement career planning policies specifically for middle-aged and older workers (Kuhn, et al., 1998). Training and development programs are also sometimes poorly co-ordinated with the practical demands of the workplace, notably the hectic pace of work. Issues related to training are discussed in more details later in this report.

**Age-awareness and HRD in companies**

**Cultural transitions.** Within the traditional approach to HRM and HRD, the age or maturity of employees has generally not been addressed as an issue. Interestingly, this situation can partly be accounted for by the traditionally “self-evident” high value of older workers in workplaces. The age of employees has traditionally only gained specific attention mainly in statistical, structural or economic terms. These views have, however, shifted somewhat over time and are related to changes in working life and society. These fluc-
Table 4  Phases in human resources management and their impact on perceptions of the value of older workers in the workplace (adapted from Tikkanen, Valkeavaara & Lunde, 1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental phase</th>
<th>Knowledge authority</th>
<th>Source of learning and competence</th>
<th>Focus in personnel management</th>
<th>Future orientation</th>
<th>Value of older workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management phase 1970s</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Job experience</td>
<td>Job performance, loyalty</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>High among management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise phase 1980s</td>
<td>Experts, specialists</td>
<td>Education and training (E&amp;T)</td>
<td>Job performance, individual development</td>
<td>Linear growth, enthusiasm</td>
<td>Diminishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team-work phase 1990s</td>
<td>Teams of workers, consultants</td>
<td>Scientific knowledge, E&amp;T development</td>
<td>Individual and organisational learning and</td>
<td>Controlled, sustainable growth views</td>
<td>Older workers as a problem, ambivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence/competence phase 2000</td>
<td>Increasingly shared, &quot;core teams&quot;, cooperation &amp; partnerships</td>
<td>Multiple; scientific knowledge, E&amp;T, personality, job experience</td>
<td>Lifelong learning, training, personal growth and development</td>
<td>Unstable and uncertain, although growth anticipated</td>
<td>Increasing, age less of an issue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...tations are described in Table 4 in relation to a robust description of different phases in HRM in companies.

One framework that demonstrates how older workers are (still) being regarded in the workplace incorporates the traditional medical or deficiency model in which older age is traditionally viewed as involving a combination of sickness (lack of health) and other deficiencies. In the workplace, this is reflected in the expectations and attitudes of others. However, older workers themselves often "fulfil this prophecy" by viewing their current and future options within this framework. An area where this line of thinking has been most persistent is in learning and development, demonstrated in the negative stereotypes concerning older workers' learning ability and/or willingness to participate in training.

Whilst cultural changes concerning learning and development in the workplace context have already been taking place over a decade or more, the involvement of older workers has only recently begun to emerge (Tikkanen, 1998a), and is still very limited. This change is characterised in the last two phases in HRM as described in Table 4, as well as in the shift from the third to the fourth phases. Furthermore, apart from changes in work, jobs and working life more generally, another parallel and related cultural transition is taking place in the workplace. What can be discerned is a change from "old times" and the valuing of mature employees and their competence, to modern times, with new competence requirements and the perception that it is younger employees who are most likely to possess these. There still seems to be some ambivalence among management concerning this issue, as demonstrated particularly in views concerning the value of prior experience in the process of managing various jobs. In addition, views concerning partnerships with management as well as an increasingly shared and collective approach to knowledge and competence, pose new challenges to management regarding the status and role of older workers.

Emergence of age-awareness. Studies (Brunstein, 1995b; Pitkänen & Löfström, 1999a) have shown that management, and the personal perception a manager holds concerning his relationship with the older...
employee, as well as the prevailing organisational culture are the core factors affecting the situation of older workers in companies. Management’s role is perhaps even more pronounced in small businesses (van den Tillaart, van den Berg & Warmerdam, 1998) than in big companies that tend to have more impersonal managerial-subordinate relationships. The results of a Leonardo-project Life-long Learning Enforcement and Empowerment of Older Workers (LLEEO) showed that, whilst lack of formal training is a considerable problem for older workers in the labour market; an equally big problem is to be found in the attitudes of employers and management (www.dipoli.hut.fi/projektit/lleeo). A gradual recognition of this attitudinal problem has taken place, albeit far from consistently across all European countries. This concern has created a new concept, “age-management” (Juuti, 2001), and a new awareness of the age issue within HRM.

Integration or an exclusive focus on older workers? It has been seen that age-awareness in HRM and HRD has only recently started to develop. Referring to table 4 above, we could argue that this awareness has emerged in parallel to the increasing focus on competences, instead of on individual employees (e.g. currently competences are sought and bought, rather than employees). However, it is still the case that the literature that might help us to understand this point of view is very scarce, as are policies developed to address age-awareness both in the workplace and at national level. What makes the issue particularly problematic is that in raising the question of older workers as a special case in discussion and policy making, there is a risk of stigmatising them and thus of doing more harm than good to their cause (Walker, 1998). A related factor is that defining good practice in age management (Juuti, 2001; Linkola, 1999) is not without difficulties. The study on Combating Age Barriers in Employment (Walker, 1997) used five main dimensions to categorise aspects of good practice:

- job recruitment and exit
- training, development and promotion
- flexible working practice
- ergonomics
- job design
- changing attitudes and ageing workers (Walker, 1998).

All of these aspects are also very relevant to, and have been addressed in the WORKTOW-study. As a way forward, Walker (1998) suggests that any actions that aim to combat age barriers, whether labelled ‘older worker’ policies or more general HR policies, should be considered as good practice in this context. Furthermore, he proposes an integrated, comprehensive, lifelong-oriented approach as more useful and fruitful, rather than a separate, tightly older workers-focused approach with ad-hoc measures to address these issues. Lifelong learning and continuous training are central elements in such a strategy.

**HRD and older workers in WORKTOW-countries**

In table 5 below we have first briefly characterised the central issues in HRM and HRD in the WORKTOW-countries. The table is followed by brief descriptions of the national situations.

**UK**

In larger companies there is a growing emphasis on formal planned training and informal learning – and a need to develop a favourable climate in which to incorporate the principles of equality of opportunity. National initiatives are being launched to help SMEs to develop more effective workplace strategies, to help create a much stronger culture of lifelong learning in the UK and to support learning networks (National Skills Task Force, 2000).

It is therefore likely that the HRD-policies and practices in both large businesses and smaller companies will need to be subject to
Table 5 A summary of the HRM- and HRD-policies in companies in the WORKTOW countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>HRM &amp; HRD policies in companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>In larger companies a growing emphasis on formally planned training and informal learning – and a need to develop a favourable climate. National support of workplace learning in SMEs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>A combination of central initiatives and support of local developmental projects (largely ESF-supported) exists. Large national programs have created a high activity in HRD – although the projects in SMEs are often short-term, ideals are in contradiction in practice, competence evaluation tools are lacking and age-awareness among managers has only recently started to increase. State employer has outlined guidelines for senior policy. Ministry of Labour has provided a guide to age management in workplaces to make better use of existing competence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Major Initiatives in HRD taken at branch level and implemented in SMEs, but overviews of practice show a considerable gap between the “models” and actual practice. Only recently have issues of age been integrated into projects at company level. A national programme has recently been launched to enhance policy for seniors in workplaces.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

periodic review in response to this pressure. It remains to be seen to what extent such changes, if implemented, will affect the climate of learning within companies and will arouse further interest in what is learnt, how it is being learnt, how that learning is planned and implemented and its outcomes at both individual and company level.

Finland
The following list addresses some of the most central age-related characteristics in HRM and HRD in Finland are (based on the summaries in Tikkkanen, 2000a; 2000b):

- **The large governmental HRD-initiatives together with the European Social Fund (ESF)** are stimulating many activities at different levels – with a main focus on health and well-being, but increasingly extending to involve also job-competence (knowledge, skills, attitudes).

- A number of ESF-projects are specifically targeted on older workers, although studies show that it is still rare to explicitly address older workers in developmental projects (Linkola, 1998). However, the projects in SMEs are often short-term and narrow-focused (targeted) and ideals are in contradiction to practice.

- **Provision of, and participation in continuing training** is common also in SMEs and among workers aged 45+.

- **Tools for measuring broad, experience-based competence and effective instructional methods** are lacking and put experienced adult workers in a disadvantageous position. However, the national VET-system allows employees to gain accreditation and formal qualification for prior learning and competence gained through informal and non-formal learning in the workplace.

- **Age-awareness among management has been low in most companies.** The lack of systematic personnel policy in SMEs means poor, if any, documentation and recording of information concerning the staff.

- **Policies on seniors very rarely exist in companies.** Only very recently have some companies as well as the Ministry of Labour, become aware of and begun to pay attention to this area and to define policies and practice.

Norway
The government and the social partners have launched a National Competence Reform, within a broader framework of adult education. The reform is being implemented through a multitude of locally initiated devel-
opment projects. However, overviews show a considerable gap between the "models" and implementation in practice.

Only recently have issues of age been integrated into projects at company level. This reorientation has resulted in initiatives aimed at the development of a "seniors" policy in both the public and private sectors— as well as in supporting measures taken by government and social partners.

Open and flexible training for adults has become a major area of political interest and business investment in Norway. Most of the discussion, however, has concentrated on financial arrangements and on establishing net-based information systems and a platform where providers and users can meet.

Participation of older workers in education and training

General trends

The OECD Employment Outlook 1998 (pp. 128) showed that, among other matters, educational attainment among older workers will rise rapidly. Given the increased demand for more educated workers, rising educational attainment should ease the employment situation of older workers. The following is a summary of the most important contemporary issues and future challenges in research and policy concerning the participation of older workers in learning and education (Tikkanen, 1998a; 1998c).

1 Unbalanced participation. - Participation decreases with increasing age. Older workers are also less likely to get training provided by the employer, and less likely to participate in learning activities. Cross-national differences are notable, however.

2 Diversity in provision, problems in access. - Besides individual concern (e.g. learning skills, motivation, needs, time & other resources, health), participation is a matter of supply (availability) and access (social, cultural, geographical and economic barriers and incentives) to various learning options within an education and training system.

3 Education and training consultation and guidance is still difficult to find. The colourful system of training provision may be experienced as confusing and even threatening by poorly educated employees, as well as employers in SMEs.

4 Learning of older workers not an issue. - Attitudes and the lack of, or obsolete factual knowledge of ageing play a part both among employers/ co-workers and older workers themselves in discussion concerning participation of older workers in learning and training activities.

5 Job competence and productivity is the issue, not age as such. - From the point of view of working life, the participation of older workers should be considered in the broader context of job organisation and the local and national labour market, instead of solely focusing on age and other individual characteristics.

6 Fragmented policy and practice - At the level of national policy making, the participation of older workers in education and training is a complex matter located at the intersection of labour policy and educational policy and, to a degree, also related to social (pension) policy. An integrated policy is typically lacking and there is an ambiguity concerning the ends and means. However, some countries have recently started to develop more coherent policies towards older workers.

7 Need for comprehensive and cross-institutional learning interventions, locally and in developing provision (cross-disciplinary cooperation) - In addition to the integration of policies, it is important to pay attention to integrated co-operation between different disciplines (e.g. adult education, sociology, economics, gerontology) when formulating principles and practice in relation to competence development interventions among older workers. A report on educational opportunities for older people (Douglas et al. 1990) concludes that the collaboration between different providers of various 'services' for older people should be encouraged to the full, i.e. between formal institutions and informal organizations, and
between education and other sectors. The fact that the trainers and adult educators as well as management lack the knowledge about the best approaches and methods for learning enhancement among older workers, is highly relevant in the discussion about increasing the participation of this sector of the population in learning activities.

8 Enthusiasm for training of older workers — A European solution? - In the EC, increasing the participation of older workers in training is seen as crucial in the search for solutions to the challenge (more commonly referred to as ‘problem’) of older workers and the ageing workforce, as well as to the threat of social exclusion of this section of population. Most reports and policy papers suggest more training of older workers as the main solution to their labour market situation. In countries with high investment in training coupled with a difficult employment situation (e.g. in Finland), however, some indications exist that there is a strong negative age-effect prevailing over that of new training. Compared to younger people, training among older workers does appear to have lower impact on the status of older workers in the labour market.

**Participation rates**

Comparative statistics on older workers’ participation in training in different European countries are not easily found, due to differences both in training systems and in the methodology used in documentation (statistical surveys). There has been a major increase in participation in adult education since the 1980s, but there are big differences between different countries. This development has been most pronounced in the Nordic countries. Table 6 shows the participation rates in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participation %</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participation %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU15</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table 7** Participation in job-related continuing education and training by age, 1994 - 1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Participation rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - 24 years</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - 44 years</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 - 54 years</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 - 64 years</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another characteristic in participation in training is that *most of it is work-related.*

Table 7 shows the participation rates in job-related continuing education and training (CET) based on the IALS-survey by OECD. As table 7 shows, more than one third of the total working age population participated in job-related CET in 1994-95, and most of it was provided by employers. Table 7 shows also that participation is lower in older age groups.

In employer-provided training, the decrease in participation starts only after the age of 45 years. While the statistics showing a declining participation rate by age have typically been explained by age as a cause of this decline, a more plausible explanation is, however, educational background (Tiikkanen, 1998b). When educational background is controlled, the age differences disappear for those under 60 years of age, whereas significant level effects (participation of the poorly educated is low in all age groups and of the highly educated high in all age groups) are revealed (Tiikkanen, 1998b). This latter fact underlines the accumulation of human capital generally shown in studies on adult education.

Furthermore, *substantial variation in participation between countries can also be found in continuing vocational education and training (CVET).* In some countries – for example, in Finland and the USA – it is older workers (aged 45 – 54 years) who receive most of the job-related training. The *Eurostat Statistics* also show that in Sweden those employed and aged 40-49 have the highest participation rates in various training programmes. Given that, in these countries, older workers have also received less formal education than their younger counterparts, these findings suggest that the higher participation rates in job-related education among older workers actually works against the educational accumulation trend mentioned earlier.

### Obstacles to participation among older workers

Stereotypical thinking among older workers underlies their lack of interest in new learning and development and appears to be the main obstacle to their participation in learning activities. However, statistics (Blomqvist et al. 1997) have shown that, apart from the hectic pace of work (among all employees), obstacles to participation in training among older workers (45+) are:

- suitable training not available (35.7 % mention this reason);
- difficulty in obtaining interesting training (33.8 %);
- training not provided (36.8 %).

### Policies and practices of lifelong learning (LL)

#### Towards a coherent system of LL as a goal

Formal education and training has become more accessible to adults all over the Europe (Colardyn, 2001). The existing formal education and training systems in all countries, however, are limited from the perspective of lifelong learning. While they may allow access to citizens at any phase of their lives, they are insufficient to meet the current learning demands and needs of individuals, organisations and societies. In addition to lifelong access to formal learning opportunities, lifelong learning is increasingly seen as involving informal and non-formal forms of learning and participation. As a result, attention in governmental educational policy circles and in practice has turned towards realising the idea of lifelong learning and developing it into a coherent system linking different forms of learning in different learning domains at different stages of life (www2.trainingvillage.gr/etv/nonformal/).

### Existing policies and practices narrowly focused on economic and vocational aspects

1996 was declared European Year of Lifelong Learning. Although notions of lifelong learning
now inform educational policy debates in several European countries, the definition of lifelong learning is a complex one and a number of perspectives and alternative formulations can be distinguished in the extensive literature that has emerged around the concept (see Aspin and Chapman, 2000). The main line of critique towards the development until recently, as indicated within the range of EU and national policy documents that have been published, is that lifelong learning has a very clear economic imperative and it is narrowly focused on vocational education and learning. 

Different European governments have attempted to demonstrate their commitment to the development of lifelong learning through a range of strategies that have included extending the duration of initial education, proposals for encouraging more young people to stay in the education system, reform of vocational education and training, efforts to widen participation in education at all levels and to reach previously disadvantaged and target groups. There has been a particular emphasis on partnerships between governments and the private sector and sometimes with trade unions as well as stress on the balance of responsibility among individuals, employers and the state. These policy developments suggest recognition of the importance of investment in human capital if businesses and nations are to be enabled to compete in the global economy.

However, there is also some evidence of an emerging perception that reliance on a narrow vocationalism may well be insufficient. For example, the idea of competence reform in Norway and the on-going changes in the UK post-compulsory education and training system both recognise the need to transform learning through a holistic response. The development of knowledge and skills is important for workplace learning but also for continuing individual development, to encourage creativity and innovation and to help build a cohesive society (DFEE, 1999). This kind of thinking comes closer to some of the more humanistic definitions of lifelong learning as a cradle-to-grave entitlement by which individuals are encouraged and enabled to continue learning throughout their lives.

What is in there for older workers?

In most European countries, through various conceptualisations of LL, assorted forms, contexts and alternatives for learning participation have existed for people in different phases of life, including the period when active working life is over. However, Tikkanen (1998a) has argued that older workers are the last ones to be involved in the discourse and practice of LL. This situation is, on the one hand, a result of the long held, though currently changing view that more experienced workers are more competent workers, and thus do not necessarily need to participate in training. The other side of this coin is that vocational education and training has only been targeted towards younger workers, given emphasis by traditional tripartite lifespan thinking (training/work/retirement). Furthermore some persistent negative stereotypes about learning at older ages have generally worked to exclude older people from learning activities. Finally, the focus on participation in formal learning activities has ignored the learning taking place in informal settings, and thus that among older workers. Many older workers still find it hard to grasp that learning taking place at work is as equally valid as that taking place in formal settings. Thus, although lifelong learning policies and practice have been developed in various countries for several decades now, older workers simply have not been an issue (Tikkanen, 1998a).

The situation started slowly to change towards the end of 1990s. Various policy documents emanating from the EU underlined the need to include older workers in LL, to provide learning opportunities for them, to develop new, more suitable learning methods for them, etc. The rationale behind these recommendations was that the solution to the problematic situation of older workers in the labour market is new learning, preferably in formal contexts. Thus, according to this rationale, one of the main reasons for the highly problematic situation of older workers in the European labour market was their job competence. Added to that, they lacked the social status conferred by formal training qualifications. Studies such as the 'Over 45'
(Mirabile, 1998) carried out under the Leonardo programme showed that, in the 1990s the situation of older workers in the context of LL was still problematic and varied vastly from one country to another, as did the national systems developed to enhance LL.

Later on, the discussion around LL has changed further to emphasise non-formal and informal learning and through various systems now being developed for accreditation of prior learning (Bjørnåvold, 1997; 2001). In principle, at any rate, this line of thinking should now finally involve older workers in the discourse of LL and open new opportunities and visions for their learning and development in the context of working life. The future challenge may thus be in changing the old mindsets.

The European Commission has recently developed a new, coherent approach, complementary to the existing ones, in the Memorandum on Lifelong Learning (2000). The Memorandum underlines six key messages to provide a structured framework for debate, which concerned two issues: how to work together on a comprehensive lifelong learning strategy and how to put that into practice at all levels, recognizing the interests of all concerned (www2.trainingvillage.gr/etv/lll/). The key messages are:

- New basic skills for all (extending access)
- More investment in human resources
- Innovation in teaching and learning (extending contexts and methods)
- Valuing learning (extending towards informal and non-formal learning)
- Rethinking guidance and counselling (more information and advice)
- Bringing learning closer to home

that there is a complex interplay between these elements (Aspin and Chapman, 2000). Lifelong learning might therefore be seen as a multi-faceted process that extends from the compulsory phase of education and genuinely continues throughout life in a range of formal and informal contexts. In this way, workplace learning at whatever age can be seen as an important part of the overall vision. It is obvious that all the six key messages stand to greatly enhance learning and development opportunities for older workers.

**Lifelong learning policies and practice in the WORKTOW countries**

Table 8 briefly summarises the key developments and initiatives in the WORKTOW-countries in respect of LL policies and shows how they address the situation of older workers.

**Learning in the workplace**

**Re-conceptualising learning and competence at work**

In a rapidly changing work life, requirements for vocational education and training (VET) increase. Besides basic VET, continuing vocational education and training (CVET) and learning – most generally referred to as post-compulsory education and training – at work are required to maintain job competence. This requires the ability, willingness and motivation to learn continuously. Organisations are increasingly viewed as ‘arenas for learning’, ‘learning environments’ or ‘learning communities’ (e.g. Mulligan & Griffin, 1992). Competence is in constant flux.

**Learning in the workplace as situational, contextual and constructive**

**Characteristics of research on work-based learning.** Research on work-based learning has several characteristics. For example, it is cross disciplinary in nature, with important contributions coming from philosophy, history, management science, education, psychology, social anthropology, sociology, political science and economics. As a result, the
Table 8 A summary of the national training policies addressing older workers in the WORKTOW countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Training of older workers: National policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>The Kennedy (Committee) Report suggested that all firms (over 200 employees) set up their own learning centres – with reference to the results from the Employee Development Schemes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>The National Age Programme gives considerable attention to the development of learning and training possibilities for older workers. In practice the initiatives have involved efforts to actualise lifelong learning more generally. Approach to the learning of older workers has been one of integration. Whilst in initiatives for older workers main focus still is on health and well-being, attention to job-competence is increasing and some improvements have taken place, demonstrated e.g. in the increased participation rates of older workers in job-related education and training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Reforms in continuous vocational training and adult education and training favouring non-formal learning and recognising the value of work experience. A major governmental initiative (“Krafttak”) addressing the situation of older workers in the labour market has education and training measures as among the most important ones.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

units of analysis differ considerably from one area to another. In WORKTOW we have focused on the analysis of interactional situations that contribute to the work-based learning of older workers - either as individuals or as members of groups – although local learning networks have also been touched upon. Other issues emerging from empirical studies within this field focus on formally organised learning or training, on the individual in learning and its outcomes (Ellström, 1996a: 1996b), on cognitively oriented theorising (learning as a transfer of information packages), and on survey methodology. Discussion around the necessity of lifelong learning (see chapter on policies and practices on lifelong learning earlier in this report), boosted mainly by continuous, far-reaching changes in technology and in working life, has resulted in a vertically and horizontally broadened approach to learning and competence development. Consequently, during the last decade or so, an increasing number of studies have emerged that focus on informal or tacit aspects in work-based learning (Coy, 1989; Chaiklin & Lave, 1993; Engeström & Middleton, 1996). Further, contextual (Järvinen & Poikela, 2001), situational and collective aspects (Billett, 2001; Billett & Boud, 2001; Ellström, 1996b) have been emphasised, as well as approaches that underline the need to develop coherent and comprehensive systems encompassing various forms and arenas of learning. In empirical studies, however, the latter tends to be addressed less often.

Learning as contextual, situational and constructive. The resulting dominant conception of learning acknowledges the situational, contextual and constructive perspective. Both the cognitive and contextual approaches to learning, nevertheless, have relative validity in relation to specific contexts of practice, rather than being dichotomies (see for example Ellström, 1996). The contextual approach, however, is likely to be more promising when studying informal aspects of learning. Billett (2001, pp. 32-22) has emphasised three situational factors as core issues for learning to take place in a workplace. Firstly, the situation provides the activities (that people engage in), the problems (to be solved), knowledge (to be constructed) and goals (for problem solving) for learning in the workplace. Secondly, there is direct guidance available in the workplace, which provides the basis for collaborative learning between the learner and more experienced workers. And thirdly, there is indirect guidance available in the workplace in the form of opportunities to observe other workers, and the physical workplace and tools for working.
Some core characteristics in the approach, which has guided the WORKTOW project, are in line with the concept of learning described above. These characteristics are summarised as follows:

- **Learning in natural situations.** Learning takes place and can be observed in natural situations rather than within a laboratory setting. Thus it can also be enhanced outside institutional settings, and learning processes may be studied over time.

- **Tacit knowledge and its externalisation in actions.** The concept of knowledge is extended in the direction of tacit skills and adaptive routines. A great deal of learning takes place without individuals necessary being aware of it and assessing what they do. Learning should be understood as externalisation (from actions to words, see Nonaka, 1996) rather than internalisation (from words to actions). The creative role of social processes is often underestimated when tacit skills are made explicit and articulated.

- **Focus on transfer.** Transfer of competence is a process of active reconstruction. Skills seldom spread themselves and transfer often takes place as a complex interaction between individuals. Differences in processing efficiency, however, cannot be considered independently of the knowledge domain in which they are being assessed (Ceci, 1990; Gardner & Sternberg, 1994). People may be adept and intelligent in one domain and inefficient in another. This relates to the problem of transfer: performance of individuals in their area of expertise cannot be predicted by their performance in another domain.

- **Contextual factors.** Tools, media, forms, and so on, play an important role in the learning process. Concepts such as “distributed cognition” underline the intimate relationship between human problem solving and related technologies.

- **Competence as constructed and collective.** Views and assessment concerning a competent worker in working life are not only tied to the workplace as such, but are interwoven with definitions within occupations, structures and contracts concerning wages, as well as the changing life situations of individual workers (Ellström, 1996b). Therefore, competence is only loosely intertwined with factual abilities and performance, but rather can be viewed as a result of a social construction process (Ellström, 1996a; 1996b). The same skills may be conceived as trivial in one context and as an indication of competence in another.

- **Multi-skills and meta-competences.** Human problem solving involves a multiplicity of skills, not only instrumental-technical abilities and competence. The collective aspect of competence requires constant use of communication skills and other social competences, involved in meta-competence (Nordhaug, 1991 – later in this report we discuss competence of older workers in SMEs).

- **Harmony and “power-play”.** Workplaces do not just provide harmonious learning environments, but can also function as battlefields. The notion of the workplace as a contested terrain can be observed in the relationships between workers and management, within and between teams, in the division of labour and among affiliated groups, as well as being related to differences in gender, age and ethnicity (Billett, 2001). Consequently, distribution of opportunities for learning may not be equitable.

- **Intensive research design in case studies.** In research on learning in the workplace intensive (few units, many variables) designs are preferred to extensive (many units, few variables) ones, but these different approaches are complementary.

---

3 It is not possible here to go deeply into the concept of learning. At this stage it suffices to point out that adaptive learning refers to a lasting change in behaviour, which does not necessarily imply an awareness of this change. A widely shared view among scholars in the field suggests that higher-order learning presupposes some reflection and assessment activities in relation to practice (Schön, 1983; Rolf, 1991). Later in this report we will discuss informal learning within the framework of work and age.
Little attention to learning and competence development among older workers or in SMEs

Small vs. big businesses as learning environments

The learning imperative resulting from technological development (Gavigan, 2000) has not impacted on companies or employees in equal measure (Tikkkanen, 2001). Research on learning at work has focused extensively on large companies, which have better resources and HRD infrastructure (Gil et al., 1994). Studies have also demonstrated that learning processes in small companies are organized differently than in bigger ones and that SMEs as learning environments depend strongly on the skills of the small-business owners, in particular their entrepreneurial (external orientation) and managerial skills (internal orientation) (Tillaart et al., 1998). Based on the surveys of working conditions by the European Foundation (Paoli, 1997; Merliè & Paoli, 2000), we can conclude that SMEs offer a poorer learning environment for their employees than larger companies. SMEs as learning environments, generally speaking, are characterised by face-to-face interaction, a low degree of formalisation and a low rate of innovation. However the innovative qualities of smaller work organisations may not be easily discerned in quantitative studies. Furthermore, SMEs represent a highly eclectic field, one of the great divisions being between traditional and new occupational areas. SMEs in new occupational sectors are often competence-intensive work environments, where a number of pioneering innovations originate (Appelbaum & Batt, 1994). In contrast, those located in traditional sectors may still utilise old tools, traditional working methods and practices, their situation exacerbated in many cases by a poorly educated and ageing workforce.

Change and development projects in SMEs

While sheer variety in the range of existing SMEs poses a challenge to research that aims at generalisations, this very same characteristic means that these companies have the potential to contribute to the learning discourse involving companies and business world. Their advantage is that they provide a wide variety of products and technologies, learning by trial and error, a wider strategic horizon and a climate of entrepreneurship (Docherty, 1996). The shortcomings they display compared to many bigger companies include various barriers to learning such as a lack of training infrastructure (e.g. HRD personnel), negative attitudes towards formal training among managers and entrepreneurs, the individualistic nature of SMEs, and inadequate training methods (Gil et al., 1994).

It is therefore the case that competence development in SMEs tends to take place on an ad hoc basis, linked closely to various organisational changes. Continuous and systematic attention to learning and development is rare, and the manager is often the central player in these processes rather than the employee. Typically, change and development processes in SMEs are largely dependent on external competence, consultants and/or various training providers in the main. As these providers represent a very broad field and as learning and development interventions have become more common in companies, the question of evaluation of these processes has become a central issue in SMEs too, although so far relatively little addressed in practice. Such an evaluation is a complex process (Butler, 2001) and the framework and methods used for it are important in terms of outcomes.

In a Swedish regional development project Development of operations and competence in small organisations (2000) various developmental projects in SMEs were evaluated in terms of success factors. This evaluation showed that a successful development project needs to be functional on various levels; it has to produce affective, cognitive, behavioural, as well as organisational reactions. The success factors that were raised in the Swedish evaluation, summarised below, showed many of the issues covered also in WORKTOW.
It is the organisation, not the consultant, who must be owner of the change processes.

It is very important to choose the right kind of [change] activity, whether its aim to be in adaptation or development. Adaptation is a more common goal.

The attitude of senior managers is decisive as to how the activity is performed – with or without the broad participation of employees.

Change with broad participation can only be achieved if managers are ready to change.

The goal of competence development can be to support the company’s immediate, short-term needs, or to support long term development and expansion. A short-term approach is most typical.

Competence development takes time. Change requires different types of learning.

Development processes are required that are organic and not just organisational.

Successful and far-reaching changes often require changes to the working organisation and an extension of responsibility and assignments.

Daring to participate is closely linked to how managers view initiatives from staff and their commitment to making changes.

Working together in the change process contributes to a better climate in the workplace and increases solidarity.

Clearly expressed equality goals are required if the projects are to lead to increased gender equality.

Knowledge, time and resources are required to develop competence and achieve change.

**Competence and older workers in SMEs**

Just as individual employees in SMEs in general can have more important and salient status than in bigger companies, so it is in the case of older workers. What is crucial is their competence, not their other qualities as such. More experienced workers in small companies can play a crucial role, since they are the conveyors of organisational memory and history, and possess a broader understanding of the company’s location in the local business environment, and the networks of clients and suppliers, etc. Thus, their competence development is largely based on the organisational setting and the learning and development opportunities it has provided, the nature of their job tasks being a crucial variable.

Nordhaug (1991) has provided a competence typology, which is highly useful also for examining the competence of older workers in a changing working environment. The typology is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 describes competence through two dimensions of competence: task specificity and firm specificity. The former refers to the extent competence can be used to solve a limited or a broad range of work tasks, and the latter to the degree to which it can be applied in one or several work organisations (Nordhaug, 1991, p. 165). While titles for domains II, III and IV are appropriately descriptive in relation to their contents, meta-competence, refers to broadly applicable competence across companies and tasks. Nordhaug defines it to represent a kind of “infrastructural” knowledge, skills, and aptitudes on the individual level that are very important for work. Even though its range of application is difficult to confine, it forms a

**Figure 2A Competence typology (Nordhaug, 1991)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task specificity</th>
<th>Firm Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
foundation for work performance in general. The facts that meta-competences can be utilized across a large number of work tasks and also constitute a potential for contributing to the mastering of future tasks, mark that they are crucial for both individual and organizational performance. (Nordhaug, 1991, pp. 167)

Meta-competence thus refers to a broad range of competences - for example, analytical aptitudes and skills, capacity to tolerate uncertainty, capacity to master changes, political skills, skills in handling conflicts, cooperative capabilities, planning skills, creativity, learning capacity, communication skills, proficiency in foreign languages, and reading and writing skills.

Applied to older workers, with typically long careers in one workplace, the typology helps us to analyse the developmental potential in their overall competence. The existing studies suggest that their strengths lie in particularly in domain IV, unique competence (high firm- and task-specificity), and in many areas in meta-competences (I) and in case of SMEs also in intra organisational competences (II). The challenges to their competence development, however, lie particularly in the transferability of skills across companies, in standard technical competence with high task specificity but low firm specificity (III). However, intra organisational and standard technical competence among older workers depends heavily on their job tasks and the variety in them throughout their career. Furthermore, meta-competences, one possible strength domain in older workers' overall competence, seem to develop through work experience and through informal and non-formal learning at work and importantly, contribute to flexibility and adaptability both at the level of employees and organisations (Nordhaug, 1991). Again, however, the outcomes depend strongly on the quality of work experience one has gained throughout one's career.

**Older workers as learners**

*Learning from experience.* Older workers tend to view their lengthy job experience as a special strength in respect of their professional compe-
tence (Tikkanen, 1997). This is not surprising since informal and non-formal learning from job experience is still the only job-related learning for a majority of them. In a Finnish Adult Education survey almost all (90-97%) employees in all age groups above 30 years of age reported that their current job competence was very strongly based on their work experience, while less than half attributed it to training (Blomqvist et al., 1997). Nevertheless, lengthy job-experience, combined with advanced age, is in many cases a problem, not an asset, in current working life. This state of affairs demonstrates the existence of a gap between theory and practice - or rather the differences in theorising among different stakeholders. Paradoxically, at the same time as the interest in and value of experiential knowledge and informal learning has increased in working life and in adult education (Mulligan & Griffin, 1992), the value of the most experienced workers has decreased in working life (Tikkanen, 1998a). There is clearly a need to strive for more specificity about the value of job experience as raw material for informal learning and how that contributes to professional competence.

**Self-direction in learning among older adults.** Informal learning at work is often self-directed, like most adult learning. The concept of self-directed learning, however, is not clearly defined. Self-directed learning in the world of work differs depending on the occupational context and may be perceived differently by the different people working there (Straka, 1997). Further, the usefulness of this approach among learners with low educational levels is more problematic than among more experienced learners. Although the competence, which older workers have gained through their work experience, has been largely "learned by themselves", it is an open question how consciously aware they have been of this learning, and thus how goal-oriented it has actually been. Rather, older workers tend to look back on their careers in terms of work rather than learning. Yet, when asked, they are aware that a considerable amount of learning has been required and has taken place in order for them to acquire the competence they possess.
Analysing job performance

Learning and developmental needs and motivation originate from job performance, whether considered individually or on an organisational level. Warr (1995) distinguishes three main components in job performance; a) physical ability, b) adaptability and c) general work effectiveness. To enable a greater understanding of the strengths and limitations of older employees, Warr (1995, 1998) provides one point of departure. He reports that findings from over 100 studies show that there are no significant differences in the job performance of older and younger workers. Rather, the primary practical developmental need is considered to be the implementation of procedures that enhance adaptability among older employees. The absence of an overall age effect in the level of job performance contrasts sharply with laboratory evidence of very clear age decrements in many forms of information processing. It is also inconsistent with a widespread negative stereotype about older workers. More knowledge about the processes underlying these observations is needed, as well as on how different functions change with age, how these changes interact and how they affect the lives and the potential of older people. Knowledge at individual level should also be tied to the context of work, such as, for example, the nature of jobs and organisational factors.

Table 9 below describes multi-level factor effects on work performance and work-based learning. This outline has guided the contextual analysis of job performance and learning of older workers in WORKTOW.

This approach to contextual factors broadly covers national, institutional and cultural characteristics as well as issues related to various occupational branches and companies as learning environments. Context is also important from the point of view of providing learning stimulus and creating learning needs as well as providing support for learning. As pointed out earlier, most of the research on learning and older workers has focused on individual learning and the acquisition of instrumental skills. There is a need to develop coherent and comprehensive frameworks for learning, which integrate socio-cognitive development, job performance and organisational variables and different training regimes. A purpose of the WORKTOW-project was to contribute to this development.

Work processes have been approached from the point of view of demands of job tasks and appropriate mental models formulated on that basis, resulting in specific ways of performing the job. Satisfaction in one’s job performance is central and requires

---

Table 9  Multi-level factors effecting work performance and work-based learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Factors effecting work-performance and work-based learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context of work-based learning</td>
<td>Institutional and cultural context: National systems, job organisations, job sectors and branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Support to learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Stimulus and challenges to learning and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work processes</td>
<td>Demands of job tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Mental models of job tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Job performances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Learning of new tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Personal characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Risk taking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➢ Learning strategies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
both internal and external feedback systems in the workplace. When tasks are not performed to one's satisfaction, or when learning is externally stimulated, for example by introducing new tasks, adjustment will take place and over time new skills are learned.

In the following section, we describe briefly how work processes and individual characteristics relate to ageing of the workers and their work performance.

**Work processes**

*Demands of job tasks.* Declines in information processing are most pronounced in complex tasks (Salcthouse, 1996), performed under time pressure (Craik et al., 1992), and in those progressing though many successive mental operations. However, actual job performance may require different skills for different parts of the job. For example office workers are not only carrying out copying and editing work on the computer. They are involved in archival tasks, communication with colleagues or clients and in organising meetings.

When it comes to informal learning and competence maintenance and development at work, studies (van der Heijden, 1998; van der Heijden & Thijssen, 1998) have shown lack of stimulus and support for learning at work for older workers in the workplace. Through their lengthy work experience job tasks have become "overlearned" and highly routinized and as new, more challenging and demanding tasks are not provided, new learning is no longer stimulated. Nor do the routinized job tasks challenge them to demonstrate the whole range of job-competence they may possess (Loefstrom & Pitkänen, 1999). In such a situation, participation in training with the object of learning new skills or acquiring new knowledge has no point either. Further, there is a scarcity and, indeed, often a complete absence of managerial actions designed to stimulate older employees' development, flexibility and versatility.

In addition to time pressures, demands at work increasingly focus on interpersonal skills and other meta-competences. Older workers particularly have been found to have strengths in these areas and hence find their work less demanding (Kirjonen, 1994; Pursio, 2000; Stenberg, 2000). A study among engineers and technicians (Rasku, Feldt & Ruoppi, 1997) showed that personal human resources - feelings of life being coherent and understandable, of being in control and being able to make sense of things - were strongest among older workers, and were positively related to perceiving oneself as a competent employee.

*Mental models of job task.* Task performance can be interpreted in different ways and assimilated into individual preferences and abilities. It seems likely, however, that older workers demonstrate different styles from younger ones. Thus, we expect to find age related strategies developed along the following dimensions:

- **Use of routine performance.** Experienced workers are likely to demonstrate complex performance and direct more attention towards higher mental processing.

- **Elaboration of expertise.** The performance of older professionals may exceed that of younger colleagues because they have developed a repertoire of domain-specific skills, which also include characteristics such as holistic and contextual judgement ("wisdom").

- **Planning procedures and sequencing of complex action.** In complex task environments older workers tend to reduce mental load by careful planning and sequencing of actions.

- **Use of environmental cues.** With increased experience workers not only use their physical environments as "mental prostheses" for task performance, but there is an active construction of "tools" that are formalised in the process of adaptation. In non-routine situations previously completed jobs or the layout of the workplace can be used as models, cues and clues for how to proceed in the construction of new knowledge (Billett, 2001).
Individual variables

Expertise, risk taking and motivation. Although a high correlation is found between expertise and age, with task experience as a mediating variable, there are few studies on how different types of expertise and age profiles can support or hinder the transfer of knowledge and skills to new domains. In addition, the role of individual differences in risk taking and motivation is poorly understood.

Learning and learning strategies. Several issues can be raised when examining the learning of older workers. A major distinction should be made between learning new skills within the expert domain of experienced professionals and learning in a radically different expert domain. The content of learning is also relevant to this discussion. Most studies have focused on learning of technical-instrumental (cognitive) skills, whereas the acquisition of meta-competence (see Figure 2 on page 28), for example social competence, is less well understood. Bearing these reservations in mind, the following issues are central when addressing learning in relation to older workers.

- Low motivation for learning new tasks among older workers is frequently reported in studies. This can be attributed to several factors: their low levels of formal training, lack of training opportunities, the absence of a learning culture, employers’ or older employees’ perception of low return on investments in training for older employees, attitudes towards learning at an older age and a lack of self-confidence.

- Enhanced motivation with participation in training. There is evidence that older workers taking part in training compare well to younger workers by becoming more motivated towards new learning (Warr, 1998).

- Transfer of learning. Some reviewers like Warr (1998) are rather pessimistic about the ability of older workers to transfer skills from training settings into the workplace. Some of these barriers however, could be overcome by proper age-aware or age-sensitive training (see below) and by systematic opportunities for application and extension of skills in work. These qualities are linked to the learning environment in companies. From the point of view of informal learning in the workplace “far transfer” (to a new situation), as opposed to “near transfer”, may be a problem in non-routine situations (Royer, 1979). In this context more experienced workers can be at an advantage because they face novel workplace tasks less frequently than novices (Billett, 2001).

- Learning strategies among older workers. Considering the qualitative differences in observed task performance among age groups, there are surprisingly few studies of learning strategies among older people in a professional context.

- Age-aware training. Studies (reviewed in Warr, 1998) support the conclusion that older employees should be involved in learning activities that they can follow at their own pace. Early tokens of success and feedback may boost their self-confidence. Different formats for guiding and self-monitoring are recommended (Czaja, 1996). Another strategy, potentially beneficial for experienced employees, is to combine learning activities and practical problem solving, for example in organising project work, where older workers can extend their expertise to related fields.
Empirical studies
III Survey on SMEs as learning environments

Companies and employees participating in the study
A total of 27 companies participated in WORKTOW. As Table 10 shows, most of these were from Finland and England, while the two Norwegian partners together recruited eight companies. Table 10 also shows how the employees (n=378) and employers/managers (n=37) who filled in the base-line questionnaires in these companies were distributed among partners. The number of employees participating in the whole study, however, is greater than the number of returned questionnaires. This is accounted for by the fact that in the returns from some WORKTOW-partners, the learning interventions in the companies included all the employees.

Table 10 Companies, employees and employers/managers participating in the study by partner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Companies</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>Employers/managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jyväskylä</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keele</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lancaster</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRI/NOVA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11 Description of the companies (n=27) participating in WORKTOW as described by employers/managers (n =37)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale, retail</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel, leisure, restaurants</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing, insurance, real estate, business services</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community, social and personal services</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 30 employees</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 - 50 employees</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 - 100 employees</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 - 200 employees</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 - 500 employees</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501+ employees</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Characteristics of the companies. Table 11 shows background information about the companies as described in the questionnaires by the employers/managers. The majority (73%) of the companies represented service/communication work in the fields of community, social and personal services (36%) as well as hotel, leisure, and restaurants (30%). There was a strong connection between a partner institute and type of work ($\chi^2 p<.001$).

Most companies with manual workers were recruited by WRI alone (61.7%) or together with WRI/NOVA (13.3%). Service work was mainly represented in companies investigated by Keele (40.8%) and Lancaster (14.1%), while almost all companies/employees representing office work were recruited by Jyväskylä (92%).

Characteristics of the employees. The mean age of the employees was 39.4 years. On average

| Table 12 Description of employees participating in WORKTOW questionnaire survey (%) |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Variable | All N=378 | Below 45 yrs n=249 | 45+ yrs n=129 | $\chi^2$ Sig$^1$ |
| Gender | Female (n=203) | 53.7 | 53.4 | 54.3 |
| | Male (n=175) | 46.3 | 46.6 | 45.7 |
| Education | NoVET (n=73) | 20.1 | 18.9 | 22.5 |
| | Lower VET (n=143)$^a$ | 39.3 | 39.8 | 38.3 |
| | Higher VET (n=148)$^b$ | 40.7 | 41.4 | 39.2 |
| Position held | 0-2 yrs | 44.8 | 51.1 | 33.6 | *** |
| | 3-5 yrs | 22.8 | 24.2 | 20.3 |
| | 6-10 yrs | 18.7 | 19.0 | 18.0 |
| | 11-15 yrs | 7.5 | 3.9 | 14.1 |
| | 16-20 yrs | 3.3 | 1.3 | 7.0 |
| | 21+ yrs | 2.8 | 0.4 | 7.0 |
| Other positions held in the company (yes) | 34.5 | 33.3 | 36.8 |
| Applied for other jobs (yes) | 18.9 | 26.0 | 5.4 | *** |
| Lifetime employment | 0-2 yrs | 5.6 | 8.8 | - |
| | 3-5 yrs | 8.3 | 12.5 | - |
| | 6-10 yrs | 14.1 | 20.4 | 1.7 |
| | 11-15 yrs | 13.6 | 20.0 | 0.8 |
| | 16-20 yrs | 15.5 | 20.8 | 5.0 |
| | 21+ yrs | 42.7 | 17.5 | 92.6 |
| Job contract | Full time (n=295) | 78.5 | 77.8 | 79.7 |
| | Part-time (n=53) | 14.1 | 13.3 | 15.6 |
| | Temporary (n=11) | 2.9 | 3.6 | 1.6 |
| | Agency (n=1) | 0.3 | 0.4 | - |
| | Other (n=16) | 4.3 | 4.8 | 3.1 |
| Partner | Jyväskylä (n=167) | 44.2 | 43.4 | 44.7 | *** |
| | Keele (n=91) | 24.1 | 26.5 | 19.4 |
| | Lancaster (n=29) | 7.7 | 6.4 | 10.1 |
| | NOVA (n=14) | 3.7 | 0.8 | 9.3 |
| | WRI (n=54) | 14.3 | 17.7 | 7.8 |
| | WRI/NOVA (n=23) | 6.1 | 5.2 | 7.8 |
| Type of work | Manual | 15.9 | 17.3 | 13.2 |
| | Service | 54.5 | 53.8 | 55.8 |
| | Office | 29.6 | 28.9 | 31.0 |

$^1$ *** $p<.001$; $^a$ Max of 2-3 years vocational training; $^b$ college or university degree
Table 13  Employees grouped by work type and age (N=378)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Manual 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Service - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Service 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Office - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Office 45+ yrs</th>
<th>All - 45 yrs</th>
<th>All 45+ yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

they had held their current position in their companies for 5.2 years, whilst they had been employed during their lifetime for an average of 18.9 years. Table 12 shows a description of the employees' data, separately for the younger (below 45 years) and older (45 and above) workers. Close to one out of five had applied for other jobs, but younger workers significantly (p<.001) more often (26 %) than older (5.4 %).

Younger service workers formed the biggest group, counting for 35 % (n=134) of all participants, and older industry workers the smallest group (4.5 %).

Results

Organisational context for learning of older workers

This part of the description of the results is based on employers' and managers' descriptions of their companies regarding what kind of context they provide for workplace learning for employees.

Age-structure

Table 14 shows the age structure as described by managers (involves all employees) in the WORKTOW-companies for men and women separately for the three different work types. Women were over-represented in the youngest age group, while the proportion of older workers was the same among men.

Table 14  Age-structure and recent changes in the WORKTOW-companies by type of work (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age/gender —structure</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females 16 – 30 years</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 – 44 years</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 – 65 years</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males 16 – 30 years</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 – 44 years</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 – 65 years</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in age-structure</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nature of age-changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Younger average age</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older average age</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Missing data
and women. Female employees were youngest in industry and services and oldest in office work. In the latter 27% were above 45 years of age. Among men the majority of the oldest were also found in office work (32%) but close to that in industry too.

Changes in age-structure were most common in industry (reported in all companies), but also in services (73%). The nature of these changes was different in different sectors so that whilst in industry and services, the average age had increased, in information work the tendency was towards younger workers.

Recent major changes in companies
Major changes had been most common in industrial companies. Most typical changes had been increased investments in training (especially in services), development of quality systems (most pronounced in industry), and changes in product and market (especially in office work). An impact of these changes specifically on older workers was reported only in industry, while a majority of employers/managers representing other work types felt that the changes had had no impact on older workers, or else they were unable to say.

HRD and training
In personnel development and training there were considerable differences between the WORKTOW-companies, as Table 15 shows. Companies in the service sector had the best-developed systems in this area. Most typically the training provided by the company was carried out as on-the-job training, and trainers used were company staff.

An older worker. According to management/supervisors, employees were considered to be older workers in these companies on average at the age of 50 years. The age limit expressed in manual work was the highest, 55 years, and almost the same in information work, 53 years, while in services it was 48 years.

Too old to learn. A majority of the management thought that there were no age-limits as to when the (non-managerial) workers would be considered to be too old to learn new skills in the company. This opinion was expressed most strongly in the service sector work (91%), whereas a half of management in both industrial and office work thought there were no age-limits. In industrial work those who

Table 15 HRD and training in companies by type of work (% yes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRD/training element in a company</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A training budget</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A written training plan</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mentoring system</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A written commitment to developing all the employees</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One person, who has strategic responsibility for training</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A written policy of equal opportunity for all age groups</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training provided by the company carried out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main location</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mainly on-the-job</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainly outside the work place</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>off the job, but on company premises</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evenly among all the alternatives</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trainers the company uses (% often or always):”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>company staff</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trainers from local training institutions</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customers or suppliers</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experts from consulting agencies</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other experts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
expressed an age-limit described it as 55 years, and in office work, age limits of 55 and 60 years were given.

**Employees' views of SMEs as learning environments**

This chapter shows how employees described WORKTOW companies as learning environments.

**Work complexity and learning opportunities**

Table 16 shows how the employees in WORKTOW-companies described the complexity of their work and the stimulus and opportunities it provided for their learning. There were major differences with regard to most aspects among the six groups under consideration here. These differences were partly separate age- and work type-effects and partly joint effects of these two.

**Work load.** Work situation was most often reported to be hectic in office work, whilst in industry and services it was rather similar and reported less than in office work. The differences found between these groups were between sectors, but not age groups (ANOVA p<.01). Regardless of the hectic pace of work the experiences of stress were less common, most typically to a little or some extent. In office work stress was reported somewhat more often than in the other two types of work, but the difference was not statistically significant. Again differences were most pronounced between sectors, but not by age groups.

**Pace of work.** Deadlines, customers and fixed routines were most often found to be controlling the pace of work. However, major differences were found by age and work type. Work type, but not age, contributed

**Table 16 Work complexity and learning opportunities by work type and age group (Means), N=378**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Manual 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Service - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Service 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Office - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Office 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Sig²</th>
<th>All² (Sig)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work complexity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>So much work that</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work situation is ...hectic</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...stressful</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pace of work is controlled</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by ...deadlines</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...colleagues</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...customers</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...machines</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...management</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...repetitive tasks</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...fixed routines</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning opportunities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New problems and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>challenges in job</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of computer</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Possibilities for participation in major decisions affecting one’s job</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in decision making</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 ANOVA Sig *<.05, **<.01, ***<.001; Scale used: 1 = Not at all, 2 = To a little extent, 3 = To some extent, 4 = To a large extent; ² ANOVA between age groups Sig **<.01, ***<.001
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to most of the differences in control by deadlines, management, and repetitive tasks and routines. Whilst manual and office work were highly controlled by deadlines, in service work, customers and management, but to some extent also fixed routines were the strongest controllers.

Compared to younger workers, older ones reported, in general, less control by various factors listed in the questionnaire, the difference being most notable in manual work. As shown in table 16, age differences were greatest concerning control by machines (p<.001), colleagues (p<.01), and customers (p<.01). There were joint age-work type effects so that control by machines was most strongly experienced among the young manual workers (mean 3.3) and least by older workers in services and office work. Further, in control by customers the differences were greatest among older workers representing different work types, the least in industry (mean 2.3) and most in services (mean 3.3). The differences in control by fixed routines were also greater across the work types and among the older than younger workers.

**Learning opportunities.** Overall, employees reported that their jobs provided learning opportunities on average "to some extent" (Table 16). Whilst there were no direct age effects in how work was considered to provide these opportunities and possibilities for participation in decision making concerning one's job, major differences were found depending on work type, but some resulting also from the joint effects of age and work type. Employees in information work reported these opportunities to be the best. However, it was not they but the employees in manual work, who most often participated in decision-making in their workplaces. These differences, however, were not statistically different. The differences were greater among the older workers than among their younger colleagues across the different work types, in particular in the use of computers.

**Job competence**

In general, a majority of the employees (57-91 %) rated the possibilities of using and developing their competence in their job as strong or very strong. The only exception was the overall opportunities to participate in education and training (37 %). The strongest possibilities were to use their experience-based competence in their job (91 % strong or very strong). The results are shown by age and work type in table 17.

Older workers tended to view these opportunities somewhat more optimistically than the younger workers did, but the overall age-differences were not statistically significant. The differences by work type and joint effects of age and work type were strong, especially for some possibilities. The age-differences were smallest within service work and the greatest within manual work.

Training opportunities and the opportunity of developing professional skills in the areas one wishes were reported to be the least of all possibilities mentioned. Although they were particularly low for some groups this was only concerning overall possibilities for continuing vocational education and training (CVET). For necessary training and developing professional skills in areas one wishes, the age-differences were most notable in manual work (49 % of younger vs. 73 % of older) but also in office work. Another difference concerning these possibilities — and in contrast to the general tendency mentioned earlier — was that younger workers estimated their possibilities of obtaining necessary training to be much better than the older workers did (difference 36.6 percentage units). Similarly, in obtaining advice and counselling and CVET, younger workers, especially in manual work, reported much better possibilities than their older counterparts.

**Time it takes to learn one's job tasks.** Most typically (27.8 %) the time the respondents rated it would take for a new worker with a required basic training to learn one's job, was a few months or a few weeks (21.6 %). There were no statistically significant
Table 17 Possibilities of competence use and development in one’s job
(% 'strong' or 'very strong'), N= 378

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possibilities to...</th>
<th>Manual - 45 yrs 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Service - 45 yrs 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Office - 45 yrs 45+ yrs</th>
<th>X^2 Sig*</th>
<th>All - 45 yrs 45+ yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...use the competence gained through education and training</td>
<td>68.3 93.3</td>
<td>70.3 73.3</td>
<td>83.3 77.5</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>73.8 77.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...use the competence gained through work experience</td>
<td>90.3 93.8</td>
<td>87.0 90.0</td>
<td>97.3 95.0</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>90.6 92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...develop professional skills in the areas one wants</td>
<td>48.7 73.3</td>
<td>62.9 62.1</td>
<td>41.6 55.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>54.3 61.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...get advice and counselling when working with difficult tasks</td>
<td>82.9 64.2</td>
<td>68.5 67.6</td>
<td>69.0 60.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>71.7 64.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...get the necessary training to perform one’s work to one’s own satisfaction</td>
<td>70.0 33.4</td>
<td>71.5 70.2</td>
<td>42.2 55.0</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>62.6 60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...participate in education and training (overall)</td>
<td>44.5 33.3</td>
<td>43.3 54.8</td>
<td>17.9 23.1</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>35.1 41.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*<.05, **<.01, ***<.001; Scale used: 1 = Not strong at all, 2 = Not very strong, 3 = Strong, 4 = Very strong

age differences, but gender differences and those between the three work types were clear (both at \( \chi^2 p < .001 \)). Males reported that it would take a longer time than women did, so that 40% of the former and 15% of the latter thought the time would be from one to several years. While almost a half (46%) of the women responded that it would take a few weeks at the most to learn their job, only 18% of the males did so.

Employees in service work rated this time to be the shortest: 23% a few days at most, younger workers even more so (27%) than the older workers (17%). The respective percentage in manual work was 5.1 and in office work only 1.8. Of the office workers almost a half (44.5%) thought it would take from one to several years to learn their job, the older workers even more so (49%). The respective percentage in manual work was 22% and in service 15.7%, but unlike in office work, in both of these sectors younger workers more often assumed a longer period of time.

Participation in training & training consequences

Participation rates. Table 18 describes participation of employees in different forms of training in WORKTOW-companies. A large majority of the employees (78%) had participated in some form of training during the last three years. Participation was most common in on-the-job (46%) and formal (45%) training. Overall, younger workers had participated somewhat more than the older (81% vs. 73%, \( p < .05 \)). With regard to different forms of training, statistically significant age-differences were only found in formal training (50% of younger vs. 34% of older, \( \chi^2 p < .01 \)).

Participation varied again between the different work types and as a result of the joint effects of age and work type (table 18). Employees in manual work, in both age groups, had participated almost only in formal training, and in this form of training their participation rates were the highest of all the three work types. Interestingly however, these differences in formal training participation were most pronounced among younger
Table 18 Participation (%) in formal, non-formal and on-the-job-training (N=378) 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of training</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Office</th>
<th>χ² Sig 1</th>
<th>All (χ² Sig) 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 yrs 45+ yrs</td>
<td>45 yrs 45+ yrs</td>
<td>45 yrs 45+ yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal education/courses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation (%yes)</td>
<td>58.1 35.3</td>
<td>51.5 33.8</td>
<td>43.1 34.4</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>50.2 34.4(++)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer paid (%yes)</td>
<td>66.7 100</td>
<td>68.2 79.2</td>
<td>65.5 57.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>67.2 75.0(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On own initiative (yes)</td>
<td>76.2 33.3</td>
<td>81.1 66.7</td>
<td>75.0 100</td>
<td></td>
<td>79.5 66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mean, weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than a week</td>
<td>39.4 3.6</td>
<td>17.4 10.7</td>
<td>14.4 3.3</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>20.4 7.4(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9 weeks</td>
<td>13.6 25.0</td>
<td>13.1 13.0</td>
<td>10.3 18.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.5 15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-39 weeks</td>
<td>36.4 50.0</td>
<td>37.7 43.5</td>
<td>48.3 36.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.2 42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 weeks</td>
<td>4.5 -</td>
<td>19.7 13.0</td>
<td>24.1 45.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.9 21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-formal &amp; non-credit courses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation (%yes)</td>
<td>12.8 0.0</td>
<td>47.4 51.5</td>
<td>37.5 35.0</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>38.9 39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer paid (%yes)</td>
<td>75.0 -</td>
<td>84.4 94.4</td>
<td>66.7 92.9</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>78.9 94.0(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mean, weeks)</td>
<td>0.0 0.0</td>
<td>1.2 2.3</td>
<td>1.0 0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than a week</td>
<td>75.0 -</td>
<td>37.0 23.3</td>
<td>42.9 46.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.5 30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9 weeks</td>
<td>25.0 -</td>
<td>53.7 63.0</td>
<td>52.4 53.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>51.9 60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 weeks or more</td>
<td>0.0 -</td>
<td>9.3 13.3</td>
<td>4.6 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6 8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-the-job training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation (yes)</td>
<td>27.5 0.0</td>
<td>44.0 52.2</td>
<td>64.3 42.5</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>42.7 42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mean, hours)</td>
<td>15.9 0.0</td>
<td>22.0 7.2</td>
<td>13.9 6.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-7 hours</td>
<td>16.7 -</td>
<td>53.8 44.4</td>
<td>20.0 37.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.3 41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-14 hours</td>
<td>0.0 -</td>
<td>23.1 18.5</td>
<td>25.0 18.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.4 18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-35 hours</td>
<td>33.3 -</td>
<td>15.4 29.6</td>
<td>37.5 31.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>27.1 30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 + hours</td>
<td>50.0 -</td>
<td>7.7 7.4</td>
<td>17.5 12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.3 9.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Details of participation shown as a percentage of those participated; 2 *<.05, **<.01, ***<.001; 3 Between age groups Sig **<.01, ***<.001

workers, whereas among the older they were very small.

Major age-differences in participation were found in all forms of training in manual work, only in formal training in services, and only in on-the-job training in office work. In all cases the younger employees participated more. However, in services, older employees had participated somewhat more in non-formal and in-formal training. Cross-sectoral differences were most pronounced in non-formal, but also in formal training.

In formal training participation rates were about the same for older workers across work types, but varied somewhat for younger workers. Furthermore, compared to older workers the participation rates among younger employees were higher, being highest among the manual workers (58.1 %) and lowest among the office workers (43.1 %).

Participation in non-formal training varied by work types and was lowest among manual workers (Table 18). Among the latter, only the younger workers had participated (12.8 %). In service work, the opposite to what was the case in formal training was found. In non-formal training it was the older employees who had participated more than their younger counterparts. There were no age-differences in office work. The level of participation was highest among the service sector employees, and highest of all the groups among the older service workers (51.5 %).
Of all the three forms of training, participation in on-the-job learning activities was most typical in the office sector. Of the younger employees close to two thirds (64.3%) had participated in this during the last 12 months, but less than half of the older ones (42.5%). In service work, as in non-formal training and also in on-the-job learning, the older employees had participated more than the younger ones. In manual work, participation was very low (12.8%), and again none of the older workers had participated during the previous 12 months.

Training provided by the employer. Employers had provided most of the formal (77%) and non-formal (84%) training (Table 18). In general, compared to younger workers, training was more often paid for older workers (p<.05), especially non-formal training (78.9% vs. 94%). Formal training was most often provided to manual workers (74%), especially the older ones, which may at least partly explain their higher participation rates shown above. Non-formal training instead was most typically provided for employees in service work, again especially for older workers.

Comparison of the age – work type groups showed some differences, although statistically significant (p<.05) only in regard to non-formal training (Table 18). In manual work, employers had paid for all the formal training for older workers. Employers had provided training more often for younger workers also in service work (79.2% of older workers vs. 68.2% of younger employees). In office work, however, it was the opposite, so that training was more often provided for younger (65.5%) than older (57.1%) employees. In non-formal training, employers had provided almost all the training for older workers in service (94.4%) and office work (92.9%).

Length of participation. Length of participation varied depending on the form of training. In general, one to nine weeks was a typical length for formal (40.7%) and non-formal (54.9%) training, although 37% of the non-formal training had lasted less than a week. On-the-job learning activities had most typi-
cally (38%) lasted a maximum of one day (1-7 hours), although in office work 15-35 hours was the most typical length.

However, notable differences can be observed when the effects of age and work type are taken into account (Table 18). Firstly, formal training was longest among the younger manual workers (an average of 39.4 weeks). Secondly, compared to younger workers, participation of older workers had been of shorter duration (p<.01) in all types of work. Non-formal and on-the-job training had been longest in service work. Whilst in services, these non-credit courses had typically taken between 1-9 weeks, in office work they had been more evenly divided between those taking less than a week and those taking 1-9 weeks. Similarly the length of on-the-job training had a more uniform pattern in office work (mostly 1-7 hours), while in office work learning activities varied more by duration. On-the-job training was relatively rare in manual work, but it tended to be longer than in services and office work.

Consequences of participation in training. Most of those who had participated in training (62.8%) reported some effects in the workplace. However, these effects depended strongly on age and work type. In addition, the higher the training background in the group in question (manual low - office work high), the fewer the consequences reported from training participation (control for training weakened this relationship notably, although it still remained statistically significant). Most training effects were reported by manual (76.6%) and service (69.1%) workers, in particular by the younger ones, while less than a half (46.3%) of the office workers did so (χ²p<.01). Of the latter, only a third of the older employees reported some kind of consequences from their training participation. Most typical training effects were new job tasks and increased professional responsibility.

Learning culture

The results showed that learning culture could be characterised in a fairly positive manner in the WORKTOW- companies (table
With regard to all issues except feedback, a majority of the employees in almost all age and work type groups agreed with the mostly positively formulated statements concerning the organisation's learning culture. Furthermore, when it comes to the learning of older workers, the situation in SMEs appeared to be fairly positive.

In general there were statistically significant differences only with regard to feedback ($\chi^2$ between the three work types at $p<.01$) and the success of older workers in learning ($\chi^2$ between the three work types at $p<.05$). In manual work more than 70% of both the younger and older employees reported that they were given enough feedback in the company to perform their job adequately, while less than a half in service and office work did so. Compared to younger workers, older workers thought more often that their success in the learning they had undertaken was as good as that of younger workers (older workers around 80% and younger around 70%). Generally speaking, older workers tended to view the various aspects of learning culture more positively than younger workers. However, in manual work this was not the case with regard to encouragement to come up with new ideas.

**Learning organisation.** Most typically (25.4%) the respondents considered their company to be as much of a learning organisation as other companies in the field. About one fifth thought their company to be either more or less of a learning organisation. However, there were more than 30% of those who could not express their opinion. There were statistically significant differences between the six groups ($\chi^2 p<.01$) so that in manual work and in services the most typical response was...

**Table 19 Descriptions of the companies’ learning culture by work type and age group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In this company...</th>
<th>Manual - 45 yrs</th>
<th>45+ yrs</th>
<th>Service - 45 yrs</th>
<th>45+ yrs</th>
<th>Office - 45 yrs</th>
<th>45+ yrs</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>All ($\chi^2$)</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...employees are given enough feedback to perform their job adequately</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>n.s</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...we are encouraged to asking questions</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>n.s</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...we are encouraged to coming with new ideas about work</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>n.s</td>
<td></td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...the training of older workers is considered as important as the training of younger workers</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>n.s</td>
<td></td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...the success of older workers in learning undertaken is as good as that of younger workers</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>82.4(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...older workers have difficulties in learning new skills required in non-managerial jobs</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>n.s</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*<.05; 1 Between the six groups; 2 Between the age groups; Scale used: 1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Agree, 4 = Strongly agree (A scale turned so that the percentages indicate disagreement or strong disagreement)
cannot say (around 50% in manual work for both age groups), whereas in office work it was 'about the same'. However, we want to point out here that we did not define "a learning organisation" in the questionnaire so that we had no control over what organisational aspects the employees had in mind when rating their company.

An older worker? In general 41% responded that no fixed age-limits could be given to indicate when a worker can be considered an "older worker". The percentages were highest in office (56%) and service work (42%). Thus, those who mentioned age-limits were often employees from the manual sector and they most typically referred to 50, 55 or 60 years of age. No statistically significant age-differences were found. Amongst all the employees, 23% could not express their opinion with regard to this.

Self-directed learning
On the basis of the results, the employees can be characterised as relatively self-directed in their learning and job-related problem solving (Table 20). Of all the employees, a total of 70% responded that they preferred to find solutions themselves rather than asking others first. Rather than overall age differences, we found statistically significant differences across the work types among the younger workers ($\chi^2 p<.01$), especially between manual and service work. In the latter sector, the preference for finding solutions oneself was lower (56.6%), while in the former it was higher (87.7%) than in any other groups.

Most of the employees (74%) often took initiatives to update their job competence. Whilst taking the initiative was as common among the older and younger workers in service work (78.9%), it was reported less often among older workers in manual (50%) and office (65%) work.

Ways to update one's competence. Those who said they took initiatives to update their competence did it most typically by asking col-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Manual 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Service - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Service 45+ yrs</th>
<th>Office - 45 yrs</th>
<th>Office 45+ yrs</th>
<th>$\chi^2$ Sig$^1$</th>
<th>All ($\chi^2$ Sig)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to find solutions by oneself rather than asking others first</td>
<td>87.7 76.5</td>
<td>56.6 72.5</td>
<td>78.6 72.5</td>
<td>** 68.3</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take initiative in updating one's job competence</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ways to update...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...ask colleagues</td>
<td>77.5 46.2</td>
<td>81.5 82.5</td>
<td>75.0 64.1</td>
<td>* 78.8</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...ask superiors</td>
<td>48.7 35.7</td>
<td>72.4 59.7</td>
<td>47.2 28.2</td>
<td>*** 60.9</td>
<td>46.1(**)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...talk with experts in the field</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>* 48.5</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...use the Internet</td>
<td>8.3 0.0</td>
<td>8.9 19.1</td>
<td>31.0 7.9</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...read manuals and information from suppliers</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>* 63.5</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...read professional journals</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...attend courses and education/training programs on one's own initiative</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>** 25.4</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...other ways</td>
<td>0.0 0.0</td>
<td>50.0 62.5</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1 \chi^2 p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001; Scale used: 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Often, 4 = Very often
leagues, by reading manuals and information from suppliers and by reading professional journals. There were however statistically significant differences between the age and work groups with regard to most ways of updating, as is shown in Table 20. In manual work younger employees mainly relied on collegial help (77.5%), while for older workers the most typical method was to talk with experts (53.8%). In service work collegial support was preferred above other forms in both age groups, but additionally, the younger employees particularly also often asked for help from superiors (72.4%). In office work collegiality was more important to younger than older employees in this respect. The latter preferred reading and some other ways (not mentioned in the questionnaire) when updating competence. Attending training on one's own initiative and using the Internet were the least used means, in particular in manual work. Not unexpectedly, using the Internet was more typical of younger workers, although in services, older employees used it for competence updating more than twice as often as younger employees.

Summary and conclusions
Altogether 27 SMEs involving 37 employers/managers and 378 employees from three countries participated in the WORKTOW survey. Most of the companies represented the service sector. A quarter of the companies had a maximum of 30 employees, another quarter between 31 and 50 employees, and three had more than 200 employees. Two thirds of the employees were below 45 years of age. More than a half of them (54%) were service workers, a third (30%) office workers and 16% were from the manual sector.

In the survey we requested information from managers about the organisational context of SMEs for learning. The results showed that major changes had been made in almost all companies, most commonly in the industrial sector (e.g. development of quality systems). These changes were reported to have an impact on older workers only in the industrial sector but not in services and office work.

There were also considerable differences between companies in HRD and training. This area was best developed in service sector SMEs. Training was most typically carried out as on-the-job training, trainers being company staff. Management rated an employee as an older worker at an average age of 50 years. A majority of the managers, especially in services, did not consider there were age-limits to defining a worker as being too old to learn new skills in a non-managerial job.

From employees, subjective assessments of the characteristics of the SMEs as learning environments were requested. These results showed that SMEs as workplaces offered an environmental framework for learning at work. The work situation was often reported to be hectic, but feelings of stress were rare. Differences were found between sectors but not between age groups. Work type but not age also contributed to most differences found in the control of work by deadlines (manual and office), customers, management and repetitive tasks and routines (service). Generally speaking, older workers reported less control to their work by various factors, the differences being the greatest within manual work. Work provided learning opportunities to some extent. Again there were no direct age effects but rather, effects by work type and joint effects of age and work type. The opportunities were rated the best in office work. Differences found in learning opportunities were greater among the older than the younger workers across sectors, in particular in computer use.

Possibilities of using or developing job competence were rated strong or very strong, with the exception of the overall possibilities of participating in education and training. Older workers tended to view their possibilities as somewhat better, especially in the manual sector. In manual work especially, older workers saw the possibilities of developing professional skills in the areas they wished to be much better than those for younger workers, whereas with regard to the possibilities of obtaining necessary training, the opposite situation prevailed.
A majority of the employees (78%) had undertaken some form of training during the last three years, mostly on-the-job (46%) and formal training (45%). The employers provided older workers with more training, but they participated less than younger colleagues, especially in formal training. In addition, the training they undertook tended to be shorter in duration than among younger workers. In formal training participation there were differences across sectors but only among younger workers. In the manual sector, employees had participated almost only in formal training. In the service sector, it was the older workers more than younger ones who had participated in non-formal and informal training.

Most of those who had participated in training reported some effects in the workplace, although this was dependent on age and work type. The higher the training background of an employee, the fewer the consequences reported. Manual and service sector employees, especially the younger ones, reported the most training effects (about 70%), and older office workers - the least (about 30%).

The notion of a learning culture was characterised in a fairly positive manner in SMEs, and noticeably, among older workers. The only exception was in obtaining feedback, although manual sector employees tended to be satisfied with that also.

That learning and problem solving which took place in SMEs was relatively strongly self-directed. No age-differences, but rather, cross-sectoral differences between manual and service work were found. Service sector workers preferred the least to find solutions themselves, but tended to ask for help from colleagues (especially the younger workers), whereas manual sector employees were most self-reliant in this respect. Most of the employees often took initiatives to update their job competence, albeit older workers less so in manual and office work. In general, the most common ways to update one’s competence was asking colleagues, reading manuals and information from suppliers, as well as reading professional journals.

A conclusion that can be made on the basis of these results is that age differences in how employees view SMEs as learning environments are relatively small, and in many respects non-existent. Instead, cross-sectoral differences were often significant. The only exception to some extent was participation in formal training. Further, strong joint age-sector effects were found in many cases, showing differences only between one age group but not in the other, or only in some cases. This suggests that, when aiming to advance opportunities for learning and developing an environment for learning in the workplace, the starting point should preferably be the specific attributes of the particular job sector and occupational branch in question. In addition, the local circumstances, rather than the age of the potential participants (employees) in the SMEs should be taken into account.

Another conclusion is that more attention should be paid to the outcomes of training. Highly experienced workers especially and those with higher education should both find participation in training rewarding and meaningful in the workplace context. This is likely to set a challenge to training providers as well as to managers and employers in SMEs.
IV Case studies on learning interventions

WORKTOW interventions focused on mapping the learning environment in general, including the opportunities for participation in learning situations, attitudes towards older workers, perceived competence and the investigation of individual learning styles and preferences for learning. The rationale, the methods used and the subjects involved in the various project sites varied, whilst the goal was shared i.e. to improve opportunities for learning among older workers. Some partners chose to focus solely on older workers, whilst others adopted an integrative approach involving all workers. These approaches resulted in five different learning interventions but each was designed to realise the common goal:

- **Learning Interventions as Individual Reflection on Learning Styles** (Keele)
- **Learning Interventions Based on Employee Development Schemes (EDS)** (Lancaster)
- **Learning Interventions as Action Research with a Broad Developmental Assessment** (Jyväskylä)
- **Learning Interventions as Evaluation and Data Feedback of Dialogic Practices and Career Development (NOVA)**
- **Learning Interventions as Participatory Analysis of Learning Practices and Career Patterns** (WRI)

The differences in the approaches partners adopted were partly due to the different contexts for working life across the WORKTOW countries as well as to differences in professional interests amongst the research groups. Originally a company was agreed as a unit of study, but eventually, the different approaches focused on different levels. Only one intervention, the learning-style study at Keele, had an exclusively individual level approach. In the NOVA intervention, focusing the study on the individual level of learning processes was not allowed in project companies. All partners actually did collect individual data, but the interventions were, for most partners, based on group activities, for example workshops, where aggregated individual data from the fieldwork was fed back to the organisation for discussion. Mapping individual learning needs among employees by use of the EDS in Lancaster could also be seen as operating at the individual level, but the feedback process took place at organisational level.

The partners agreed on three criteria for selecting the companies for the interventions:

- Firstly, the companies were to be small or medium sized, later adjusted to be consistent with the national criteria for SMEs.
- Secondly, they were to cover three work types: manual, communication (service), and information (office) work.
- Thirdly, they were to have older workers, defined as employees aged 45 years and above, among their staff.

The main methodology involved both quantitative and qualitative methods for data collection. The overall learning environment, as described through a survey conducted in the 27 WORKTOW companies selected, was described in part three (III) of this report for each three work types, separately to older and younger workers. Various forms of dialogue were crucially important in all the interventions made. Emphasis varied from a basic instrument to investigate and enhance the understanding of one's own personal learning style, via understanding differences in perceptions and attitudes, communicating learning and development needs among staff, to analysing interconnections between careers and learning and the development of organisations.
Learning interventions as individual reflection on learning styles
Alexandra Withnall, Keele University

Rationale
In presenting the rationale for this study the following points seem important:

- There is a gap in our knowledge about adult learning styles in general and those of older people in particular. The gender dimension is also often neglected.
- Empirical research on learning styles has been carried out extensively in the USA but largely with children and younger people.
- Differences in learning styles are rarely taken into account when instructional methods are considered.

In the literature on learning styles models the work of Kolb (1976) and Honey & Mumford (1986; 1992) were those most frequently used in a practical context in the workplace in the UK. Honey and Mumford suggest that most adults use a blend of four learning styles, which shape an individual approach to learning (activists, reflectors, theorists and pragmatists). This model was rejected in favour of one based on instructional preference, which mainly attempts to measure the individual’s preference for environmental conditions in a learning situation rather than the psychological processes involved.

Method
An extension of a learning style inventory by Rundle & Dunn (1999), Building Excellence (BE); the Learning Individual Programme, was utilised. This Learning Style Inventory (LSI) specifically designed for use with adults is a 118-item self-completion instrument, which measures preference factors reflecting key variables:

- Perceptual elements
- Psychological elements
- Environmental elements
- Physiological factors
- Emotional factors
- Sociological elements (including preferred leadership style and group interaction processes)

Information derived from the Building Excellence Inventory is most important when an individual is developing new skills, mastering new information or solving complex problems. It is less important when an individual is engaged in a familiar routine work.

In addition a booklet was devised for individual use consisting of material and exercises on individual skills, learning from experience, good and bad learning experiences and ideas for a personal learning plan. (“This is Your Life”). These were originally to be used within a workshop environment (see below).

In addition to the data obtained through the workshops and the completed booklets, pilot interviews were conducted in two companies (6 women between 40 and 61 years). The WORKTOW-Questionnaires were administered in five companies.

Recruitment
Selection of research sites was carried out in accordance with the criteria laid down in the original WORKTOW proposal. In view of on-going changes in the nature of the labour market, it was decided to focus particularly on what is sometimes considered to be ‘women’s work’. This suggested some areas where women would be concentrated i.e. caring, tourism and leisure and training and development.

Methods for recruiting companies who might wish to participate included:
• Mail shots
• A press release
• Contact with different Chambers of Commerce and employers' organisations
• Personal contact by telephone and letter

Recruitment was found somewhat difficult in that it often depended on the goodwill and availability of a particular individual. Shift working, especially among nursing home staff, also meant that the timing of the interventions had to be carefully planned.

Implementation of the LI

The BE Adult Learning Style Inventory was delivered in a workshop environment in three of the participating organisations - two nursing homes and a training agency. During the workshops, efforts were made to provide a comfortable and non-threatening situation for the participants.

Employees from a pottery retail outlet and a hotel completed the inventory in their own time and posted it to the researchers. A total of 10 women participated in the three workshops and a further 16 completed the BE Learning Style Inventory.

Results from the Keele-study

1. Dimensions on the Learning Style Inventory

• Perception. "Tactile" (external kinaesthetic) was the most preferred means of learning new information whereas emotional involvement was the least preferred.

• Psychological elements. Most of the responses were neutral, then a preference for a systematic approach in contrast to a global approach whereas there was roughly the same score for reflective decision making compared with an impulsive approach.

• Environmental elements favouring learning for these respondents were well-lit, warm, informal and quiet environments.

• Physiological elements. No strong preferences in relation to eating or moving around in learning situations showed up in the material. Preferred time for learning was late morning and early afternoon.

• Emotional elements. Slightly more favouring internal above external motivation, but many expressed no preference. A distinct preference for non-conformity, but quite a few preferred more structure.

• Sociological elements. A preference for less authority, less variety and smaller work groups.

2. Booklet answers
The booklets were completed in workshops or individually. The following is a categorisation of good and bad learning experiences.

Good learning experiences may stem from:

• A degree of learner control over the learning environment

• The opportunity to participate in a non-competitive environment

• An informal setting

• A prior degree of interest in the topic or material

• A comfortable atmosphere

• A calm teacher/lecturer who is patient, well-informed with a sympathetic approach

Conversely, bad learning experiences tended to be largely the result of what were perceived as poor teaching or instructional methods:

• Teachers who lacked imagination, were boring or presented material poorly

• Teachers with an unsympathetic or intimidating attitude

• A competitive learning environment

3. Follow-up interviews
For the final stage of the project, it was planned to carry out in-depth semi-structured interviews with at least a 50% sample of the 26 women who completed the LSI and/or took part in the workshops. Unfortunately, there were no volunteers for the proposed interviews, so this part of the intervention was therefore abandoned.

4. Evaluation of the intervention
To evaluate the impact of the "This is Your Life" pack and the individual feedback provided on the LSI, a confidential questionnaire
was mailed to 25 participants. The themes were related to recent learning events and personal learning plans, feedback on the LSI, relevance and usefulness of the pack. Only 2 responses were received, and a brief follow-up questionnaire was despatched to the 24 non-respondents to try to uncover the possible reasons for this non-response. 6 responses were received indicating that they did not find the project interesting, relevant or enjoyable. These responses are obviously much too small in number to draw on any definite conclusions. However, coupled with the overall lack of response to the request for interviewees, it seems that the women who had participated were either too busy to respond and/or did not find the idea of understanding their personal learning styles or indeed anything connected with learning as relevant in their present environments.

Discussion of the Keele study
In relation to the aims of the Keele intervention, the following comments can be made.

General observations
The decision to focus mainly on “women’s work” meant that many of the participants were employed in low skilled jobs, often involving part-time or shift-working arrangements. The fact that time was cited as a factor for non-response to our questionnaires – and may also account for the general disinterest in further participation in the project – suggests that, for many older women, work is firmly intertwined with issues of family and other relationships which imply demands and responsibilities that have to be constantly juggled with work commitments.

Evidence that learning was not a priority for these participants has already been seen in the earlier fieldwork when a general lack of training opportunities accompanied by a lack of concern about this situation among both employers and employees was found. In addition, problems experienced with securing and maintaining the participation of SMEs in the project and furthermore, in arranging the workshops and interviews, suggests that neither employers nor employees saw any immediate relevance in furthering their knowledge about learning and about how training might best be delivered in the workplace. Neither participants nor their employers seemed aware of any need to change, let alone sure of how to progress. There was little recognition of age diversity in the work place.

Accordingly, little importance was attached to obtaining knowledge of employees’ learning styles or indeed, to providing any planned and structured training opportunities for them as part of company policy. In general, there appeared to be reliance by both employers and employees on pre-existing skills or on skills developed outside the work place. These might have been gained in a domestic situation, in the course of previous employment or through self-initiated training and learning experiences. The only exception was in those work places, such as the nursing homes, that are subject to statutory regulation and thus to periodic inspection by social service Departments and where nursing and care staff are required to undergo certain training associated with, for example, safe procedures for lifting of residents.

Specific observations
The BE Learning Style Inventory. It is often assumed that all older workers learn in a particular way that is somehow different from younger people. However, learning styles at any age are necessarily individualistic although some connections between learners can be made. The patterns revealed were specific to this group of respondents. However, it was the case that the BE Learning Style Inventory in this form proved too complex to use with women who were mainly in low status jobs and for whom the idea of learning was alien.

In theory, a simpler user-friendlier instrument could offer better insights into how an understanding of employees’ learning styles could benefit both individual learners (of any age) and influence HRD policies and training practices in a range of different SMEs. Riding
and Rayner (1998) demonstrate how individuals develop a variety of learning strategies for dealing with the learning tasks especially those that they perceive to be incompatible with their preferred learning style. They suggest that a specific scheme of work aimed at the teaching of learning strategies could form part of a workplace-training programme as a way of underpinning workplace development and contributing to the processes of lifelong learning.

In a broader context, it is apparent that use of a learning style inventory casts the educator/trainer/HRD specialist in the role of psychodiagnostician and facilitator of other people's learning. However this diagnostic approach should include the broader social and cultural context in order to understand the work roles of older women workers that are intrinsically bound up with their roles and responsibilities in non-work contexts.

The exercises in the pack (This is Your Life) did indicate some of the individual and environmental constraints that may inhibit older employees from learning, many of which appeared to be the result of poor teaching and learning management in the compulsory phase of education. However, it appears that most of these participants were in the "pre-contemplation" stage with regards to learning. This is described as the "stage in which people are unaware of having problems or for other reasons are not thinking seriously about changing" (Prochaska and DiClemente, 1994, p.24).

Research into behaviour change would suggest that, if action is forced at this very stage, dropout rates are often over 50%. Studies have revealed that those in the contemplation stage of change are most open to both feedback (information based on the personal experiences of the individual) and education (information regarding external events) - a process of change that Prochaska and DiClemente term "consciousness raising". If participants had been at the stage of contemplation, some of the workshop pack would have been highly appropriate, being designed to encourage discussion of problems, and providing useful information to help resolve some of the issues that it was expected would be raised.

Completion of the LSI and use of the pack at this stage did, however, reveal some more positive pointers for teaching and training delivery that could be used to empower older (female) employees as learners in future and to inform their work practices. Participants were provided with information about their personal learning preferences; they were made aware of the life course factors, which had influenced their attitudes to learning and analysed what, for them, constituted a good (or bad) learning experience. They were therefore armed with some sources of individual guidance about the kinds of learning environments in which they are most likely to flourish. This kind of self-awareness can also be empowering as a first step to increasing effectiveness at work through a recognition of their own strengths, an understanding that others may learn in other ways and may have complementary strengths and for working in a more collaborative mode - especially important for those women working in care settings - and for non-work contexts. The women who participated can therefore refer back to their packs in future if they are required to undergo training or are employed in any other work contexts. However, this aspect of the intervention does not lend itself to immediate evaluation of its effectiveness; any impact will be long-term and may not be apparent for some time.

It is clear that ideas about the importance of older workers in the labour market and their training needs are not yet at as advanced a stage in the UK as in some other European countries, notably in Scandinavia. Through the intervention, managers' attention was drawn to impending changes in UK government policy in respect of lifelong learning and the necessity to focus more immediately on issues concerned with the development of older employees' knowledge and skills as part of any HRM change (Current relevant developments in the UK have been discussed earlier in this report, pp. 5, 17, 23). In this sense, the intervention may have a further long-term outcome not susceptible to evaluation at this stage.
Conclusions

The Keele intervention was originally based within six SMEs. Because of the general lack of interest in the training of older workers in the sectors investigated and the difficulties encountered in recruitment, the focus of the intervention changed to individual level. The intervention showed that, in some sectors, mainly those involving low skilled workers in low status jobs – and these are usually women – there is still a long way to go in encouraging employers and older workers themselves to recognise and acknowledge their importance in the workplace and to accept the need to ensure that they have access to learning and training opportunities. However, with the increasing emphasis on lifelong learning at European level and the recent discovery of the potential value of older workers in the UK, this may gradually change. An understanding of learning styles will then assume a new relevance. In this sense, the intervention was innovative in that it introduced a new and more focused method of analysing individual learning style preferences to Europe. It also showed the value of developing a biographical approach to understanding older workers' attitudes towards undertaking learning and their pedagogical preferences. Such methods have considerable implications for human resource development practice and ultimately for the promotion of lifelong learning across Europe.
Learning interventions based on Employee Development Schemes (EDS)
Peter Ward, Lancaster University

Rationale
The Employee Development (ED) Schemes were introduced in the UK in 1989 with a broad and optimistic educational philosophy underlying: learning is viewed to be desirable for all employees of a company. Studies (Beattie, 1997; Firth & Coffey, 1997) on effects of ED schemes have shown a range of benefits for companies as a result of introducing these schemes. In the Lancaster area, a consortium, the Lancaster Employee Development Consortium, was established in 1997 by the two partner institutions – the Department of Continuing Education at Lancaster University and the Adult College at Lancaster – with grant support from the Department for Education and Employment. (This has now been renamed the Department for Education and Skills).

The main aim of the Consortium was to set up ED schemes in companies in the local area, with the following objectives:

- to increase learning opportunities available to employees of local companies
- to increase participation in learning activities by employees of local companies, particularly “non-traditional learners” (adults who are under-represented in education and training)
- to help local companies work towards National Training and Education Targets, and thereby increase local and national competitiveness.

There is a broad and optimistic educational philosophy underlying the ED schemes in the UK according to which learning (vocational or non-vocational) is seen to be desirable for all employees of a company. Increased participation in education, training and learning opportunities may, it is claimed, eventually and directly or indirectly benefit a company’s skill levels and competitiveness.

Method
A significant feature of ED schemes is the partnership between employer and employee – both parties benefit and both parties contribute in kind. The employer may develop a scheme that offers and provides:

- An annual financial entitlement to employees to encourage participation in a learning programme
- Courses (of a non-work or work-related nature) on work premises
- Time off work for course attendance
- Impartial guidance (through an educational guidance counsellor) about learning and career opportunities

The employee for her/his part invests her/his own time in the learning programme, may make a financial contribution (perhaps partial towards the full cost of a course), and can be expected, in return, to offer the employer a sense of commitment and loyalty. In this way, the scheme can be seen as mutually beneficial.

ED schemes can encourage participation in learning activities by ‘non-traditional learners’ (including working class adults, middle-aged males, adults who left school at the earliest opportunity without formal qualifications) who are under-represented in other forms of education and training. By encouraging and supporting employees to return to a formal learning situation, barriers to participation can be overcome and progression promoted. Whatever the learning activity (work or non-work related) employees can be re-introduced to the requirements, discipline and rewards of a structured learning experience.

Company recruitment
Contact with a sample of SMEs (by size and sector) was attempted through a mailing to
500 organisations in the region (north-west England). Possible SMEs were identified via:

- consultations with local organisations such as the Chamber of Commerce
- an economic development unit
- the Training and Enterprise Council
- direct contact (usually by telephone to a named contact) with SMEs in the light of advice offered by the organisations above, information gained from company directories, and from local knowledge and contacts.

Initially the WORKTOW Project was to be concerned with SMEs with up to 200 employees. Subsequently, this was raised to 500 when project partners experienced difficulty and delay in recruiting SMEs.

Essentially, the Lancaster intervention comprised three phases once contact was established with an SME and senior managers decided to support the project:

- phase one: training needs analysis involving one-to-one meetings with all or a sample of employees.
- phase two: establishment and development of an ED scheme, including the delivery of education/training opportunities,
- phase three: evaluation of intervention from the perspective of employees (by a further round of one-to-one meetings), managers, and the organisation as a whole.

This intervention 'package' would, therefore, require senior managers to make a significant commitment to the project in terms of employee-time and cost, especially for time away from work to take part in the one-to-one meeting(s). In addition, it would be necessary to consider the cost of providing courses for training needs identified in the meetings and the cost of providing an annual education/training allowance for each employee to use as they wish.

In the mailing, and particularly in direct contact with senior managers by telephone, it proved a challenge to describe succinctly the purpose of the project and the commitment and support required of SMEs/managers.

**Results from the Lancaster-study**

Four of the six organisations in the Lancaster sample introduced ED schemes, and all schemes have made a positive impact on both employees and the organisation. Older workers have benefited in terms of:

- help to identify and clarify education and training needs
- provision of career and educational guidance
- take-up of cash allowance for education/training provision of their own choice
- growth in confidence/personal development
- increased participation in, and commitment to lifelong learning
- enhanced commitment to the organisation
- introduction to information technology (IT) and commitment to, and confidence in its use

In the two non-ED scheme organisations, HRD policies and provision are well established, and older workers are benefiting from the relaunch of the open learning centre and IT-training in one company and from the wide ranging provision in the other.

It was evident from the one-to-one meetings with a total of 75 employees aged 45 years and above, that older workers generally bring a range of knowledge, skills, experience and positive attitudes to their work. Age was not seen as an issue with regard to the type of work or to the organisation. Indeed many interviewees emphasised the value of experience both for their work and for the organisation. From statements made during the course of the project, it was apparent that managers recognise the valuable contribution older workers make to the organisation.

Most older workers adopt a flexible approach to their work and are adjusting to, and coping with the gathering pace of
change and the need for new learning within the workplace. This has been brought about by eg the introduction of new machinery, methods and systems; increasing workloads; and the impact of change as a result of new legislation and new theory and practice. Overall, the majority felt they could contribute more to the organisation based on their knowledge and skills, though there were no specific cases where older workers felt they were marginalised or excluded due to their age.

Many older workers are interested in the possibility of promotion and/or other jobs. No major concerns about job hopes and plans were expressed though there was general concern about work pressures, constant change, and possible job loss. With regard to retirement, approximately equal numbers in the sample were interested in early retirement or in working to the official retirement age. The finding that half the sample is interested in early retirement, if possible and financially viable illustrates the extent to which this expectation is now firmly established in the workplace.

Of the older workers gave the impression of commitment to and interest in their work and the organisation. With regard to making a stronger contribution, the issue for many older workers is not a lack of learning opportunities, nor feelings of being undervalued and/or excluded. Most concern is due to the quantity and pressure of work, the lack of time to work effectively, and the constant change imposed both internally and externally. It is apparent that there are barriers to participation in education and training, largely relating to the lack of time and pressure of work, including shift and overtime working, and changing patterns of work. Employees cited examples of middle managers obstructing participation in training sessions because of the pressure of work.

Almost all the older workers had taken part in formal education/training in the year prior to the meeting, largely in courses provided by employers or by using the education allowance in the ED schemes. All employers made 'mandatory' provision e.g. health and safety, basic food hygiene, thereby reflecting the growth of mandatory/formalised training required by UK government legislation, as well as training (e.g. Care courses in those organisations caring for people with learning disabilities) required by funding agencies (e.g. local government). In addition there was a considerable amount of IT training, usually at basic/intermediate level, reflecting the widespread introduction of IT in the workplace. Work-related and personal development benefits were reported from participation in all types of formal provision.

In addition to formal provision, older workers took part in a range of non-formal and informal learning activities in order to keep abreast of new developments both internal and external to their organisation. These learning activities included attendance at seminars and meetings, reading (often in out-of-work hours) of work-related books and journals, and use of the Internet. Other examples included learning from suppliers’ staff about the operation of new machinery during on-site installation.

Where ED schemes have been introduced and an annual allowance (e.g. £30 or £50) made available for staff (of all ages) who wish to take education/training courses of their own choice, there is evidence of involvement by older workers leading to enhanced commitment both to the organisation and to lifelong learning. Some older workers used the allowance for introductory IT courses, thereby ensuring both personal and work-related development.

ED schemes also provided a range of basic courses (e.g. English/communication skills, mathematics, IT) and these have attracted a range of employees including older workers and 'non-traditional learners'. Again there is evidence of personal and work-related development.

Evaluation of the research intervention
In order to complete the project activity within the organisations a questionnaire was sent to a senior manager contact in five organisations. The intention was to discover
Discussion and conclusions

The findings of the Lancaster intervention relate to the WORKTOW-objectives as follows:

Objective 1... Older workers bring a range of knowledge, skills, experience and positive attitudes to the workplace, and many consider they could contribute more to the organisation.

Objective 2... Learning by older workers in the workplace was undertaken through formal and mandatory provision of courses, and by non-formal and informal learning activities.

Objective 3... Lifelong learning opportunities for older workers have been facilitated in the four organisations in which ED schemes had been established (and in the two non-ED scheme organisations, where HRD policies and provision are well-established), and the schemes strengthened the contribution of older workers to the organisation.

Objective 4... Managers regarded the diversity of the workforce as a positive feature of organisations, especially for those in the Care field.

Objective 5... ED schemes place emphasis upon personal development as well as the development of vocational and non-vocational skills, often with emphasis upon the needs of 'non-traditional learners', and therefore contribute to the flexibility and productivity of workers of all ages, to social cohesion, and to the improved functioning of the labour market generally.
The Lancaster study has been able to identify innovative ways of making older workers participate in learning activities. ED schemes are a means by which:

- SMEs can invest in all their employees including older workers and non-traditional learners, and thereby make gains in terms of commitment to the organisation and greater efficiency and productivity.

- Older workers can be encouraged to participate in learning activities, with ED schemes overcoming barriers to participation, re-engaging individuals in the process of formal learning, and providing a boost to confidence and personal development.

- The knowledge, skills, experience and attitudes of older workers can be recognised, valued, utilised and strengthened.

- SMEs can develop a learning culture.

- SMEs can carry out skills audits/training needs identification across the organisation.
Learning interventions as action research with a broad developmental assessment
Tarja Tikkanen, University of Jyväskylä, Norwegian Institute of Adult Education (NVI)
(VOX commencing 1.1.2001)

**Rationale**
In Jyväskylä we did not select older workers or their career development in the companies as specific targets for LIs. Rather, our approach can be defined an integrated one. We wanted to emphasise two particular aspects of the conceptualisation and practice of adult education and training (AET) within the framework of lifelong learning. Firstly, participation is not usually limited by the age of the participants, neither conceptually, nor in providers’ practices. In spite of the lack of these explicit age-limits in the latter, however, it is often the case that various ‘age-

**Table 21** Summary of the main characteristics of the WORKTOW Learning Intervention planned in Jyväskylä

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning focus</th>
<th>Central contents</th>
<th>Levels covered</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Knowing, knowledge</td>
<td>Individual Organisational</td>
<td>Broader views of knowledge, learning and competence A concept of a learning organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Job competence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning organisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>Towards learning</td>
<td>Individual (employees) Organisational (management/supervisors)</td>
<td>Individual and organisational introspection into attitudes their nature and effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Towards ageing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning climate &amp; culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>Informal learning models and approaches (new and old)</td>
<td>Individual Organisational Formal training</td>
<td>Monitoring, identifying and utilising the existing competence in company in a better way Examining/finding effective ways to arrange in-company learning, by e.g. - recognising the most competent mentors or learning facilitators (internal “teachers”) - examining how senior-junior compositions could be deliberately used for effective learning - examining how management could better support in-company learning - mapping the various obstacles (structural, attitudinal, or competence-related, etc) for more effective learning - improving in-company transfer of learning and competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training models and approaches (traditional vs. “modern”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision &amp; SME support</td>
<td>Options available</td>
<td>Individual Organisational Local</td>
<td>Local knowledge Networking Sustainable practice (development) and cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Company-based focus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for learning &amp; development in SMEs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
segregating' practices easily develop among participants. Secondly, in the theory and practice of AET, experienced workers are in many ways viewed as learning resources for other, less experienced workers, and thus, also as a competence resource for companies.

Table 21 summarises the main characteristics of the WORKTOW Learning Intervention in Jyväskylä. We defined four focus areas to examine learning and training in companies and to target interventions. Firstly, with central concepts we wanted to focus on the understanding and meaning of 'knowing' and 'knowledge' as well as of 'learning', 'competence' and learning organisation in the SMEs, among management and employees of various age. Secondly, we studied stereotypic thinking of the age-learning and age-competence relationships by focusing on attitudes. Thirdly, with the focus on practice of learning our idea was to compare the "old" and "new" approaches to learning and learning methods applied in work-based informal and formal education and training. The fourth focus was on examining awareness of SMEs within the local education and training market. The intention was to expand the learning focus from solely within the companies to encompass local circumstances. All of these four focus areas were covered equally in all companies.

In addition to enhancing and stimulating thinking on lifelong learning in work settings, our main idea was to develop a model for learning interventions in and for SMEs, based on local network cooperation. The typical approach to training and interventions in companies is a reactive (need-driven), highly targeted and tailored, consultation-oriented intervention models and training approach, based on organisational problem definition and problem solving. However, in Jyväskylä we aimed at a broader and more proactive model. A proactive model would enhance and stimulate organisational and individual learning and development more generally, and would recognise both the need for and the actual reality of continuous learning. It would also be based on reciprocal and interactive initiatives, stimulus, and support for learning, between the actors in the companies on one the hand and between the companies and other relevant actors locally on the other. With the latter approach, the purpose was to bridge local practice, and thus to build sustainable and developmental networking locally.

**Design and method**

Figure 3 shows the overall design of the intervention in Jyväskylä. It consisted of three phases: Learning Environment Analysis (LEA) based on questionnaires, interviews, learning workshops and a local networking seminar. Additionally, LIs and project evaluation was carried out at the end of the project.

---

**Figure 3** Learning interventions developed in University of Jyväskylä

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I Phase</th>
<th>II Phase</th>
<th>III Phase (Local Cooperation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Environment Analysis (LEA) in SMEs</td>
<td>LIs: Learning workshops</td>
<td>Local Training Institutions (CET providers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local Employment and Economic Development Centre (EEDC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SMEs
LEAs (Phase I)
In LEAs we took the WORKTOW joint questionnaires for managers and employees as a starting point. We also planned a guide for interviews to approach issues that were rather too complex to be examined through questionnaires. In spite of these plans, documentary data was not collected. Besides CVs on project experience kept in one engineering company, issues related to learning and competence were not recorded and documented in these SMEs.

The local issues added to the joint WORKTOW approach were:

- Learning at work - learning skills, motivation, ability & practice in sharing one's learning
- Stronger focus on learning culture in SMEs
- Job competence - definition & needs, recognition and maintenance, sources, use and potential reserves
- Information technology - use, effects (on job, work environment & workplace climate), problems (a sub-project reported separately⁴)
- Experience, age and professional competence - experiences with and without learning potential
- Attitudes toward learning and ageing
- Flexibility in working life - flexibility requirements, rate of flexibility
- Views on future - future of a company, of the staff & of the staff aged 45+.

LEAs were conducted during the spring of 1999 in all companies. The LEA results were analysed and reported back to the companies as brief company-wise summaries between late spring and early autumn the same year. In addition to company reports, a joint comparative summary report was written following a request from the managers in some SMEs.

Learning workshops (Phase II)
Based on the results from the LEAs, learning workshops were designed. The feedback from the researchers was presented and discussed in small-group sessions with employers and/or employees. In practice, phases I and II overlapped somewhat because, in some cases, the group interview sessions of phase one turned into lively discussions on learning and competence in the SME in question. In these "learning workshops", however, no researcher feedback element was present. Learning workshops took place between spring and autumn 1999.

Local Networking Seminar (Phase III)
The main goal and target for the local network seminar was to support learning and development in SMEs, while the aim was to bridge local practice and to provide conditions for more sustainable development in these companies. A local network seminar was a compromise we were forced to make in relation to our original idea of building a three-pillar - SMEs, CET providers, EEDC (see figure 3, p. 65) local cooperation network. This was because the governmental agency, EEDC, refused cooperation with the project in the beginning. Their argument for not joining in was that there was no need for this kind of cooperation beyond the work they already did. However, this agency became willing and did join in towards the end of the project when requested again later.

Before the actual seminar, likely need for, and interest in participation were requested from both SME managers/owners and the representatives of local training institutions and the EED Centre. All these parties thought such a seminar was a good idea. However, finding time for participation was reported as a problem among employers/managers. Eventually only 43 % (3/7) of the employers/managers were able to participate in the seminar, together with five (5) representatives from the local CET providers, one representative from the EED Centre, one Project Manager from a relevant European Social Fund SME development project, and the local research group.

⁴ For a list of publications see endnote 1 of this partner chapter.
Table 22  Summary of the characteristics of the companies involved in Jyväskylä

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch/Company</th>
<th>Type of work</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Autonomy</th>
<th>Natural Learning Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production/Nursery</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>34 (-60)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>IT into communication and production systems. Formal training in IT use &amp; in better client service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>New ITC-technology. Formal training in use of new ICT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Continuous training by the pharmacy train headquarters (concerning new products)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering company (SA)</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering company (MET)</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Communication as a part of the IT system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering company (2K)</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Result-based reward system. Internal trainer. Rather intensive cooperation with local training providers (company also selling special courses)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Number of employees in the company; 2 Only the white-collar workers (e.g. planning engineers and administration staff) participated in our study, due to the wish of the manager. Thus, these employees were defined to represent information work.

Recruitment of the companies

In Jyväskylä, the companies were recruited according to the criteria set jointly by the WORKTOW consortium. Existing databases (catalogues and lists) of local companies were used in recruitment because they also contained the necessary background information (e.g. size of the company). A total of seven (7) companies were recruited. A summary of the characteristics of the participating companies is shown in table 22.

Results from the Jyväskylä study

An overview of the situation in the SMEs at the start of the project

The seven SMEs exhibited some common characteristics. We were faced with a rather turbulent business environment when beginning work with the companies. Many of the factors causing this turbulence concerned SMEs' external environment or the boundary domains (e.g. external communication and information flow in and out of the company) and were related to their location in a broader business-systemic environment (e.g. client-relations, competitors, rules & regulations, etc.). On an organisational level, reflections from the macro level situation became most visible and concrete in everyday situations with regard to changes in technology and its use. At the same time, these latter changes were enabling even greater changes to take place.

At the time of starting our fieldwork, most of the companies had entered the second wave of computerisation. All the companies had recently, or were currently, launching communication technology and had extended employees' access to net-based information sources. Thus, more hardware in terms of numbers of PCs and more powerful software...
had been introduced. The use of PCs had broadened both in terms of the functions for which they were now used and the number of staff having access to them. Therefore, even if the older workers were already familiar with computers and their use, a giant step was now being taken towards a much broader use of them in terms of various tasks and purposes. Some companies provided shared PCs for employees to enable them to practise its use, even if it was not necessary for their work tasks as such. After this step, in most companies it actually was not possible to manage one’s work without having information and communication (ICT) skills at least on some level.

Management in many companies had acknowledged the challenge, which the ageing of the workforce was posing to their company. On the one hand, they were somewhat uncertain about what action to take in relation to ‘local’ demographic development and its inevitable consequences for both retirement planning and the manpower situation in the company. They had neither the competence nor the wherewithal to deal with the situation. On the other hand, in relation to the theme of our study, older workers were, generally speaking, not considered a problem in these companies—on the contrary, they were seen as highly competent workers.

Taking these issues further, we sometimes observed a kind of déjà vu related to the first wave of computerisation in the 1970s and 1980s. For example, the uncertainty and worries expressed in the face of the new technology (ICT-competence) were similar to those experienced during the introduction of first wave computerisation. As then, the worries now were how to cope with the change, whether one can learn to use the new tools, how the work overall will be affected by the new tools, who will get what kind of hardware and software, changing responsibilities and new or changing job tasks. The latter resulted from the fact that not everybody in a company received equal treatment when new hardware was purchased in the company and new ICT possibilities launched (reported in Tikkanen, 2000c). In addition, regardless of how overwhelming the new computerisation was, some differences still remained in how these changes affected various groups of personnel. Accordingly, in traditional industrial bases, the more highly educated employees were all involved, whereas the less well educated were given less access to computers (e.g. a shared computer in a production hall, mainly for learning purposes). In service industries, these changes more often involved the less well-educated workers. Furthermore, the coming of the Internet meant more problems with language than before. One problem was related to understanding foreign languages, but other issues related to understanding coded computer language as well as sometimes information in a printed form as has been described in earlier studies (Edwards, 1998; Hein, 1998; Kananoja, 1993). These worries relating to technology and appropriate levels of competence were more pronounced among older workers, but were also discerned among younger workers with less formal education.

Human Resources Development. Table 23 below shows a descriptive summary of the human resources in the SMEs and training possibilities.

Learning Environment Analysis (LEA)
Survey-based LEA-data from Jyväskylä was involved in description of the results in part III earlier in this report. This chapter, therefore, describes mainly those LEA aspects that were not included in the joint WORKTOW survey.

Learning at work
Learning motivation and skills were generally rated good among the employees. Motivation and skills, but not age, were viewed to have direct impact on learning ability ('if one wants to learn something one will also succeed'). Personal characteristics were rated as more important to learning motivation, learning skills and even learning ability than age.

Age and learning. The results both supported and contradicted common stereotypical
Table 23 Personnel characteristics and training possibilities in SMEs (N=167)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Companies</th>
<th>Human resources</th>
<th>Training possibilities and provision in the company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursery (n=28)</td>
<td>Young staff, 24-54 yrs</td>
<td>The staff provided formal training programmes related to IT (internet &amp; e-mail) and client service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female dominated,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young statuses, Short careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering SA</td>
<td>Age-balanced staff, 24-48 yrs</td>
<td>Not good possibilities for training, except in highest positions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=23)</td>
<td>Male dominated, High education</td>
<td>Management: mainly on-the-job training, provided by staff and suppliers/clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young statuses, Balanced careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank (n=12)</td>
<td>Older staff, 33-57 yrs</td>
<td>Extensive training provided for the staff during the company reorganisation. The last one was a course on e-mail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female dominated,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced statuses, Long careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering MET</td>
<td>Age-balanced staff, 25-59 yrs</td>
<td>Employees: not good possibilities for training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=18)</td>
<td>Male dominated, Low education</td>
<td>Management: training mainly provided by staff, suppliers/clients and consultants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young statuses, Balanced careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden Production</td>
<td>Age-balanced staff 30-55 yrs</td>
<td>Employees: not good possibilities for training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>site A (n=25)</td>
<td>Gender balanced, High education</td>
<td>Management &amp; staff in higher positions; good training possibilities mainly provided by staff and consultants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young statuses + some diversity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden Production</td>
<td>Young staff, 26-51 yrs</td>
<td>Employees: not good possibilities for training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>site B (n=29)</td>
<td>Male dominated, High education</td>
<td>Management &amp; staff in higher positions; good training possibilities, mainly provided by staff and consultants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young statuses, Balanced careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy (n=12)</td>
<td>Age-balanced staff, 25-59 yrs</td>
<td>The staff participate regularly in new product-related training, provided by the pharmacy chain headquarters. Some tiredness among staff with regard to training reports the manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All females, High education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced statuses, Balanced careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering 2K</td>
<td>Age-balanced staff 27-62 yrs</td>
<td>The company has an in-house trainer. Cooperation with local training institutions so that this company also acts as a provider for courses in their special competence areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=20)</td>
<td>Male dominated, High education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young statuses, Balanced careers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Refers to total length of job-careers among the employees; 2 Balanced careers' refers to a balance in the lengths of employees' careers; 'short/long careers' refers to short/long dominated careers in the company; 3 In this company only the white-collar workers participated. 4 This site only participated in the base-line survey, but not in further interventions.

thinking about the effects of age on learning. On the one hand, age was viewed as a highly 'personal' and individual matter that does not therefore have a commonly recognised impact on learning. On the other hand, age was also viewed as having a dual effect on learning skills and abilities. On the positive side, an individual was seen as becoming more motivated to learn and receptive to new facts with advancing age. Learning was also seen to become easier due to improved judgement concerning important/less important issues (one knows what one needs to learn more about), and through improved selectivity and prioritisation. An individual would also possess broader background knowledge against which new knowledge could be assessed. On the negative side, age was also viewed as making it more difficult to break routines and habits, to affect memory in a negative

5 There is a complete final report available in English from the WORKTOW study carried out in Jyväskylä. For further requests contact the author (see contact information at the end of this report).
way making learning a slower process, and
to make it more difficult because of distant/
fewer experiences of learning.

Employers mostly agreed with employees that
age is not important, but were generally
somewhat more reserved and emphasised
more individual variety than employees.

"Teaching" skills. Employees rated their skills for
sharing knowledge (‘mentoring’ or ‘teaching’) as
rather good and improving with age. One
exception among the companies was the MET
engineering, where considerable improvements
were needed according to the owner-manager.
Important issues, which were mentioned as
having an impact on the practice of sharing
competence in a workplace, were work expe-
rience, ability and the courage to ask questions
(admit one's limits), organisational climate
(secur, supportive, open), and the organising
of work to make internal 'teaching' possible
(related e.g. to the pace of work).

Employers were again somewhat more
reserved in their views and emphasised
individual differences. Some of them also
reported that experience is beneficial in helping
others, but also that those who might
have something to share with others are not
always able to achieve this.

Job competence

Competence and a competent employee

Competence defined. Being analytic about and
able to evaluate one's competence was
easy and 'obvious', but also very difficult,
requiring the existence of external (including
collegial) and internal feedback systems, as
well as awareness of and continuous sensitivity
towards these systems. More experienced
workers were more analytic than those with
less experience. In some respects, it was easier
to define the competence of a co-worker:
employees and employers seemed to have a
fairly clear pre-concept or meta-level understand-
ing (cognitive map or criteria) and could exer-
cise appropriate judgement as to when some-
one is or is not a competent worker.

When making judgements about one's own
competence or that of co-workers, observa-
tion of one's own success in managing one's
work as well as various environmental clues
(indicators) in the workplace was used. When
it was observed that an individual's work was
going well and the company's business was
also doing well, high levels of individual and
organisational competence were inferred. This
required analytical skills from the employees.
As environmental clues of competence, var-
ious feedback mechanisms and information
related to one's work and to the intra- and
inter-organisational environment, were also
used. Therefore, it was necessary for an
employee to (i) be familiar with what envi-
ronmental clues to observe, (ii) be sensitive
towards these clues and observe them at
least periodically if not continuously, (iii) be
able to read and understand them, that
is, to analyse, interpret and process them,
and finally (iv) to develop initiatives directed
towards appropriate changes if necessary.

Competence was viewed as complex, dynamic,
and temporal in terms of capability and exter-
nal demand for it. This complexity extended
beyond one's own job tasks and areas of
responsibility and acknowledged various levels
of competence: individual, social or collective,
job tasks and company level activity involving a
company's external relations. Thus, being aware
of one's own competence and its strengths and
limitations, was only one aspect of a broad
view of competence. The employees, especially
in the service sector, pointed out that it was
just as important to be aware of the compe-
tence of one's co-workers. An important part
of one's broad, total competence was knowl-
edge of the workplace and work organisation
in the sense of what kind of material, social
and cultural resources were available there.
Temporal in competence was mainly related
to project type of work among engineers. Thus
a person could be defined "competent" at
one time, but "not competent" at another, for
example, when there is no demand for one's
competence.

Sources of competence. Competence was
much less related to formal training (although
the pharmacy emphasised basic training) than to work experience and learning from work, as well as to personal characteristics. Employees valued job experience even more highly than did employers, whilst employers valued personal characteristics as the most important source of job competence. This latter difference was most pronounced between older employees and employers. Table 24 shows these differences as they were revealed in tasks given to employees and employers in interviews.

The task we gave to employees was to define their total (100%) job competence so that it reflected the three (given) main sources of competence — training, experience, and personal characteristics — in their ‘right’ proportions in one’s work. The instruction was to think of one’s current job competence and all the training and experience gained throughout one’s lifetime. Correspondingly, we asked the employers and management to evaluate the competence of the employees in their company. Table 24 shows the results by age and work status.

As Table 24 shows, job experience was rated as the most important among the employees, contributing with an average of 44% to the total competence. Personality was rated second in importance (32%), while formal training contributed to only approximately one quarter of total job competence. There were slight differences between the companies, so that in the three engineering companies training was rated the least important source of competence (range 19-22%), while the nursery (greenhouse), the company with least formal education background among the employees, rated it highest of all companies (28%). Job experience was rated most important in the three engineering companies (range 47–51%) and least in the pharmacy (34%). Instead, the latter rated the significance of personal characteristics highest of all companies (41%).

No statistically significant differences were found between older and younger employees. Nor were there differences between the views of the employees and employers concerning the significance of formal training, although employers tended to value training even less than the employees. Instead, there were major differences between them in valuing experience (ANOVA p<.01) and personality (p<.001) as a source of competence. While

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 24 Sources of competence by age and status, N=57 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees (n=47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-45 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employers (n=10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-45 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range by company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (N=57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-45 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+ years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 This is actually what happened to older workers towards the end of the 1990s. Whereas they had been highly valued competent workers just a while ago, change of skill demands in working life, rather than of their actual skills, resulted in defining them as less competent than the IT-skilled younger workers.
the employees thought job-experience to be most important to overall job-competence (46 %), the employers valued personal characteristics highest (43 %). This difference was even more pronounced between the older employees and employers than between the younger groups respectively. Thus, there was a joint age and status effect on these ratings.

**How can individual competence be developed?**

The fact that training was hardly ever involved in discussions about competence also meant that reflections on competence development scarcely referred to employers and management and their role in it, that is, for example, through training provision. Typically, there was no long-range planning - financial, substance-related or strategic - of training and development in companies. Training provided by the employer was typically very narrow (tailor-made) and reactive (needs-driven).

Instead of training, individual activity and initiative, motivation and responsibility, as well as informality - highly personality-related characteristics - were emphasised in this context. The most important "teachers" were considered to be the work itself and colleagues. In the same vein, most employees were aware of their own role as teachers and in providing in guidance when needed. Many "teachers" also pointed out that "teaching" often also resulted in one's own learning. Thus, competence maintenance and development at work appeared to be highly social activity in the SMEs. Other means mentioned were self-directed study and learning by reading information from suppliers, professional journals and other literature.

**Competence vs. age and experience**

One of the main findings in Jyväskylä's study was that competence based on mature work experience was highly valued in the SMEs.

The results from the interviews supported the positive value attached to job experience. The employees reported several general and company-specific positive consequences from job experience to competence:

- Professional competence is *mainly* built on through experience. Training only offered "basic" knowledge. The necessary social and communication skills in customer service develop through experience, and are influenced by personal characteristics. In planning work (working with information) a broad understanding of the total production process can only be obtained via solid experience.
- Experience makes one *more certain and secure* concerning one's competence - makes work easier to manage
- Experience makes learning new things *easier and faster* - because one already has some knowledge on which to build further and because that improves understanding
- Experience makes decision-making and finding new knowledge *easier*
- Experience helps to know the "house" (workplace) and thus where to look for help and information when needed.

In one engineering company (2K) the employees also pointed out a negative consequence: when one has learned enough through accumulated competence, one may become less excited about new knowledge. However, this was related to the rewards system, i.e. to the limited possibilities in SMEs to provide for more challenging job tasks as a result of new learning.

Accumulation of an amount of experience was not, however, seen directly to add competence. The employees mentioned various factors, which distinguish any experience from a learning experience. As existing literature has shown (e.g. Elistrom, 1999; Engeström, 1994), a common denominator of these experiences was that they were not "easy", that is, non-routine. They were positive or negative, but not automated (novel situations or rarely faced); they involved conflicts and contradictions; and they were followed by debriefing, processed individually or in a group. The older engineers, however, pointed out that after decades of acquiring job experience, they rarely faced totally new or difficult situations. Rather they described their work as one of "organising old bricks
in new ways", according to the wishes of the clients. Further, when faced with a problem, finding a solution was not the biggest problem: "when you have done planning work for 20 years, in every problem situation you can surely come up with ten different solutions" (Engineer, 47 yrs). In these cases, the challenge was more about choosing the best solution to the problem at hand (more of this issue in Tikkanen, 2001).

Employees' evaluation of how age impacts on competence revealed some differences depending on the age of the evaluator him-or herself. Younger employees reported both more and clearer age-effects than the older workers did. Again among employers, there were somewhat more variation in how the impact of experience was viewed with regard to competence. The positive value was fairly clear, but more emphasis was given to personal characteristics and individuality.

**Competence reserve?**

The existence of a competence reserve - unused or underused skills and knowledge - was confirmed by the interviews, especially among the employers. Differences were found between companies and branches.

Most employees thought they could fully use their competence in their work, whilst most employers and management thought there was a competence reserve among the staff in their company. According to management, the latter was a result of various factors: project-type of work (competence demands vary), no systematic monitoring of existing competence (not all competence is known in the company), and less intensive use of competence among more experienced workers (less need to 'show' all of one's competence as the younger workers typically do). In this context the employees often referred to the pace of work, claiming they could use all their competence in their work. In one of the engineering companies, however, the opposite was pointed out, that is, that the pace of work is so strict that it is not possible to use all of one's competence. In client service, the employees sometimes felt that they could not use all of their competence (in wooden production A and in the bank). In the bank, the views of the employers and employees were most strongly contrasted and in the engineering MET most in agreement.

**Flexibility in working life**

Questions about flexibility were drawing from the frequently stated claims that people become less flexible through age and that this would be a specific problem and disadvantage to older workers in working life compared to their younger counterparts.

**There should be more flexibility, but with regards to what?**

Requests for more flexibility were most typically related to flexibility in working time, holidays included. Part-time work and part-time pensions were also an indication of this kind of flexibility, at the same time as increasing flexibility demands from other workers in the workplace. Flexibility in terms of working load and time was generally not a problem in the companies. On the contrary, in some companies, seasonal flexibility was very much liked among the employees.

Job-task and competence-related flexibility were mentioned but much less often than working time. Flexibility in job tasks was viewed ambivalently: pride in one's well-managed work was weighed against broadening of skills and increased appreciation for the work of colleagues. Job rotation was not systematically adopted in any of the companies. The wooden production company A had tried it earlier, but it had resulted in a lack of clarity concerning job responsibilities and in general uncertainty of who does and knows about what. As an advantage of shifting job tasks, the employees mentioned that it increases their appreciation of the work others do. Companies varied with regard to flexibility requirements, the employers in the nursery being most determined and demanding. The guiding principle for them was that 'everybody must be able to do everybody else's job and whenever it is needed'.
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Employers, but not employees, also mentioned the need to develop flexibility in pay. In none of these companies were wages flexible, but flexibility in working time (extra hours) was typically compensated by leisure time.

Is there flexibility in this company?
According to the managers and supervisors, the employees had been very satisfied with these flexibility arrangements and they had been well internalised. Regular seasonal variations in the wooden production company A, for example, had become a practice specifically warmly welcomed among the employees.

Causes for some dissatisfaction among the experienced employees were that employers were somewhat less flexible towards them in return, especially in project-type work. Another issue was that demands for flexibility were not required equally from all employees. Instead, there were persons or sections, which were or had to be, more flexible than others. The manager in the bank also mentioned that the trade unions were restricting flexibility, especially with regard to wages.

Management and employers considered older workers with fewer family responsibilities to be somewhat more flexible than their younger counterparts.

Future perspectives
The questions on future perspectives were inspired on the one hand, by activity theory and the concept of a zone of proximal development. On the other hand, the poor employment situation in Finland and the related somewhat discouraging climate in respect of older workers was considered relevant to views on learning and competence development.

Future of the company. Most employees viewed the future development of the company in a positive light. As a minimum, continuation of a stable situation was anticipated. Reasons given for such a viewpoint were related to the quality of products and to competent employees. Nevertheless, the employees were well aware of the vulnerability of small businesses as well as the unpredictability of project-type work.

In the nursery particularly, the management had various visions and plans concerning the company's future development, and in the bank, a growth of volume was expected. Challenges mentioned for the future in these SMEs were the development of client service (pharmacy) and the development of a management culture oriented towards less centralised direction and more employee participation (engineering 2K). One engineering company (2K) clearly reflected the interconnectedness of the personal situation of the owner-manager and the company. The manager thought that the company was suffering from some kind of lack of stimulation and new vision in the stabilised situation following the establishment of the company and the seven years of its existence. At the same time, the interviews showed that the manager himself lacked any views concerning his own future prospects and career development. He commented that he had considered changing back to being an "ordinary, hired engineer-employee".

Future of employees of various ages. Views held among the employees and employers concerning the future of workers of different ages in the SMEs varied from no changes to positive or negative anticipation. The variation was most pronounced between the companies rather than within a company. Employers and management emphasised that personality, rather than age impacts on future prospects of an employee. In client service, employers emphasised the importance of maintaining broad age-structures among the staff to match the demands from the clientele. In some companies some differences nevertheless were anticipated to develop because:

- the older workers were thought to be more oriented towards retirement (engineering MET) or because the company had adopted a positive view of early pensions (pharmacy)
• the status and value of older workers were considered to improve because of the lack of younger workers willing to enter the field (engineering MET).

• Older workers were considered to have better prospects because their jobs were more diversified and more responsible than those of younger people (engineering 2K).

One's own future. Employees were mainly confident concerning their own future in the company. Concomitant with their views concerning the future of the company, they anticipated that their overall employment situation in the company would stay the same or develop in a positive way. Yet many anticipated changes in their job tasks due to future development plans in the company (nursery, bank) or to changes in equipment for working (all engineering companies). Employees wished that quieter business periods, which were always anticipated to follow better times, would be used for training and development. However, employers/management pointed to a dilemma facing SMEs in this sense - when there is money for investing in training and development, there is no time, and vice versa.

A summary of workplace learning in SMEs

The following is a summary of our observations concerning workplace learning in SMEs in general and SMEs as learning environments:

• Systematic attention to learning in the workplace and monitoring of job competence was almost non-existent.

• Hence, in workplace development, enhancing learning and developing supportive work environments for learning were typically not an issue.

• Documentation of individual and collective competence in SMEs did not exist. This information however, was considered to exist to a sufficient degree in the heads of the managers concerning their subordinates.

• Employees and management held somewhat different views about how well employees' competence is known and put to use in SMEs (employees more positive).

• Attitudes towards learning and training were generally positive. Age differences in attitudes were very small. However, employees and management held systematically different views concerning attitudes to learning and training among employees (employees more positive, employers emphasised individual differences).

• Learning culture in SMEs was rated to be fairly positive, especially among the older workers, with little variation between companies. However, obtaining feedback from one's work, and support and encouragement for participation in learning activities were considered problematic by a majority of employees.

• Senior-junior compositions were fairly commonly used in competence development in workplaces. However, these roles and the work done among the older employees were typically taken-for-granted, rather than specifically credited or rewarded.

• Management support for workplace learning was, in most companies, rather poor, other than for the targeted training provided. Management's attitude was based on a rationale according to which employees need to be active and take the initiative themselves in order to get support. In other words, management did not consider it necessary for them to make the first move. One company (the nursery) was an exception, with strong managerial vision and a push towards learning and development.

• Attention was rarely paid to any transfer of learning from formal settings (courses) to the workplace.

• Employees and management rarely defined their companies as more of a learning organisation than other SMEs in their field. In fact, thinking of one's company in relation to notions of learning was somewhat difficult.
Local Networking Seminar

The local networking seminar (LNS) was arranged by the local WORKTOW group. It was attended by managers from the SMEs participating in the project, representatives of various local training providers (each gave a presentation of their training provision available to SMEs), an EEDC representative, and a Project Manager from a relevant European Social Fund SME development project presenting experiences and results from the project.

The idea of local networking was generally acknowledged to be very useful and certainly needed. However, the actual participation rate by management was relatively low, the main reason given being time pressures at work. Thus, for many employers/managers, favourable reactions to the idea of networking were more likely to remain in the realm of wishful thinking than in actual practice. Many would like more opportunities for them to participate (appropriate networks and information about them would be required) and wished that they had more time for this kind of activity.

A major argument in favour of local networking among managers was that it would provide support to the otherwise lonely enterprise of running an SME. Other important reasons were competence needs, effective information flow, high learning potential in networks and the broader options that this kind of activity provides to small business. The main requirement for the success of such networking was to have the right kind of consortium in terms of business in order to avoid "intra-net" competition.

Local training providers reported that the seminar was the first of the kind they had attended. According to their feedback, the experience was very good and encouraging. Needs for more joint local forums like this were expressed to meet the needs of small businesses.

Information packages provided by trainers were highly appreciated by managers attending the seminar. The managers reported they are facing an enormous flow of training marketing/advertising, and feel they are drowning under it. Therefore, they expressed a wish that a service could be provided whereby ranked information about local training provision could be compiled. This could be produced in the form of comparable information concerning the quality and usability of various types of training relevant to their needs and purposes.

The most popular type of training providers with whom the managers in SMEs wished to be involved in these networks were the continuing vocational education and training institutions. Their attitudes towards cooperation with university institutions and departments was much more hesitant and reserved.

Results from the local networking seminar extended to various levels, depending on the participant/company and its experience in this line of activity. Some participants started discussions about communication and cooperation between the local actors (SMEs, training providers and EEDC). For some, it strengthened their views concerning the importance of this kind of activity, and others became inspired about the value of initiating such local cooperation.

Evaluation of the research-based learning intervention in Jyväskylä

Evaluation or follow-up of the LI in Jyväskylä was conducted as thematic interviews with the managers of the SMEs. The broad developmental approach we adopted to learning interventions meant that we extended the evaluation interviews to cover the effects of WORKTOW beyond the specific network building and included all the field activity in the project. The LNS and its effects were described in the previous chapter. Therefore this chapter describes the results relative to the goals a company had set for WORKTOW-cooperation and to the overall possibilities of SMEs for participation in research-supported development.
Effects of the WORKTOW intervention

Overall impact. In all the SMEs, at the end, it was primarily used as a tool for the management. Employees were much less involved. In several companies they were, in fact, passively excluded from the project after the initial data collection. A summary of the most important impact or impression from WORKTOW to companies is shown in Table 25.

According to the feedback from the managers, WORKTOW had provided systematic new knowledge to management, in particular on views and attitudes towards learning and training. On that level the interventions had worked well and had improved motivation in and enthusiasm for the work in HRM. They were also considered helpful when planning HRD in the future in these companies.

However, the managers and other contact persons or the HRM personnel in the companies had mainly kept the LEA-results and reports. One company had provided a shorter version of the main results in an internal information bulletin. Some companies had circulated the LEA-report, but there had not been a follow-up to this, beyond coffee-time discussions. Some managers expressed a wish that the researchers would come and present the results to the employees. In some companies the result was that older employees became an issue. That is, attention was paid specifically to them and their situation in the company for first time, thus increasing their visibility. In some cases, managers started to reflect upon their own ageing.

Table 25 Management’s views about the main impressions from WORKTOW intervention in the SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SME</th>
<th>WORKTOW left the company with…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>…attention now paid to older workers and their learning etc. which not thought of before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…local networking seminar was excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…not much to employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…project offered a discussion partner to the management concerning HRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…new strength &amp; believe in and support to HRD development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering SA</td>
<td>…uncertainty concerning the concrete target of the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…quite a lot of information, but difficulties in seeing how to utilise it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…confirmed the understanding of the manager about the situation and attitudes among the staff in the SME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…some new knowledge concerning the employees’ views on learning and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>…little concrete with what to do with HRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden</td>
<td>…systematic knowledge on the learning, training, attitudes and HRD in the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>production A</td>
<td>…useful comparisons with other companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…information on employees’ positive attitudes towards new technology and learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>…new information on that the training provided does not always match the desires of the employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…information about positive attitudes toward ageing and learning among the older workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…different knowledge and contributions, but have not been possible to share it with the employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…no concrete actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering 2K</td>
<td>…contented feeling concerning the attitudes of the employees, especially of those among the older workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…little very concrete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The engineering company MET did not participate in evaluation interview because the manager was on a 2.5 months leave at the time the interviews were made.
Management did not find it all uncomplicated to put the knowledge, which WORKTOW provided and which they defined as ‘general’, to concrete use in companies. The manager of the company in wooden production described that “next phase and real new things will follow as this new knowledge will be put into the practice in the company”. However, there was some variation between the companies. In the two engineering companies (SA & 2K), the managers reported that the results offered no reasons for new action or initiatives in their companies, but instead, as in 2K the manager pointed out, “The results did set his mind at ease and reassured him with regard to the attitudinal atmosphere and learning climate in the company”.

**Effects vs. expectations.** Most managers had made the decision to participate in the study with an open mind and without specific expectations. This was because for all SMEs, this was the first time they had participated in research cooperation and/or with a ‘general’ goal setting. The comments on ‘little concrete’ could, however, be interpreted that management had had expectations of concrete guidance and actions to be implemented in companies.

Perhaps due to low expectations, several managers described the results and the overall experience of participating in the project as positive and stimulating or that they exceeded expectations (“was not a typical university ‘paper’ study”). More precisely the managers pointed out that:

- they had wanted more knowledge on the views of the employees and they had received this (wooden production A), as well as new knowledge to support the company’s HRD and practice (pharmacy)
- although it was not directly obvious how to utilise the results in a concrete way, they had tried to concentrate on thinking about how that could be done in practice (engineering 2K)
- the interaction and close communication between the researchers and the company were experienced as positive, although it was not expected (used to more passive approach from university researchers) (engineering SA)
- they expected concrete help for HRD in the company, but although did not exactly get it, they experienced the project overall as positive, because of frequent communication and contacts with the researchers (bank)
- they felt that university was running another (‘traditional’, ‘not up-to-date’) paradigm (social work & humanism) rather than what is prevailing in reality in working life today (‘teamwork’, ‘sports spirit’) (bank)
- the timing of the project was good with regard to the company HRD development work, because training was being planned (nursery)

**SMEs and their possibilities for participation in research-supported development projects**

None of the companies had previously participated in research concerned with learning and training, or in a study with such ‘general’ goals as WORKTOW had had. Some companies, however, had participated in other kind of studies and development projects with clear business- or technology-related goals (e.g. e-business, marketing surveys, social medicine, client surveys).

**Research cooperation impacting on company development.** The overall approach to research cooperation was mainly very positive, as was indicated by the initial willingness by the SMEs to participate in WORKTOW. The possibilities for SMEs to participate in research cooperation were seen to be good and to serve working life well, when it comes to products, HRD, client service, marketing, etc. Several arguments were given to support this line of activity. The following examples explicate the most important ones of these:

- HRD is a difficult area in SMEs, but it can and should be supported with this kind of research project. This kind of cooperation
should be the direction in which working life should be developed (nursery).

- Development of working life is as difficult an area as research cooperation is; however, very important and needed (bank).

- Being involved in a research process is often of utmost importance because it inspires one's (management's) own thinking (bank).

- Research cooperation provides systematic knowledge to build on in the company, and small companies usually do not themselves have the competence to provide that kind of systematic knowledge (wooden production A).

- Training and motivation for development are among the companies’ utmost secrets nowadays, so concrete and practice-oriented research in this area is highly welcome (bank).

These examples show how managers in SMEs feel inadequate with regard to their own competence concerning development in a hectic and turbulent working life, and how they feel that research and knowledge from outside the company, but further cultivated in cooperation inside it, could be of help. Although research as such, then, was experienced as valuable, the attitude the managers held was not totally uncritical either. Rather, research in general was too often blamed as rigid and unable to meet the reality of the companies/working life. The two engineering companies (2K and SA), in particular, were rather reserved in their opinions concerning the usefulness of research cooperation in general. They did not totally deny the value of this line of activity, but pointed out the necessity of having a concrete focus for it. Concrete in this context referred to usefulness to the company. The general focus - as was seen to be the case in WORKTOW - was not totally excluded, “but it loses its meaning if it is continuous activity” (2K).

Besides time and pace of work, having a “concrete” focus in the research and for it to thereby serve specific needs in the company was a highly important framing factor for most companies. General academic research was considered less desirable and even a waste of time. Some examples of the preconditions for research cooperation were as follows:

- Main criteria for such a cooperation is that the focus is very concrete and the results are measurable (preferably in cash) immediately (engineering SA)

- Cooperation should be concrete and targeted, general academic research is less desirable – but not too practical & concrete either, somewhere in between (pharmacy)

- Needs- and impacts-oriented training research would be needed, fulfilling a special function in relation to people (trainees, company staff) and training provision, to ensure a match between training and needs (pharmacy)

- Focus of studies should be clear, limited and needs-driven - research projects with a general focus are of less interest (wooden production A)

- “Paper” (“purely” academic) research is less interesting and maintains barriers between research and practice (nursery)

- As a project, WORKTOW has been useful and interesting due to continuous and frequent communication between the researchers and SMEs during the process (nursery).

**Discussion and conclusions**

On the basis of the results from the Jyväskylä-data, the following conclusions relative to WORKTOW-objectives can be made:

**Job competence** - Recognising, valuing and utilising the knowledge, skills, experience, and attitudes of older workers in work and learning situations.

- The competence of older workers was generally appreciated and considered strong rather than problematic. Exceptions were individual cases, underlining the greater importance of personal characteristics rather than age.
• Thus, the negative attitudes towards older workers, generally reported, did not get support from the results of this study.

• Competence is by and large taken for granted in SMEs, with relatively little attention paid to it, certainly not systematically. This is perhaps even more the case with regard to more experienced workers than those with less experience.

**Learning at work** - Learning of older workers within work settings:

• Personal characteristics were considered very important to learning and competence, not age as such. Employers and management especially, seem to emphasise individual differences in learning and competence among the employees.

• Very little attention is paid to learning at work. Support was provided for workplace learning and development for younger workers, often by more experienced senior workers. However, attention was typically not paid to learning and competence development among the latter, nor was their work as mentors or in-company ‘teachers’ specifically accredited or rewarded.

• Transfer of informal learning is working well and is confirmed in learning and teaching at work. However, attention is not paid to transfer from more formal training settings beyond tailoring and narrow targeting of courses provided.

**HRD and lifelong learning for productivity and against exclusion**

**WORKTOW** succeeded in providing more systematic information and knowledge concerning the situation in the companies around the themes in focus: learning, training, competence and its development, HRD, ageing. New thought processes and reflection among employers and management around these issues was enabled during the project.

HRD in SMEs was typically not an issue, and not taken as a central activity area (comparable to productivity and success in business) and employees were not seen as the most important resources relative to the other areas (e.g. products, clients) and to a competitive business environment. Management did not have the experience, nor the competence on how to deal with the type of knowledge provided in **WORKTOW** in this area. It was typically defined as ‘general’ in SMEs, as an overview-type of knowledge, rather than central to the company’s agenda.

Thus, we conclude that employers and management in SMEs need external support and resources (related to competence/knowledge and financing) both to develop awareness in HRD and to develop practice in companies in this area. Furthermore, in studies like this, a longer follow-up period for more concrete actions in these SMEs is needed. To provide analysis and new knowledge is only the first step. Employers and management in SMEs do not necessarily have the competence to interpret and put such knowledge into practice, but need support and guidance in doing this.

However, companies varied in this regard, size and age of the company being central factors. Bigger companies were more aware of the importance of HRD. A good example of the importance of age was the bank. In their recent major reorganisation process, training and competence development had been provided for the entire company personnel among whom the average age already was rather high — rather than excluding the oldest employees on the basis of obsolete competence.

Internal communication and information flow in SMEs can and should be improved. The management/employers typically considered the knowledge on learning and HRD provided in this study, as new to them, indicating that communication on these issues internally, even with small number of employees, is low.

In R&D-oriented work in SMEs, it is not sufficient to provide analysis and knowledge from the situation concerning learning, attitudes and competence development (‘general’ knowledge). Equally important is to provide
follow-up and to help the management and employers to put the knowledge into practice. Therefore, a further conclusion is that the new learning imperative (Gavigan, 2000) in working life obviously challenges the competence of the management in a whole new way. Management need to develop their own competence in how to deal with the new area of learning support, competence development, and development of working environments from the point of view of learning environments. This involves new skills in how to communicate and cooperate with various external training providers, as well as analytic skills concerning monitoring of the situation in companies and among various groups of employees (poorly/highly educated, age-groups, different jobs and vocations, etc.). Developing new, easily manageable measures for the latter would be very useful.

Future time-span is relatively short in most SMEs, especially the smallest ones, making long range planning and investments in personnel development problematic. The consequences are most severe in relation to investments in training and development.

**Diversity of workforce contributing to learning organisations**

Employees were well aware of the need for diversely competent employees in terms of quality and quantity to guarantee the best possible productivity. Similarly, the employers and management generally also emphasised the value and importance of diversity of employees, not least because of the diversity of the clientele. The latter was especially the case in service companies. However, thinking in terms of learning, and not just in terms of working, was somewhat new in SMEs. Therefore, thinking of workplaces in terms of learning environments and learning organisations were also new issues, only just beginning to emerge.
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Learning interventions as evaluation and data feedback of dialogic practices and career development
Kolbein Lyng, Norwegian social research (NOVA)

Rationale
The basic method used in this intervention was surveying perceptions of competence, age and learning, and using the data from these studies as feedback for discussions of how and why the relationships between competence, age and learning are perceived in the way they are. These discussions can form the basis of measures designed to enhance learning opportunities for older workers. This approach can be used at two levels:

- Group level. A basic assumption is that negative attitudes among older workers towards their own competence is reinforced by common “implicit” theories about ageing and performance -- for example, by older workers avoiding learning situations and thus confirming stereotypes through a self-fulfilling process.
- Individual level. The learning process involved at this level can be summed up briefly as follows:

  (i) Problem solving related to a new skill in learning computerised work involves a process of redefining the problem. Redefinition is a multidimensional phenomenon involving motivation and self-image.

  (ii) Knowledge from others (here educator and researcher) can support a process of redefinition (as a zone of proximal development) and enhance motivation.

In the dialogue (with the “master”), the problematic definition of the older worker has to be elucidated and the researcher as educator has the role of facilitating this process and co-constructing alternative perceptions.

Selection procedures and research process

- Four companies that had been through major technological or organisational changes in recent years were part of the investigation. The design and content of the interventions were adjusted to fit the needs of each company. The focus was on the organisations as a whole, and the aim of carrying out interventions at the individual level proved to be difficult. The companies selected were mainly obtained through branch organisations.

- The aims of the selections were to sample companies with work types that would differ in relation to the advantages of long experience and hence the importance of age for performance.

- The intention was to conduct the NOVA-specific interventions as parts of a joint project with the Work Research Institute, where WRI would cover the organisational competence and NOVA the more specific ageing issues. The first period of the fieldwork and interventions took place as joint actions with the WRI. Two of the companies (industry and vocational training), the fieldwork and interventions were conducted separately.

The intervention consisted of a feedback process where perceived changes in work competence with age were discussed. Data on how work competence was perceived to be influenced by age was collected and indexes were computed for six different dimensions of perceived work competence. The six dimensions of work competence were:

- social competence
- professional competence
- creativity and learning abilities
### Table 26 Overview of NOVA companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Type of work</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Autonomy</th>
<th>Natural Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphic design</td>
<td>Informational/ manual</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>New technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance and downsizing</td>
<td>Informational</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Subsidiary</td>
<td>Organisational restructuring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational training</td>
<td>Communicational</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>New goals and change in structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process industry</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Part of multinational company</td>
<td>New technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Number of employees in the company

- basic skills
- work morale
- productivity.

The findings were fed back into the organisations through meetings with managers and representatives from the Unions. The company profile on these perceived dimensions were, when possible, presented in comparison with data from other branches. The comparisons allowed for discussions of how the concrete work organisation contributed to individual development by comparing alternative work and organisations. The questions asked in these meeting were:

- How could the findings be interpreted?
- What could they tell us about opportunities for development?
- What could they tell us about the conditions for older workers?

The researchers’ most important role in these meetings was to facilitate the discussions and summarise points of view.

The intervention was not carried out in the graphic design company because the contact with the company terminated. This was also the case in the insurance company although data for feedback was collected. In this company, use was also made of a work stress scale because this was one of the issues brought up in the fieldwork. These kinds of data were, however, not used in the feedback process because they were not considered relevant by the researchers.

In the vocational training company, the feedback had to be delayed for more than a year because of Union protest against the project. In the manufacturing company, feedback took place in a meeting with management and representatives of the Unions.

### Analytical methods and tools

Within the framework of action research the interventions were analysed in the following way:

- Quantitative analysis of WORKTOW-questionnaires.
- Qualitative analyses of personal interviews.
- Re-analyses of data collected through self-perception and attitude scales.

Table 27 gives a summary of the fieldwork and interventions across the companies studied.

### Results

The main results from the NOVA-study are as follows:

- The fieldwork showed a common evaluation of how competence is related to age. Social competence and professional competence together with work morale were all considered to improve with age. Basic abilities were considered to decline. A similar tendency towards decline was perceived also in relation to creativity and productivity.
Table 27  Overview of fieldwork, "natural" and research-initiated interventions, and follow-up studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Field Work</th>
<th>Natural Intervention</th>
<th>Researcher Intervention</th>
<th>Monitoring</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphic design</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire, observations</td>
<td>Changes in technology and products employees.</td>
<td>Planning meeting with manager and employee representatives and feedback session with all</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meeting with manager and employee representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire restructuring</td>
<td>Radical organisational</td>
<td>Meeting with management group</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meeting with middle manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational training</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire organisation</td>
<td>New goals and changes in organisation</td>
<td>Feedback to organisational manager</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meeting with organisational manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing industry</td>
<td>Interview and Questionnaire</td>
<td>Technological changes</td>
<td>Feedback to managers and union representatives.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meeting with managers and representatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The clearest differences in perceptions between the companies were seen for creativity and productivity. The impact of age on the dimensions of creativity and productivity where evaluated differently for different types of work.

- Explanations given for these differences were sought in different opportunities for learning within the specific work done and within the organisation.

- Although a number of suggestions were made as to how work and work organisations contributed to opportunities for learning and how age was perceived, few suggestions came up as to how these could be changed.
Learning interventions as participatory analysis of learning practices and career patterns
Leif Lahn, Work Research Institute (WRI)

Rationale
The interventions that were planned by the WRI-researchers could be divided into an “inductive” strategy and a “structural one” (figure 4). The former was inspired by a dialogical or participatory approach to action research (Schön, 1983; Gustavsen, 1992) whereas the latter is rooted in socio-cultural theory (Engeström & Middleton, 1995).

Inductive strategy
The “inductive” strategy is a strongly modified version of a dialogical approach, since it was reformulated to fit the project description and the thematic orientation of the WORKTOW-project. In addition, several pragmatic considerations were taken into account, such as the interest of participating companies in our key issues and their experience with research collaboration. Nevertheless, there are some specific characteristics of this type of intervention that are worth mentioning.

The focus is on collective and organisational learning. The key concept of dialogue refers to an arena of communication where local participants are taking part in open discussions of issues of shared interest. The idea behind such a construction is to promote a culture of public discourse at the workplace and create a socio-technical infrastructure for innovative achievements. It may be useful to distinguish between three phases in this intervention strategy:

- **Anchoring**: The learning intervention has to address problems or concerns that are experienced as important by the members of participating companies. Sometimes outside researchers have a useful role in making explicit what is more or less taken for granted (Argyris & Schön, 1996). An issue such as older workers and learning is usually not given attention in the daily activities of work places or in local discussions of human resource development. It has to be put on the agenda by others and in our case, both management and employ-

![Diagram of Inductive and Structural Strategies](image)

**Figure 4** Inductive and structural strategies of learning interventions.
ees' representatives in the participating companies had to show some interest in the questions addressed. Also a deeper understanding was obtained through a combination of descriptive studies fed back to the members of the companies, and a joint discussion of interpretations, analyses and measures to improve the situation.

**Project development.** By organising a participative analysis of the descriptive studies we tried to improve the quality of our data and to involve the local members in discussions of actions to be taken. Even more important is the idea that they should learn methods and familiarise themselves with organisational “tools” that enable them to handle new challenges, such as lifelong learning, in a constructive and innovative way. As will be described below, this kind of broad mobilisation of the company did not take place in any of our cases. At best, some of the activities from the workshops and meeting where our findings were discussed were followed up by management with support from employees’ representatives.

**Institutionalisation of changes.** By involving management and employees in developmental projects the organisation as a whole should be able to “learn to learn”, and this capacity is reinforced by a socio-technical infrastructure. In our project, we never expected to arrive at this stage of the learning process since the issues of older workers and learning was not crucial to the competitive survival of the companies, and since the time-limit of WORKTOW (2-3 years) did not allow us to design a full-scale process of organisational learning.

**Structural approach**

The structural approach to learning interventions is inspired by socio-cultural theory and activity theory. A key concept is “zone of proximal development” (Vygotsky, 1978) in the sense that outside support from researchers should be an input to innovative actions taken by groups and organisations. These actions are made possible by the construction of new social tools such as a system of apprenticeship for adult workers. The role of external agents and researchers is to engage in a process of joint exploration and expansive understanding of the new practices. One of the assumptions is that a more complex model will make it easier to differentiate strategies and to learn from their implementation. In the WORKTOW-project, this kind of model-construction was only begun and it has been difficult to follow this process through on a longitudinal basis.

Some modifications were made in the LIs during the research process. In both cases the issue of older workers and learning was only one of the themes brought up by the researchers. However, the inductive strategy is more “naive” in the sense that the agenda is to a large extent defined by the local companies – or more precisely by the questions that are discovered during the fieldwork. The similarity with ethnographic research is evident and it thus represents an intensive approach (many variables, few units). The reports that are fed back to the companies describe the organisations as socio-technical systems and learning communities. The follow-up studies have a holistic orientation by mapping all the important changes that occurred in the companies after the workshops or feedback sessions. Also any effects of our learning interventions were to be documented during the follow-up meetings.

In the structural or socio-cultural approach to learning interventions, the unit of research is the activity system – in this case the Norwegian vocational training scheme for adults. Although our fieldwork was “grounded” in the participating companies, we intended to describe a system that included other institutions like vocational schools, public training authorities and branch organisations. New ways of cooperation between the educational institutions and industry could be seen as a case of “boundary crossing” and “horizontal learning” (Engeström, 1996). In the WORKTOW-project, the interest is in finding out how these innovations might include the needs of older workers. Compared with the ethnographic approach, the structural is more
focused – on the training system and the issues of age differences. In addition, the feedback sessions and the follow-up studies are addressing questions related to this activity system rather than more general issues of organisational culture and learning environment. An important difference is that in the studies of vocational training programmes, their effects on individual learning and development were assessed through re-interviewing two or three times in relation to specific events (start up, exams, program evaluation).

**Company recruitment**

Theoretical sampling. Table 6 shows that all three types of work set as criteria for WORKTOO cases are covered by the WRI-sample, but there is an overrepresentation from the industrial sector (manual/informational). The size of the companies varies considerably although they all fall within the range of common definitions of SMEs. Some of them are integrated on the basis of business and marketing strategy with larger units, but all of our cases are independent production units with distinct human resource policies.

*Continuous and pragmatic sampling*. One of the criteria for selecting companies was the identification of a natural intervention or a transformation in the companies that we assumed would affect the situation for older workers and the learning environments. We had contact with several branch organisations and within the nutrition and the technical and printing industries, the recruitment process followed three paths. The printing companies were chosen through a combination of direct discussions with the managers of the companies and with representatives of the branch organisations, whereas the hotel and the insurance company were recruited solely on the basis of discussions with the local managers. The manufacturing plant and the wooden production company were selected through a more systematic search process where we actively used overviews of companies involved in vocational training for adults and telephone interviews with managers, branch representatives and providers of training. An important criterion was to include cases where older workers took part in the programmes – or had left them without sitting final exams.

**Implementation of the LI**

Figure 5 gives an overview of relevant interactions in the WRI-material. Not all the variables were used in each case.

---

**Figure 5** An overview of background variables, learning interventions, “dependent” variables and baseline observations. In many of the case-presentations background and base-line observations are integrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background variables</th>
<th>Learning interventions</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age/sex</td>
<td>Vocational training for adults</td>
<td>Individual level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning environment</td>
<td>Feedback and group discussions</td>
<td>• Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Complexity</td>
<td>“Natural” change processes</td>
<td>• Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Skills requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Self-confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Climate</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Learning processes</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Career opportunities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Base line observations**

- Participation in training and learning situations
- Skill levels and mastery of new work tasks
- Learning systems and practices
- Organisational climate

**Output**

- Organisational level
  - Participation in learning
  - Learning practices
  - Management attitudes
  - Climate
Table 28 summarises the main characteristics of the WRI-interventions as they were carried out in each company.

Results of the WRI-study

The biographical data suggest that the WRI-cases represent a mix of small and medium-sized companies and a range of age distributions. We omitted those sectors such as health and social care where female workers predominate – and also companies with a professional profile, such as a law firm.

In the majority of cases, no dramatic changes in technology and work organisation had taken place in recent years, but one of the printing companies and the insurance office had been going though radical “turnarounds”:

In the former, this was as a result of developments in graphic tools and in the latter, as a function of organisational redesign.

A major contingency when considering the workplace as a learning environment is the extent to which work tasks and skills are specialised or integrated and shared among several workers. In the management literature of the last decade, the trend has been to advocate team based production and overlapping experiences (Nonaka, 1996). We saw a similar development in the service sector and the high-tech graphic company, whereas this kind of restructuring was slower in traditional industrial plants.

In most of the companies, skill requirements were undergoing a change eg the develop-

---

**Table 28** An overview of fieldwork, “natural” and research-initiated interventions and follow-up studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Field work</th>
<th>Natural Intervention</th>
<th>Researcher Intervention</th>
<th>Monitoring</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire, observations</td>
<td>Changes in technology</td>
<td>Meeting with manager and employee representatives to plan a workshop with all employees. These ideas were dropped by management.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Interview with manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic design</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire, observations</td>
<td>Changes in technology and products</td>
<td>Planning meeting with manager and employee representatives and feed back session with all employees.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meeting with management group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire.</td>
<td>Radical organisational restructuring</td>
<td>Meeting with management group.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meeting with middle manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire.</td>
<td>No major changes</td>
<td>Meetings and feed back session with management group.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meeting with top manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal manufacturing</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire, observations.</td>
<td>Vocational training program for adults</td>
<td>Meetings with human resource manager and a feedback session with management, instructors, apprentices and union representatives.</td>
<td>Re-interviewing of apprentices and HRD-manager</td>
<td>Meetings with human resource manager and apprentices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden production</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire.</td>
<td>Vocational training program for adults</td>
<td>Meetings with management and feedback session with the health, environment and security committee.</td>
<td>Re-interviewing of apprentices</td>
<td>Meeting in the committee for health, security, environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 29  A summary of WRI-cases in relation to main themes in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Printing</th>
<th>Graphic design</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Manufacture</th>
<th>Wooden production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee profiles</td>
<td>Small firm</td>
<td>Small firm</td>
<td>Small firm</td>
<td>Medium-size</td>
<td>Medium-size</td>
<td>Small firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>30-40 years</td>
<td>30-40 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled</td>
<td>Skilled</td>
<td>Skilled</td>
<td>Unskilled/skilled</td>
<td>Unskilled</td>
<td>Unskilled</td>
<td>Unskilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production system technology</td>
<td>Gradual</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Small changes</td>
<td>Specialised</td>
<td>Specialised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changes</td>
<td>changes</td>
<td>changes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised</td>
<td>Overlapping</td>
<td>Overlapping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in skill requirements</td>
<td>More skills</td>
<td>More skills</td>
<td>More skills</td>
<td>Minor changes</td>
<td>More skills</td>
<td>More skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in computerised work</td>
<td>in routine</td>
<td>in routine</td>
<td>into more</td>
<td>in error</td>
<td>in error detection</td>
<td>in error detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and contact with</td>
<td>contact</td>
<td>contact</td>
<td>overview of</td>
<td>and overview of</td>
<td>and overview of</td>
<td>and overview of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customers</td>
<td>customers</td>
<td>customers</td>
<td>the whole</td>
<td>the whole</td>
<td>the whole</td>
<td>the whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning opportunities</td>
<td>Access to</td>
<td>New products</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>More attention</td>
<td>Strong management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necessary courses</td>
<td></td>
<td>and technology</td>
<td>with customers/</td>
<td>newcomers,</td>
<td>to training</td>
<td>interest in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>deskilling</td>
<td>participating</td>
<td>needs and</td>
<td>training and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual learning and</td>
<td>Working with</td>
<td>Working with</td>
<td>Contact with</td>
<td>Instruction/</td>
<td>Working with</td>
<td>Working with more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training</td>
<td>new machines and coaching</td>
<td>new machines</td>
<td>customers and</td>
<td>learning from</td>
<td>more experienced.</td>
<td>experienced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coaching</td>
<td></td>
<td>contact with</td>
<td>shorter courses/</td>
<td>others and</td>
<td>Program of</td>
<td>Program of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work and contact</td>
<td></td>
<td>new customers</td>
<td>new products</td>
<td>taking part</td>
<td>vocational</td>
<td>vocational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with customers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in projects</td>
<td>training ($20)</td>
<td>training ($20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The situation of older</td>
<td>Young culture and new technology</td>
<td>Older workers</td>
<td>Older workers</td>
<td>Older workers</td>
<td>Older workers</td>
<td>Older workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>workers</td>
<td></td>
<td>out of work life through</td>
<td>in managerial</td>
<td>specialising in</td>
<td>integrated in</td>
<td>integrated in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loyal towards the older</td>
<td></td>
<td>re-structuring</td>
<td>positions -</td>
<td>old technology,</td>
<td>new production, many</td>
<td>new production,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but uncertain future</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>learn in</td>
<td>few taking part</td>
<td>taking part in</td>
<td>many taking part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual effects</td>
<td>Stable and large clients, but more competition ahead</td>
<td>New clients, new products, new technology and image</td>
<td>Turbulence in the financial sector affecting the local unit</td>
<td>Certification necessary and recruitment problems</td>
<td>Certification necessary, recruitment problems, national competence-reform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventional effects</td>
<td>Gradual adjustments to new context, Shift in management and towards a more open atmosphere, but no improvement for older workers</td>
<td>A flatterer organisation, direct contact with customers, informal meetings, Our project supported these local initiatives, New management style excluding older workers</td>
<td>Development into an integrated sales organisation, Radical down sizing and exclusion of older employees, Our project pointed out the negative aspects of high turnover for collective learning, More attention to these effects among managers.</td>
<td>Vocational training programme quite successful, Our project had the effect of putting the issue of older worker in focus and to make management think in terms of integrated production</td>
<td>Vocational training programme very successful – with a priority given to the training of older workers. Our project supported the initiatives of the managers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ment of skills in the use of computers, in communicating with customers and in understanding the whole production process. From the management questionnaire for all WORKTOW-cases, it can be seen that a slight majority of the managers expect a higher level of formal education among the employees in the near future. The WRI-data do not differ from this overall picture.

The learning opportunities vary considerably from one company to the other. In the service sector the challenges are related to so-called “horizontal” learning when working with customers or involving themselves in projects. In the industrial sector the push to support training activities comes from outside forces (quality requirements, educational reforms, labour market) or technological innovation. From the questionnaire material we see that almost all managers are expecting a rise in investments on training, and these results stand for all three countries.

Roughly three patterns could be differentiated in the learning processes at the work places:

The situation for older workers differed in the companies observed – even within the same branch. Age was not an issue in the service companies, but in the one example, this group of employees left during the radical downsizing process. In the hotel sector, late career is associated with managerial positions, and newcomers seem to leave the business at an early age. From our observations in the manufacturing plants we conclude that there is a growing appreciation of those in their fifties as an asset to the company. They were consequently invited to take part in programs of vocational education, but only very few accepted the offer.

In the printing branch, the changes in market, products and technology were so rapid that older experts were not believed to be capable of coping with the challenges. Thus they were expected to stick to the old technology.

The contextual framework of our learning interventions was not characterised by companies coping with turbulent changes – except for the rather dramatic restructuring of the insurance company. Major influences were externally created by requirements from customers, the national competence reform, initiatives to attract youth and new technology.

The effects of “natural” events that we could observe during our project, were of different kinds:

- No spectacular changes were observed. With reference to our hotel case, the management group tried to reduce turnover, and the small printing company was facing several challenges, but maintained the status quo.
- The companies were pioneering vocational training programs for their employees – partly as a response to external demands and a progressive strategy of human resource development.
- Both the repro company and the insurance office went through change processes that in very different ways excluded the older workers from “learning ecologies” in working life.

Our own interventions seemed to have a small effect when the situation was very stable as in the first cases above – or when the companies were reorganised or reorienting themselves as in the final cases. Consequently, our intentions and design were achieved more fully in the companies that wanted to something with their own learning environment.

Analysis and evaluation of learning interventions

Another way of presenting the aggregate data is shown in figure 6. The relationships are not given any value, and many contingencies are not indicated. Here we will underline the following “effects”:

- New technology causing exit of older workers. This was most clearly seen in the two printing companies, but in both cases, the employees at a late stage of their careers were offered the requisite training.
• New technology creating new learning communities. In the case of the repro company we saw how new electronic tools and a company in the process of restructuring may have occasioned the creation of a learning arena that excluded the oldest employees. A different picture can be seen in the case of the wood production company since some interest was stirred up by the opportunities of using creative computer assisted design for wooden products. This part of the curriculum was not job related, but it gave the candidates a better understanding of construction and could be used for hobby purposes.

• Vocational training bringing about learning to learn and an improvement in self-confidence. This was a general finding in the two companies that organised vocational training for adults. There were many statements from the candidates indicating that they took great pride in completing the programme – and some said they would volunteer for more.

• Vocational training improving teamwork and social climate. The formation of a learning group in the wood production company seemed to spread enthusiasm and new ideas to other employees.

• Vocational training as organisational learning. In both the companies that were involved in the §20-provision, both employers and employees emphasised how the programme gave the candidates an overview and a better understanding of the whole process – and indicated that it would contribute to the team building processes.

• Vocational training to combat age barriers. There is strong evidence in both the metal production company and the wood production company that a more positive view

---

**Figure 6** Relationships between background variables, learning interventions and output on aggregate level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background variables and base line observations</th>
<th>Learning interventions</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual work, male employees.</td>
<td>Technological changes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low vocational education (skilled workers)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few years of employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised work in industry, integrated in service.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New requirements and professional skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning by doing, &quot;horizontal learning&quot; and training.</td>
<td>Vocational training for adults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairly good organisational climates.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative attitudes towards learning ability among employees/positive among managers</td>
<td>Feedback and workshop/meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                                |                        |
|                                | Group level            |
|                                |                        |
|                                | Organisation level     |
|                                |                        |
|                                | Learning ecology of older workers |

- Learned helplessness/resignation
- New professional skills
- Self-confidence
- Certificate
- Motivation or exhaustion
- Learning to learn
- Cohesion
- Social climate
- Systematisation of training
- Learning practices
- Human resource management
- Culture
- Learning opportunities
- Participation
- Attitudes
of older workers was expressed in meet-
ings during the feedback and follow-up ses-
sions than in the early communication with
the companies. This was especially true in
the metal production case where the atti-
tudes were the least positive at the outset.

- **Reflexive interventions as waste of time.** In the
  insurance company, the turbulence was so
  strong that our feedback and reports were
  hardly noticed. Of course, parties in inter-
nal struggles could have used our observa-
tions as weapons used against each other
  – but we did not observe this kind of
  outcome.

- **Reflexive interventions as a confirmation of
  policies.** In most cases, our feedback was
  accepted and used to confirm the prolong-
  ation of a change process that was set in
  motion by managers or a combination of
  managers and employees.

- **Reflexive interventions as reframing.** In some
  cases such as in one of the printing com-
  panies and in the metal production plant,
  a new understanding of older workers
  seemed to have been achieved through our
  intervention
A summarising comparison of the learning interventions

Learning interventions compared

Table 30 presents a summary of the characteristics of the LIs developed and/or used in the WORKTOW-project. The table shows the main theoretical frameworks from which the learning interventions were constructed, the intervention methods and target-levels of the interventions (individual, group, organisational or inter-organisational levels). Finally the table shows a distinction between the strategic focus of the interventions, defined as learning activities in a life-project or as activities that are important for work performance. The categorisations are only suggestive, since, in reality, there is considerable overlap.

Table 30  WORKTOW learning interventions and some of their characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning interventions/partner</th>
<th>Theoretical basis</th>
<th>Intervention method</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Strategic focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual reflection on learning styles - Building Excellence (BE): the Learning Individual Programme / Keele</td>
<td>Experiential learning</td>
<td>Group discussions of inventory-profiles</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee development schemes (a governmental competence development programme) / Lancaster</td>
<td>Humanistic adult learning</td>
<td>Financial support and guidance of participants in the schemes. Focus on older learners.</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Life and work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation and data feedback of dialogic practices and career development / NOVA</td>
<td>Socio-cultural psychology</td>
<td>Redefinition of problem by working with more experienced others</td>
<td>Individual/ Group</td>
<td>Life and work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational training as a dual system of schooling and working / WRI</td>
<td>Distributed learning</td>
<td>Training programs for adult workers combining theory and practice</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback and broad developmental assessment/ jyväskylä &amp; WRI</td>
<td>Action learning and dialogical action research</td>
<td>Participation &amp; analysis. Proactive evaluation of researchers' observation and own experiences.</td>
<td>Group/ Organisation</td>
<td>Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local learning network/ Jyväskylä</td>
<td>Network learning Organisational learning</td>
<td>Sharing of experience and practice and viewing opportunities for co-operation</td>
<td>Organisation/ Inter- organisation</td>
<td>Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning interventions</td>
<td>Results of interventions</td>
<td>Evaluation of intervention methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on learning styles Partner: Keele</td>
<td>Older female workers in low-skilled jobs may be in a &quot;pre-contemplation stage&quot; with regards to learning – reflecting low opportunities for workplace learning.</td>
<td>Inventory too complex for women in low status jobs. Time-pressure and little interest in learning processes among participants. Instruments should take the broader social and cultural context into account. Promising in analysing learning style and match with HRD-policies and practices. Innovative research in introducing a more focused method of analysing learning style – and in developing a biographical approach to older workers and learning.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee development schemes Partner: Keele</td>
<td>Older workers benefited from EDS Positive view on the competence of older workers among managers Interest in early retirement not related to lack of learning opportunities or feeling of being undervalued, but to workload and pressure - and constant change. Benefits from participation in courses, IT-training – and informal learning.</td>
<td>Scattered evidence of benefits from intervention to managers and workers – more positive view of older workers and a more focused approach to HRD.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogical problem solving Partner: NOVA</td>
<td>Professional and social competence of older workers positively evaluated Lower rating for adaptive skills Experience essential in vocational training company Type of work limit learning in industrial plant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational training as a dual system of schooling and working Partner: WRI</td>
<td>Vocational training programme quite successful Developing learning to learn and self-confidence Improving social climate and team work Support of organisational learning, Combating age barriers</td>
<td>Issue of older worker put in focus. Supporting an age-aware HRD-policy. Advocating integrated production and learning.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback and broad developmental assessment Partner: JyU, WRI</td>
<td>New technology at the workplace creates learning opportunities or marginalises older workers Radical changes in organisations may lead to learned helplessness.</td>
<td>Rated valuable by managers; supported HRD in SME, with which an entrepreneur usually is rather alone. Knowledge provided rated &quot;general&quot;; help needed in how to concretely apply it. Increased awareness towards older workers. Encouraging comments from employees concerning the themes of the study. Interest in the companies on older workers reflected growing public attention.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local learning network Partner: JyU</td>
<td>Agreement among participants to cooperate and improve the local interaction between SMEs and CVET-providers</td>
<td>Intervention rated as useful both by employers and CVET providers. Low participation rate among employers signalise about scarce resources, towards broad competence development in particular.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison of the results of the WORKTOW learning interventions

In Table 31 we have given an overview of the substantial results from the interventions and what new knowledge about older workers and learning is generated through our studies. Also some experiences with the intervention methods are assessed.

Summary of the effects of the research-based interventions

- In many cases, our interventions were credited with putting the issue of older employees and learning on the agenda. Some found support for existing or new solutions in our observations. However, it was sometimes the case that our feedback was hardly read or listened to.

- An important effect was demonstrated by the Keele-intervention in the sense that it identified contextual and personal conditions for “consciousness raising” among older workers – when learning styles are the focus. Similar effects were also found in Jyväskylä’s intervention, and not only among, but also on older workers, among management in particular.

- In Jyväskylä, the intervention effects were mainly seen at managerial level, so that on the whole, it was utilised as a tool for the managers in helping them to obtain systematic information on the situation concerning WORKTOW-topics and for further planning of HRD in their companies. While the original goal was to include employees too, an important lesson here is that for a wider impact, it is necessary to involve the employees more intensively in the core-communication groups (contact persons in the SMEs), and for this purpose it is not a good solution to leave this group-formation up to the companies themselves, as was done here.

- In relation to programmes such as the Employee Development Schemes in the UK and the vocational training provision for adults in Norway, our research was adopted as a kind of evaluation of the system and of current practices – and a more differentiated discussion of experiences could take place.

- The evaluation of the intervention in Finland showed that the use of a university as an initiator of a developmentally oriented intervention into SMEs is still a new and somewhat alien concept. Management is still less familiar and less at ease in dealing with human resources as an important issue for organisational development than with other issues, such as production matters or clientele. This seems to be particularly the case in relation to research-supported development efforts. Managers who are somewhat more familiar with the issues seem to think of organisational development in cooperation with other training institutes, and to consider research as something academic and as such, rather obscure and lacking any practical value for SMEs. For most SMEs participating in the study in Finland, this was the first involvement ever with a research cooperation and in particular, with one with such a “general” orientation. However, the more intensive orientation adopted here was warmly welcomed by management, since it had a clear focus and observable greater immediate practical value.
IV Conclusions and policy implications

Summary and conclusions relative to WORKTOW objectives

The WORKTOW objectives related to five areas, i.e.: job competence (knowledge, skills, attitudes), learning at work, HRD and lifelong learning, diversity of the workforce and learning organisations, and case studies demonstrating the flexibility and productivity of the older European workforce and their significance in the discussion about social cohesion.

Each of these five objective areas will be discussed separately, albeit with considerable overlap between them. Finally we will briefly discuss the WORKTOW project from a methodological point of view.

Recognising, valuing and utilising the job-competence of older workers in work and learning situations

Positive attitudes towards older workers and their job competence

One of the main findings from WORKTOW was that the situation of older employees in SMEs appears to be relatively good. Managers and employees who participated in WORKTOW had a positive perception of, and favourable attitudes towards the knowledge and skills of older workers. We observed no major problems related to or reported by older workers in the different workplaces across the companies or countries. In fact, partners’ findings lent support to the perception that considerable value is often placed on the experience-based competence of older workers. Qualities such as loyalty and stability were highly appreciated, as were the value and competence of experienced workers as workplace “teachers” or mentors contributing to competence development among less experienced employees.

The pros and cons of taking older workers’ job competence for granted

Little evidence of poorer job competence among older workers. In most cases, the competence of older employees was taken for granted within the SMEs. This conclusion has both positive and negative implications. On the positive side, it was generally the case that the frequently quoted, supposedly stereotypical thinking concerning obsolescence and lack of competence among older workers was not supported by our findings. That is not to say that older workers would have been excluded from developmental challenges related to their job-competence to any greater extent than other groups of employees. Rather, individual differences were emphasised much more than age issues as such, especially by the employers and by management.

The results from Finland also showed that job experience and personal characteristics as sources of job-competence were more highly valued than formal training undertaken during the life course. From this point of view, the considerable appreciation of younger, more recently trained employees may not necessarily be grounded in their job competence, any more than the poorer appreciation of and deficit approach to the competence of older workers is to be found in the lack of, or obsolescence of, their formal training. Rather, this finding suggests that value judgements made concerning the competence of both of these groups within the labour force are based on other qualities and are largely socially constructed (Elstrom, 1996b). Further-more, in Finland some signs already exist that suggest that the advantages and rates of return gained from new training are notably lower in the case of older rather than younger workers. Since our data does not allow us to confirm
this hypothesis, further studies should examine value judgements concerning occupational competence more closely. However, we suggest that the positive value of older workers' job competence observed here should be considered against the possibility of selection-effect (Salthouse, 1996). Our data does not give direct evidence as to whether those employees with the weakest competence had already left or been excluded from the SMEs that participated in our study. Nevertheless, indications of this effect were observed indirectly in the difficulties experienced, in some cases, of locating companies with sufficient older employees to participate in the study.

Little attention to job competence in SMEs.

On the negative side, the taken for granted approach to competence meant that little attention was paid to monitoring, mapping and documenting it. Accreditation or rewards aligned to job-performance were also rare; they were most commonly found in project-type work. Individual competence assessments were rarely conducted beyond self-evaluation in developmental discussions in some larger SMEs. This situation, however, not only concerned older workers but all employees. Nor did it necessarily mean that the job-competence of older workers was not recognised or valued. Indications of in-company awareness of the competence of employees among employers and management were clear, as was the corresponding collegial-awareness among the employees. However, rather than being monitored systematically, this awareness or knowledge was gained informally in everyday work and tended to be retained by individuals, partially reflecting organisational-cultural competence. Thus, it was part of 'tacit' organisational knowledge on the one hand, and reflected the experience-based competence of management on the other. As suggested by Érart et al. (1998) this type of competence can sometimes only be identified in a small number of individuals in the workplace (often just one individual) whilst other types of competence may be firmly embedded in organisational activities. The former type of knowledge is naturally highly subjective and relative and therefore susceptible to various environmental and situational influences, not necessarily related to the competence of the individuals concerned. Therefore, value judgements based on the perceived competence of an individual employee or a group of employees tend to put the individual or the group in a vulnerable position through use of this non-objective type of evaluation.

Considerable strengths in competence, but challenges in new instrumental-technical skills

High levels of skill in many areas of meta-competence. In addition to older workers' "unique" competence (high task and firm specificity) and expertise in intra-organisational competence (low task and high firm specificity), our findings provide evidence of a particular strength in their job-competence in the area of 'meta-competence' (Nordhaug, 1991). As described earlier in this report, the latter refers to the infra-structural competence in work organisations and is considered as a foundation for work performance in general, comprising a broad range of competencies (Nordhaug, 1991). Older workers themselves assessed their competence development through their accumulated experience ("compared to when I was young/starting my career...") with characteristics reflecting a range of meta-competencies. A great many of these characterisations indicated the strengths that older workers possess concerning communication and other inter-personal skills. Other examples were seen in analytic aptitudes and skills as well as in planning skills (e.g. in engineering work), capacity to tolerate uncertainty and skills in handling conflicts (e.g. in client service), cooperative capabilities, and ability to make judgements (e.g. prioritise various tasks under high work-pressure). This kind of personal competence was also highly valued by management who emphasised considerable individual variety in these characteristics. These characteristics also underline the power of learning from experience, and accentuate the limitations of the formal vocational training system, at least in its traditional forms, in respect of building this kind of central competence.
ICT-competence the biggest learning challenge. Paradoxically, the biggest developmental challenges to the competence of older workers were often found in the area of infra-structural competence or meta-competence. This indicates that defining what counts as total job competence, and in particular in its most subtle, though powerful domains (e.g. tacit knowledge), is not easy and is likely to escape exhaustive and all-encompassing categorisation. The main challenges for older workers were certain forms of communication, more precisely foreign languages and technical reading-skills (Kananoja, 1993) or media reading skills (Edwards, 1998) related to information and communication technology (ICT). Studies have shown that older workers in particular, can easily get lost in net- and symbols-based IT-environments, where existing job experience is of no use (Rantanen & Lehtinen, 1998).

In most companies, especially in SMEs in Finland, methods of internal and external communication and information exchange were in the process of being changed in order to make use of recent ICT developments involving the use of a personal computer. Older workers’ inexperience in using coded language and sometimes more generally in working with information in a text-form (e.g. reading and understanding manuals or producing reports) can result in direct problems in managing everyday work. It can also have indirect consequences as a result of the attitudes and expectations of management and co-workers. Our data showed little in the way of actual problems, however, but developmental needs in this area were considerable in all age groups. In particular, in industry, IT-related learning needs were strong in both age groups - four out of ten reported a strong need for development. However, younger workers and management expressed rather less belief in the capacity of older workers to learn new ICT. Whilst this level of belief among younger workers was more generally related to older people, management emphasised strong individual differences within this age group.

The data showed clear age-differences in the use of computers in daily work only within industrial work (older workers used them to a significantly less degree), while other differences found were across sectors (highest in office work) rather than age differences within sectors. These findings are in line with existing studies (Parjanne, 1999; Rantanen & Lehtinen, 1998), which indicate that although use of IT is already fairly high in working life (e.g. 60% on average in Finland in 1996) and increasing all the time, its use is directly related to the educational background of an employee.

We found clear cross-sectoral differences in the use of computers, but these were more pronounced among older workers. However, the age differences that disadvantaged older workers were greatest within industrial work. Additionally, there was notable variety among the SMEs in relation to problems of age-related technology-competence, the most dramatic example being an insurance company in Norway. However, a contrasting case was identified in a small bank in Finland where no age-differences in technology-related competence was found. In the latter case there was a strong belief in the competence of senior employees among management and was possibly due to extensive investment in their training and development in the organisational transition process.

Older workers’ learning in work settings

Changing working life and learning at and from work

The changes taking place in working life and in their workplaces provided employees with both continual learning challenges and opportunities. Older workers were included in change processes and restructuring no less than their younger colleagues, so workplace learning was also common among older workers.

With regard to the pace of work and learning opportunities in daily work the age differences were generally small. In line with findings from
earlier studies (Kilbom, 1997; Lahn, 1999; Paoli, 1997), older workers reported less control by machines, colleagues and customers. Existing literature has indicated that older workers suffer more stress and react more to the hectic pace of work than younger workers (James, 1996; Delgoulec, Marquie & Escribe, 1996), but our data showed no age differences in this regard.

Older workers rated the possibilities for developing their professional skills to be somewhat better than what the younger ones did, but these differences were not statistically significant on a general level. However, in industrial work, the older workers rated the chances of obtaining the necessary training to be lower than those of their younger colleagues. An intervening variable mentioned earlier might be the degree to which employees are facing innovations requiring up-skill- ing, that is, to what degree the everyday environment offers the stimulation and challenge of new learning.

Further analyses of the data (Tikkanen, forthcoming) have shown differences in how learning opportunities have been rated between employees and management and between the three countries. The management tended to very systematically rate SMEs to provide for better learning opportunities than what the employees did. The differences in these views were the biggest in Norway, where the ratings of the management were most positive of all countries. Employees and management in Finland rated the learning opportunities the least positive of all countries, while these two points of view were the closest in the UK.

In the UK, Finnish and Norwegian cases managers and employees attributed little or restricted participation in training to intensified work pressure e.g. tighter dead lines and heavy amounts of work. These observations are in line with the Third European Survey on Working Conditions 2000 (Merlie & Paoli, 2000) and national studies (Grimsmo & Hilsen, 2000). We found no clear indication that these trends vary with age. Yet, they may have an adverse effect on the learning envi-
ronment of older workers in many ways. For example, the time for active learning in daily work may be reduced, there may be fewer opportunities for reflection as new practices are created, more standardised teaching may be provided and little follow-up of formal learning sessions organised in the workplace.

There is evidence in our study that older workers in branches experiencing turbulence are resisting learning opportunities since they require some personal investment, but the outcome is quite uncertain and possibly negative. For example, the senior employees in the radically restructured Norwegian insurance firm said older workers gave up when a positive trend was reversed. More likely however, is a slow process where older workers are not encouraged to commit themselves to innovative activities and gradually their self-efficacy is lost.

We found evidence of some age-related variation in change-related learning in workplaces, so that some older workers took advantage of the learning potential offered by these changes, whereas others experienced a ‘learning fatigue’. Some variety in engagement in learning was also found across companies. In some cases, low levels of confidence in individual learning ability were observed among older workers who were involved in repetitive job tasks and who possessed poor basic skills. From a purely psychological perspective, low levels of involvement in change processes and lack of recognition of the learning potential it provides can result in active change resistance on the part of an employee (Gilhooly, 1998). Our data did not explicitly focus on change resistance or its relationship with age of employees, but many employees, older and younger, described how, in an IT-transition period, technology overly dominated their work and work processes, either through repeated problems or because of their unsatisfactory IT-skills. As a result, for many people, the basic criteria for job satisfaction, feelings of job control and autonomy, became threatened by IT-changes. This kind of development has been suggested to
reflect some of the aspects in the culture of a learning organisation (Kuittinen & Kekälä, 1996).

The variety in our findings across companies concerning the outcomes of change-learning causality support the line of thinking, commonly found in developmental work research (action research) that workplace learning is highly contextual and situational. This suggests that the common rhetoric concerning the challenges posed by working life changes to workplace learning is too generalised and too vague to form a basis for a study of these issues. An example of this type of thinking is the study by Launis and others (2001) focusing on workplace communities during the transition period from old to new practices.

Another explanation for variety in learning approaches and effects resulting from workplace changes is offered from within the more general tradition of sociocultural constructivism (Billett, 2001; Billett & Boud, 2001). Here the argument is that workplace practices and other factors shape the attractiveness of opportunities offered in the workplace, and thereby also impact on how individuals elect to engage with the workplace and the various practices in it. This view underlines that the opportunities for workplace learning and participation are not symmetrically distributed. Our data does not allow us to draw definite conclusions as to whether the age of an employee might be a factor directly influencing how strongly opportunities offered by workplaces are experienced and interpreted from the point of view of learning. In fact, positive learning motivation and attitudes as well as perceptions of learning capabilities among older workers, suggest that chronological age as such would be of less importance. Rather, we should focus on workplace practices and other factors and actors (e.g., management), which together with individual issues form a more complex approach to the study of workplaces as learning environments (see discussion on Diversity of workforce and learning organisations later in this chapter).

Learning attitudes, skills, motivation, and ability rated as good, though with individual differences

Learning attitudes, skills, motivation and ability were generally rated to be good and evidence of significant age-differences was lacking. Both employees and employers stressed that the variety discerned in relation to these issues was not related to age but to individual differences. It was implicit in the responses that the older the target group under evaluation, the more were individual differences emphasised, in particular by the management. Single examples from colleagues at positive and negative ends of the spectrum were often taken up in discussions. However, the most positive views were more prevalent among older employees so that attitudes towards the learning capacity of older workers were significantly more positive among this age group. A similar tendency has been found in other studies (Lyng, 1999). However, some of our managers and employees displayed somewhat less positive attitudes when the issue of age and learning of new technology was raised.

The success of older workers in learning new skills in the workplace was generally rated as being as good as that of younger workers with older workers rating themselves even more positively than the younger employees rated them. The favourable attitudes expressed towards older workers' learning were often supported with measures taken by managers and employee representatives. Examples can be seen in the implementation of the Employee Development Schemes in the UK for a range of employees, including older workers, the granting of priority to the oldest workers when admitting employees to a vocational training programme in Norway (wooden production), and in the involvement of all older workers in an extensive training programme in a major company reorganisation process in Finland (bank). However, we also found situations where the ideas articulated were contradicted in practice by ageist beliefs. Again, in many cases, this discrepancy was most notable when questions of new technology and learning were addressed.
ICT driving learning forward in the workplaces

The driving force for learning in most of the companies was the result of launching new technology, sometimes to match the demands and needs of the clientele. According to our findings, however, learning related to new IT was a two-edged sword in many respects. On the one hand, the drive it created for new learning was considered stimulating, positive, and motivational. On the other hand, technology and its management often began to dominate the actual work tasks and the way in which they were managed. This was not only because of the on-going learning required, but also because of the practical problems to be faced when the technology was not working properly. Feelings of control over individual work were in many cases threatened. These situations resulted in recognition of “impossible tasks” in work, described as problems in everyday work without real solutions that would be under the control of the employees themselves (Launis, Niemelä, Engeström & Kantola, 2001). These kinds of situations lead to various forms of ‘bypassing’ the actual problems and the development of sheer survival strategies in the everyday work environment. The engineers who gave an example, admitted that new software, or updated versions, was being introduced at such a rate that there was no chance of learning to use it properly before a new version was launched. These problems were usually coupled with time pressures, resulting in additional worries that there was no chance of exploiting the full potential of the new tools in order to improve the quality of what was being produced.

Regardless of the fact that ICT was proving to be even more of a learning and developmental challenge to older than to younger workers, a conclusion that can be made on the basis of our findings is that older workers seem to manage reasonably well with ICT in the workplace. In fact, in many cases they were coping rather better than the usual stereotypes would generally allow us to assume. For example, in the Finnish engineering companies, the young engineers pointed to the difference between them and older workers only in relation to the settings where the learning of ICT skills had taken place - the young engineers at school and the older engineers at work - but they had not observed any differences from themselves in older engineers’ actual management of PCs in everyday work practices. We anticipate that within a 5-10 year time span, fears about older employees’ capabilities with regard to learning to use ICT in workplaces will prove to have been groundless — indeed, the current situation is similar to that experienced with the coming of first wave computerisation during the 1970s and early 1980s (for literature see Beauchesne-Florival, 1990; Charness, 1990; Haarotyan, 1990; Straka 1990). This improvement in the situation of older workers will be further enhanced by the development of learning and training methods that will be more effectively matched to their preferred learning styles and will also take account of their readiness to learn (see Keele partner’s intervention in the UK).

Our data also shows that competence needs related to ICT in the workplace are already often being used complementarily i.e. employees with different levels of ICT competence complement each others’ skills in the job to be accomplished. Competence was sometimes also “traded” (different competences exchanged among employees) to secure a problem free progression of the work. An illustration of this can be seen in the example of the engineering companies in Finland where older engineers were better able to outline, plan and control the work in progress from a holistic point of view, whereas the “quick fingers on keyboards” approach of younger engineers and their superior knowledge of the use of some types of software were used to carry out smaller parts of the total work. Therefore, to some degree, ICT skills appear to be the same as any other areas of job competence (e.g. social skills, various knowledge, etc.) in that some employees are better at some aspects than others, but overall job results can be maximised through cooperation and through sharing of competences.
Learning as practice-based, social and informal

Not surprisingly, workers in the later stages of their careers had a preference for practice-based learning and training. Our results strongly support the findings from existing studies (Billett, 2001; Eraut, Alderton, Cole and Senker, 1999; van den Tillaart et al. 1998) in that performance in the workplace is highly influenced by other people’s learning and that this learning can either be facilitated or constrained by the organisation and allocation of work, and by the social climate of the work environment. The data from the Finnish bank (reported in Tikkanen, 2001) particularly provided evidence that workplace learning is a highly social activity since it is based on various forms of knowledge sharing among employees. However, where there is direct contact with clients/customers, as in the example of the bank counter, any problems concerning this contact require rapid solutions and cannot be delayed as in many other type of work. In this case, a competent worker is required to know, firstly, which of his/her colleagues might know the answer, and secondly, to go to this person and ask for help. We return to the issue of knowledge sharing as a form of workplace learning later in the chapter on Diversity and learning organisations.

One of the cultural implications of the new politics of lifelong learning and open and distance learning seems to be a new recognition of the value of informally learned skills and knowledge. This shift is also reflected in renewed academic interest in “apprenticeship” and problem based learning as key concepts of a new pedagogical manifesto. This reframing of what counts as valuable knowledge has the potential to afford undue recognition to the experience-based competence of older workers, to improve their access to new learning environments and to support and promote their personal development. Totally work-based, informally gained knowledge, which can often result in a narrow conception of expertise, should however be supported and complemented by a more abstract understanding of work processes, for example in modern production systems. This fact was emphasised by both management and employees in some WORKTOW companies.

Multiskilling and team based work. The information technology paradigm and related organisational demands towards multiskilling increasingly require a focus on individual and collective learning in organisations (Thang, 1997). In some of our companies, principles of group-based production were introduced, often in parallel with a multiskilling of the work force. Older workers are obviously affected by these changes, but some of the participants in our study were afraid that they would be “shuffled around” if they broadened their expertise. In a couple of cases, employees in senior positions clung to their traditional tasks since these were associated with professional identity, self-image and security.

HRD involving older workers facilitating lifelong learning and productivity and combating exclusion

Based on the evaluation of WORKTOW interventions the following qualities should be included in the design of HRD programs involving older workers:

(a) Attention to the levels of basic skills.
(b) Improvements in those working conditions within the work environment that have been shown to contribute to the development of a learning environment.
(c) A system of needs-analysis and competence development planning that addresses individual differences among older workers.
(d) A system of individual and organisational competence analysis and its documentation, which acknowledges strengths as developmental starting points.
(e) Development of new career trajectories that might support “flexpertise” (Heijden, 1998) and learning to learn’ among the workforce.

In addition, national initiatives are needed to reverse the general lowering of the retirement age in different countries across Europe.
since this tends to define the horizon for personal investments in training and re-socialization in the workplace.

Radical restructuring of business can have negative effects on HRD, as is well documented in cases from different European countries (Knights & Willmott, 2000). One case in our study was a Norwegian insurance company where the older employees were the first to be involved in a process of multi-skilling and integration of tasks. This innovative phase was seen both as a challenge and as a threat since it meant sharing traditional expertise with younger colleagues. However, the turnaround and downsizing of the company into a small administrative unit and a call centre, geographically relocated, represented what could be called a "liquidation" of the learning environment and a reversal of the former positive process. Tasks were turned into specialised responses to customers' needs and the interaction between employees reduced to a minimum. These changes, coupled with redundancies and relocation, affected the commitment of older workers in a very negative way and a considerable number of resignations were reported.

With reference to a somewhat contrasting case in the same branch (finance) of the Finnish bank there was a strong belief in the competence of older employees and consequently also in their development. Then extensive investments were made in a major reorganisation of the company. However, as in the Norwegian case, the older employees often expressed feeling of insecurity, hence those who participated in the WORKTOW fieldwork appeared to have been pre-selected. Data from this company was therefore somewhat positively biased because some older employees found it the "wisest" strategy to keep quiet by not expressing their opinions in the WORKTOW research and to be loyal to the process of change.

Participation in formal, non-formal and on-the-job training

Only in regards formal training and within industrial work were the participation rates of older workers clearly lower than those of their younger counterparts. While a great majority of all employees (78%) had participated in some form of training - formal, informal, non-formal - participation was most common in on-the-job (46%) and formal (45%) training. Among groups of older workers, the participation rate of those in industry was the highest across sectors (35%), although the differences with other groups (in service and in office work) were very small. It was only in participation in formal training that statistically significant age-differences were found in that younger employees appear to have been favoured. In the other two forms of training (non-formal, informal), differences in participation rates were greater between sectors (lowest in industry) than between age groups (none of the 45+ employees in industry reported participation in non-formal or on-the-job training). The length of participation tended to be a slightly longer among the younger employees, but the differences were not statistically significant.

As indicated earlier, in several cases the need to provide training for employees in late career in SMEs was explained by referring to new technology and flexible work routines. As a general rule this ideology had an inclusive effect on the training of older workers, but in some instances the change processes were considered to be so rapid and radical that the expertise of older workers had lost any transfer value to new domains. From the point of view of training provided, however, our findings suggested that there is a major obstacle related to the prevalence of standardised training packages. They are usually not customised to the needs of senior employees, or to their readiness and competence for participation in these types of activities.

Learning culture in SMEs

Positive learning culture. In the questionnaire we asked about various aspects of the learning culture in the SMEs. The results showed that it was largely rated positively, particularly by the older workers. The only less positive exceptions were in obtaining feedback from management in order to perform one's
Management competence as a key factor in developing learning organisations. Given that learning organisations support and encourage active learning and development (Day, 1998), our results suggest that in many SMEs, the development of relevant key management skills, such as encouragement and support for learning and development, could be a starting point to boost the development of a learning culture and learning organisations. Similar observations underlining the central role of managers in developing learning-oriented working environments in micro-companies have been made in some other studies (van den Tillaart et al., 1998). However, until today the focus in research has rather been on attitudes to learning among the individual employees. As mentioned earlier, the attitudes were mainly positive, while learning practices were in many cases restricted by the circumstances pertaining in the workplace.

In one of the Finnish engineering companies, the top manager described a transition in the lifetime of the firm (six years) from a “pioneering phase” to an “office phase” or “senior phase”. He added that this process also changed the learning culture to a less dynamic one. The more general point is that many SMEs are facing this type of life span of formalisation, growth and differentiation. From this point of view, it can be harmful to the learning culture in a company when the integrated work environment is split into sub-cultures. An owner-manager of an engineering company, who said that the developmental challenges of his company were reflected in his personal developmental challenges, underlined the central role of management in the organisational and learning culture in a small firm. Similar conclusion concerning micro-companies has been also made by van den Tillaart and others (1998). In this case, the manager was lacking a clear vision for his personal-professional future development that was reflected in the lack of vision for the development of the company as well.

Organising HRD and learning in the workplaces

The data from the UK on the learning styles of older women in low status jobs suggests that there may be a personal history of non-learning in working life that should be taken into account when addressing issues of workplaces as learning communities.

One of our conclusions is that any normative guidelines for organising learning for older workers run the risk of being insensitive to the variety of learning situations in working life and the range of differential learning styles and strategies adopted in a late working career. Thus, there is a need to differentiate HRD strategies and practices in the workplace when targeting activities towards older workers. A general hypothesis of ontogenetic development, which suggests increasing inter-individual differences by age, also supports this argument.

A practice-oriented approach is commonly recommended as an educational method for adults. On the one hand, our data provides support for this kind of thinking. Older employees especially preferred learning methods, techniques and contents, which were closely related to their work. Learning was experienced as both easier and more meaningful when they were able to relate it to their existing knowledge base and skills, and its relevance to their everyday settings was not too complicated to be discerned. On the other hand, when exploring the Norwegian vocational training practices involving older workers, we found a wide range of prefer-
ences for theoretical over practical knowledge; group based over individually based instructional methods; and different views on the need for motivation of learners. One critical variable in learning preferences seemed to be the level of basic skills among the workers – rather than age per se.

We found that there was a difference in HRD practices and perhaps also in ideologies in how staff development is approached in the case of younger and older workers in SMEs. From the point of view of informal workplace learning, our findings suggest that, compared to older workers, learning and competence development among younger employees is more visible, more systematic, and planned and organised in a more goal-oriented way in SMEs. Those who were given executive responsibility for this developmental work were typically the more experienced employees. While the latter reported that this kind of mentoring and guidance meant, in many cases, innovative learning for them too, their learning was nevertheless given less prominence in SMEs compared to the corresponding attention paid to younger workers. However, our data suggest that, in most cases, this age-segregated HRD policy was not the result of a deliberate choice but was rather an unintended consequence of a number of ‘old’ and ‘new’ factors. Among the most important ‘new’ factors are the traditional beliefs concerning strong competence as being related to long work experience, stereotypical thinking about the negative relationship between age and learning ability and the invisibility of the issue of age in the workplace together with the existence of age-discriminatory practices.

Diversity of workforce in terms of age and competence contributing to learning organisations

As well as their structures and activities, organisational changes have the capacity to drive the development of learning organisations forward (Snyder & Cummings, 1998). This was also observed in WORKTOW (see the previous chapter on HRD above). However, awareness of SMEs as learning organisations and what that might mean in one’s own company was relatively low among both management and employees. Regardless of this, we identified a range of changes indicating that a transition process was taking place in the SMEs from traditional, stable organisations towards becoming more dynamic, responsive learning organisations. The driving force behind the need for a diversity of skills in many of our companies, and the need to develop a learning organisation, was survival in an increasingly tough competitive business environment, rather than seeing skills and learning organisation development as the means of attaining this objective. Diversity among employees was regarded as a central issue in being responsive to the diverse needs of clientele (as in the charity organisation caring for people with learning disabilities in the UK) and in securing organisational continuity aside from changes. Other reasons given for this opinion were related to the many functions and various competences perceived as necessary for effective performance in flexible organisations, and to processes of knowledge creation achieved by combining a range of different perspectives. In addition, in terms of age and job competence, diversity of employees was generally perceived as an asset. However, our data does not specify what kind of complementarity is really sought. That is, what kind of competence mix would be advantageous in relation to what kind of challenges? Further studies should focus on examining the diversity of competence from this perspective.

Diversity of the workforce enables competence sharing as a central form of workplace learning

As mentioned above, our findings support the existing studies (Billett & Boud, 2001; Erat, Alderton, Cole & Senker, 1998) which show that knowledge sharing is a common everyday practice in companies, and constitutes one of the most important forms of workplace learning. Competence sharing was considered very “natural” in WORKTOW studies. Thus our data underlines recognition of and respect towards the “sapiential authority” (Boreham, Shea and Mackway-Jones, 2000),
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in SMEs. Without this understanding and sharing of competence, workplaces simply would be dysfunctional, even high-risk environments. The latter has been exemplified in a study by Boreham and others (2000) in which the authors examined issues of work and competence in a hospital environment.

Turning to the practice of sharing competence in everyday work from the point of view of diversity of the workforce in terms of age, our data supports the notion of strong inter-generational solidarity in the workplace. Thus, contrary to the notion of poorer or obsolete competence of older, compared to younger workers, we found indications of an intergenerational, collectively shared understanding concerning job-competence and its transfer in a life-span perspective. According to this understanding, less experienced (usually younger) employees know and achieve less, and hence need more help and support. More experienced (usually older) employees who have shown themselves able to achieve and who have more knowledge, are generally willing to help them and to share their competence. The “trading” of more technical competence, mentioned earlier, is part of this picture. From this point of view, competence sharing represents a form of tacit knowledge and an expression of cultural knowledge in the workplace.

Learning by sharing knowledge was well illustrated in the case of the two Finnish companies, the bank and an engineering concern (reported by Tikkanen, 2001). In the latter especially, younger engineers reported that, for them, ‘working’ virtually equaled ‘learning’, whereas the older engineers noted that, in their case, ‘working’ meant not so much ‘learning’, as ‘sharing’ and ‘teaching’. However, both individual characteristics and organisational factors (e.g. climate and culture) had an effect on how such intergenerational competence sharing actually took place in practice. Thus, according to the view of learning organisations which use shared learning as well as learning results as criteria that dictate structures, functioning, and culture of an organisation (Snyder & Cummings, 1998), our findings indicate the existence of relatively strong learning cultures in some SMEs.

The functioning of this inter-generational competence sharing in workplaces is, however, dependent on a range of organisational factors, which impact on the potential for collaboration and communication among staff in a company. One of the most central pre-requisites is knowing who knows what in the individual’s work unit or organisation. In other words, one central aspect contributing to an employee’s total competence in an increasingly collaborative work environment is to be familiar with the human resources among one’s colleagues. Furthermore, the increase in networking in working life also requires knowledge concerning the availability of competence and appropriate resources within one’s network. In one of the hotels, we found that this kind of competence was an asset for experienced managers when new business and marketing projects were planned.

**Investing in older workers**

Several of our companies, especially in Norway and Finland, had problems acquiring competent workers in the labour market. They realised that an alternative to the recruitment of new competence was to update that already available among their existing workforce. This strategy however, appeared to be a double-edged sword for SMEs, as indicated in the example of the small Finnish engineering company, since any investment in the training of older workers made them more attractive to the external market.

Another rationale for investing in experienced workers was exemplified by the Norwegian wooden production company. Managers and workers’ representatives thought that the creation of a regional image of themselves as a work place that took care of their workers throughout their professional lives would help their long-range recruitment position.

Knowledge management and knowledge creating companies underline the value of invis-
ible assets in working life (Krogh, Nonaka & Nishigushi, 2000). Such a reorientation in management thinking certainly gives older employees a chance to have the value of their work experience recognised and rewarded. We found also evidence as to how systems and practices have been designed and implemented to facilitate the exchange of old and new skills. One example from our material is the Finnish pharmacy that encouraged participants completing training to share their knowledge in the workplace with other employees after the training was complete. This was reported to bring unrecognised competence to the fore. However, in one of the Norwegian printing companies, this kind of knowledge management had the effect of excluding the older workers, because the sessions were organised as a combination of work-related communication and social team building. These ideas seemed to be contrary to the value system of the more experienced employees who made a clearer division between work time and leisure time.

Early exit options related to images of one's productivity and developmental potential

Although the WORKTOW-project did not study the interaction between work, retirement and early exit directly, we could not be totally impervious to the ups and downs of early retirement schemes in the participating countries. Some of our employees looked upon this option as a very attractive one – even if they believed they could remain at work for many more years. In a few cases, reference was made to top managers leaving their position with “golden handshakes” – some receiving these benefits even though details of their poor achievements were public knowledge. Two interesting mechanisms relative to our discussion here – metamotivation and social comparison. The former refers to people's tendency to expect that they can leave “with honour” even when they are no longer performing their work role adequately. The latter suggests that employees expect to be treated on equal terms with top leaders.

The other mechanism has more serious consequences for an age-inclusive policy. Provision for early exit tends to have an impact on an individual's self-concept of him/herself as a productive employee who is able to learn – and consequently, the employee begins to make mental preparations for retirement many years before the actual transition (Reichborn et al., 1998). These effects need clarification through further studies.

Flexibility and productivity of the European older workforce and their significance in the discussion about social cohesion

The socio-economic framework has changed radically in the participating countries during the lifetime of WORKTOW project. A shift has taken place from a national and European concern with early exit from the workforce and soaring expenditures on pension schemes, to a focus on older workers as productive and innovative members of the labour market. This change has been accompanied with a more general political focus on work environments, on workplace well being and on active employee (citizenship) participation concerning all the workers, as well as on possible measures that could be taken to enhance and support positive development in workplaces in this regard. One of the central areas were these measures are being developed is human resource development (HRD) and management (HRM) through the practice of learning and training interventions, under the ideology of lifelong learning. Taking this developmental trend as a starting point when thinking on the themes and problems addressed in WORKTOW, as well as its results, we could therefore say that in one sense time has been on our side during the project.

National frameworks and WORKTOW interventions

In all the three participating countries new national measures/programmes have been launched or existing ones strengthened during the lifetime of the project, to address the problematic mentioned. In an exploratory
way we have shown, how nationally supported initiatives - the Employee Development Schemes in the UK, the large programmes on ageing workforce and working life development in Finland and the educational (competence) reform in Norway - have contributed to these aims, in combination with provisions and practices on branch and company level. We have also addressed the general challenges of participation in learning activities of low-educated older workers. In our cases, females reflecting upon their own learning styles, and what relevance the style has to their participation.

From the point of view of ageing of the workforce, the overall trend in the ideology of lifelong learning has been to give added weight to later professional career and measures to support it as well as to address and acknowledge experience-based competence gained in workplaces. Employee Development Schemes (EDS) in the UK reflect both an optimistic educational philosophy and a business interest in upgrading the workforce. One of the central focus areas is the developmental needs of the individual workers and matching them with those of the companies. One partner in the UK applied these EDS as interventions targeted to older employees in the WORKTOW companies. The results showed that these interventions can be useful also for the older workers and support their professional and personal development.

In Finland three national programmes have been launched to address the problematic in working life. The National Age Programme has focused exclusively on older workers (45+) with a strong emphasis on initiatives supporting development practice in lifelong learning. The programme has been successful in making the older workers more visible and efforts (e.g. massive media campaign) have been made to influence attitudes towards the older workers. The National Working Life Development Programme has addressed the issue of and problems in working life more generally, with a range of interventions initiated for that purpose. The learning interventions developed in WORKTOW have thus been very much in line with the ideology and goals in these two national programmes. The third national programme launched at the end of WORKTOW project focused on well being (socio-psychological and physical) in workplaces. This programme extended the traditionally dominated orientation from occupational health by incorporating aspects in occupational competence as well as management and organisation of the workplace, into the broad picture of well being. Again WORKTOW interventions addressed in the Finnish SMEs were in line with these goals, although we did not explicitly address health-related issues.

The Competence Reform in Norway, which was launched towards the end of the WORKTOW project, supports tripartite projects in working life, and in some cases the issue of late professional career has been addressed. A concerted national effort to reverse the lowering retirement age has been launched and is presently gaining some momentum. WORKTOW interventions developed, applied or evaluated in the Norwegian companies were also very much in line with the goal setting in the Competence Reform.

**WORKTOW interventions enhancing flexibility and productivity of older workers**

*Individual level.* One important lesson from the Keele-intervention based on learning style questionnaires and diaries was the relevance of a biographical approach to this kind of diagnostics. The results also suggest that with low-educated adults dialogue is a more suitable method for self-reflection that text-based inventories etc. methods. The results from Jyväskylä showed that learning attitudes are highly positive also among the older workers and that workers are aware of their learning needs, as much as of their job competence and the strengths in it. However, the competence of older workers was often seen in a rather taken for granted manner. Therefore the focus was on what they can give and contribute to workplaces and its development rather than in their personal developmental needs and how to identify them and support
WORKTOW interventions succeeded to enhance the awareness of the management in the latter area. The Employee Development Schemes that were studied by Lancaster University, benefited the older workers in different ways as described earlier in this report in the summary chapter from the learning interventions. Also the vocational training courses for adults that the WRI observed in their part had a favourable outcome. One of the macro conditions that may help the integration of older people in these programmes was the increased political focus on these issues. Also the Jyvaskyla partner referred to these relationships. The results from WRI and Lancaster suggested that successful vocational training have potential of making older workers more motivated for learning in later life and for strengthening their self-confidence. A central issue in participation in learning and training interventions, however, especially to competent, highly experienced and therefore often critical older workers/learners are the consequences of the workplace or for the individual from the participation. According to our results these consequences and transfer of learning are paid very little attention to in the SMEs.

Group level. The findings showed that in a workplace collective job competence (knowledge, skills and attitudes) was as important as the competence of individuals. Furthermore, awareness of the collective competence seemed to be an important element in one’s individual competence. Whether intended and systematically organised, people work and learn together in workplaces by sharing their competence to maximize the outcomes of their work. We also found strong inter-generations solidarity from workplaces in competence sharing. Social environment can be very important in supporting learning in work-settings but can also be distracting and a hindrance to it when problems arise. However, we found that relatively little systematic attention has been paid to group processes and social forms of learning at work in SMEs. Our findings also gave evidence of how work-based training with the participation of older workers may improve the social climate in groups of mixed ages. Management was not always aware of or attentive to the differences in attitudes towards work or learning when organising learning activities at the work place.

Organisational level. The data from Lancaster suggested that learning opportunities for older workers were not a direct function of negative attitudes or a supportive management. The quality of work had a greater impact. The results from Jyvaskyla showed that while older workers reported positive learning attitudes, the employers' views concerning these tended to be less positive. Further contradictions in the views of employees and employers were found concerning possibilities for learning in the workplace. While the employers’ emphasised equal opportunities and an absolute employee initiative and activity with regards to learning/training participation, the employees tended to describe these opportunities in less positive terms. However, employers in the SMEs in Finland tended to highly value the competence of older workers, and univocally underlined that age as such is not an issue in the workplace or in competence development, but much more importantly the personal characteristics.

Our data suggests that the competence and readiness of the management to “manage” and support the learning and development in SMEs play at least as, if not more central role in developing learning organisations than the attitudes among employees. Management and trade union leaders have an important role in encouraging the older workers to join education programmes and training. In terms of training resources, however, the managers described the situation in SMEs rather problematic: when there are financial resources for training investments, there is not time for it, and vice versa. This situation is also an indication of a lack of long-range and systematic planning of competence development in SMEs. A general conclusion from the Finnish interventions was that learning and competence development are not too “visible”, not too much on the agenda, in SMEs. There-
fore, one of the greatest values of the kind of intervention that was carried out, was in an awareness raising among management, both concerning learning and competence development, and the specific situation of workers in different career-development phases in these companies.

The relationship between changes and learning in the workplace appeared somewhat contradictory. On one hand higher pressure and workload were generally reported to reduce the opportunities for older workers to learn informally or to participate in formal training. On the other hand it was by and large these changes that stimulated new learning and made it a necessity for the employees. Results from Norway and UK indicate that constant excessive changes and radical restructuring may have a negative impact on the attitudes of older workers to their own learning abilities.

**On the need to develop a more holistic approach to flexibility and productivity of and social cohesion among the workforce**

The increasing diversity of workforce as well as the continuous and rapid changes in working life call for more comprehensive approaches to develop dynamic, functional and inclusive learning environments. The WORKTOW interventions showed that basically the most functional and successful interventions developed from the point of view of older workers and lifelong learning have all the same elements as more generally targeted successful interventions. This line of thinking welcomes and supports the emerging development of a broader and more complex line of thinking of the factors related to work performance in Europe. Overall well being in workplaces seems to be a core issue also in terms of learning, competence development and productivity. According to this rationale a worker’s overall well-being may become threatened if she or he does not feel confident with his or her job competence.

The overall goal for HRD in workplaces is to have a staff, which has high productivity through competence and well being. HRD initiatives, training and learning interventions and stimulation are traditionally considered as investments in human capital. Taking the above described line of thinking as a starting point, HRD initiatives, on one hand, can be viewed as indications of an interest into an overall well-being at the workplace as well as a contribution to it. The same holds for human resource management (HRM) activities more generally. Thus, on the other hand, investments in the overall well-being among the employees in the workplace, potentially contribute to the productive output among the employees, in that they have a positive impact on the grounds for full use of one’s potential competence. The results of this study have confirmed earlier findings suggesting that age as such is a poor indicator of job performance and productivity (Warr, 1998) and that variations within an age group tend to far exceed the average differences between age groups (OEDC Employment Outlook, 1998).

The more holistic approach to HRD and HRM, albeit still very new, is gaining foothold particularly in the Nordic countries, but also more broadly in Europe. The governments in the Nordic countries have targeted various regulation and support to health and environmental issues in working life. The ultimate goal of this line of thinking is to contribute to productivity, and the link in between is job competence. As mentioned earlier in this report there are various programmes and legislation enhancing workplace well-being, targeted exclusively to occupational health, or to working-life development more broadly, or to specific occupational groups. Examples of the new, integrative way of thinking have emerged recently within occupational health, building on concepts, such as ‘working capacity’ (http://www.stem.fi/english/current/ageprog/working.htm) or ‘workability’ (Ilmarinen, 1999). An integrated or contextual approach has been specifically adopted in many programmes targeted to the older workers to address their situation in working life. The most prestigious of these programmes are SENIOR 2005 - Äldrepolitik för framtidens (Old age policy for the future) in Sweden, National Programme for Ageing Workers 1998-2002 in Fin-
land, and Nasjonalt Krafittak for Seniorpolitikk i Arbeidslivet (National “Power Lift” for Senior Policy in Working Life) 2001-2005 in Norway. Within Europe a broad approach to workplace well-being is indicated for example in the work of the European Agency for Safety and Health (State of Occupational Safety and Health in The European Union – pilot study, 2000). This survey pointed out to several major emerging risks for well-being in working life. The most central of these risks were related to such issues as changes in working patterns (the way work is organised and structured), particularly sensitive groups (young workers under 18 years of age, and older workers), and psycho-social aspects (stress, tight time-frames, anxiety, and violence). While traditionally focus in job-related well-being has been in physical issues, the changes in working life and work have brought along a new focus on more mental and psycho-social well-being, including the central role management play in these issues, as well as the consequences these issues potentially have for job competence and productivity.

Policy implications

Policies at the European and national levels

Policies at the European and national levels should aim to:

• **Raise awareness of older workers and their value in working life.** Age-discriminating attitudes still persist in European working life and are observed as barriers to the learning of older workers. Such an awareness-raising should underline in a balanced way the strengths in older workers’ job competence as well as the areas in need for development.

• **Initiatives to counteract the deterioration of working conditions.** The negative trend that is documented in the European surveys on working environment is likely to affect the learning opportunities and should be monitored and acted upon.

• **Educational initiatives should be developed which create and strengthen learning opportunities and support for older workers and real lifelong learning.** In many European countries major changes in adult education have taken place, as well as lifelong learning has been the guiding principle in developing educational policies. However, the situation of older workers rarely explicitly addressed in this context, although the obsolete and lacking competence of this part of workforce is frequently referred to. More focus on and support to participation should be addressed both in the level of basic education and continuous vocational training to improve their learning environment and to strengthen their ability to update themselves. ICT is a central are to be addressed in these initiatives. There is a clear correlation between high level of initial education and participation in training during late professional career. Therefore it is important that national and European educational policies towards the practice of lifelong learning support provisions for upgrading these basic skills.

• **Concerted efforts should be continued to reverse the lowering of retirement age and improvement of the labour market position of older workers in the European countries.** Supporting age-management in companies is one area where more efforts should be made to support this goal.

• **Join efforts towards attitudinal change needed.** On the basis of the findings from WORKTOW we believe that efforts made to acknowledge and accredit the competence of older workers in workplaces in a balanced way with their developmental needs are key issues, not least because of the attitudinal approach it underlines. Feeling of insecurity and defensiveness on the part of employees in their late career appears understandable in a generally discouraging cultural environment (e.g. views of older workers as only having obsolete skills or as lacking new knowledge) in workplaces as well as in society. Therefore, it is important to focus on launching more positive and encouraging attitudes in these efforts. One step already taken in this direction in many parts of Europe is acknowledging the value of experience-
based competence and informal learning in workplaces.

- Promote and support diversity in working life. The benefits of intergenerational communication and cooperation towards increased productivity should be highlighted and incorporated in national policies of working life changes. For smaller companies the risk of investing in employees is generally quite high compared to larger companies. National policies should aim to lower this expenditure or extend the horizons for return.

- When developing national policies in Europe to support flexible arrangements between work and retirement greater attention should be paid to synergies between personal interests in work, leisure and training. Our studies have illustrated the fruitfulness of taking the interest of employees in late career as a point of departure for personal development and for updating work skills.

Policies at the level of branches and companies

- Initiatives to integrate of diversity-sensitivity among workforce in management policies and practice. There is a need to develop sensitivity as well as accreditation of workforce diversity as a “natural” part of company policies and not a one-time initiative to improve working conditions. WORKTOW has showed that diversity can be and is a great collegial asset in workplaces, but its utilisation could still be enhanced by a more systematic and focused approach and efforts. This kind of approach includes designing work places and learning environments with age and experience differences as a success criteria.

- Systematic and experience-adjusted programs of training and competence development. Since older workers are less likely to be active learners, there should be systematic effort to support and motivate them for updating and personal development. Sensitivity towards workforce diversity should be addressed and mobilised in the design of work organisations and training systems.

- Incentive systems, which support the learning and competence development among older workers should be created. There should be methods to identify the contingencies that motivate and reward employees in late professional life to participate in training and learning. Generally speaking, very little attention is being paid to the consequences of training (knowledge transfer) to the workplace.

- Policies and practices of diversity needed in expertise, related to new organisational forms (e.g. network- and project production). The findings from the WORKTOW project give evidence that the competence of older workers is functional in flexible organisations. Those practices need to be described in greater detail and on a generalised basis.

- Efforts needed to enhance knowledge exchange and creating trough intergenerational communication and cooperation. Increased interest in knowledge management as sharing of “silent” expertise should acknowledge the give and take between younger and older, or between the freshly trained and highly experienced workers.

- Inclusive organisational development needed. Change processes in working life are too often carried through in a hectic way. One potential negative implication is that older workers feel not in control of or excluded from the situation. They should be given the chance and support to actively participate in such restructuring and other change processes.

- Support needed to learning around new technologiesincluding senior employees. The stereotypes and negative self-images of older workers are often expressed in situations where new technology is introduced at company level. It is quite crucial to be aware of these relationships and find methods and practices that will include and empower this age group in such processes.

- Increase awareness of learning styles and strategies needed. The current developments in working life require new competence from personnel management in the area of managing learning-related issues in the workplace context. The understand-
ing of learning styles and strategies, and how they vary by age and learning histories should be reflected in human resource development policies.

- **Encouragement to older workers to design their careers and opportunities to act accordingly.** Since work organisations and careers are becoming more and more boundaryless, older workers should be encouraged to design their personal careers – by combining the need for flexible practice and social and employment security.

**Implications for research strategies and agendas**

_Educational action research in European working life._ Action research projects that are intended to improve learning environments in companies should be part of larger research and development coalitions that have a longer time span than two or three years.

_Developing methods to integrate older workers in learning organisations._ There are some anecdotal evidence of “good practices” from European working life, but the methods and practices of integration have not been validated on a broader scale and through longitudinal studies.

_Diversity of competences and flexible organisations._ Studies should be undertaken to map the use of different expert roles in new organisations like networks, projects, virtual organisations. A focus should be put on life phases and biographies.

_New career patterns in late professional life._ There is little empirical research available that throws light on flexible career trajectories in late professional life.

_Age differences in the mastery of information and communication technology._ There is surprisingly little research on how the revolution in information and communication technology affects the learning environment of different age groups in workplaces.

_Development of learning and teaching methods suitable for low-educated and older workers._ The guidelines for teaching employees in late career are usually deduced from general models of experiential learning. A more differentiated approach should be based on empirical studies of didactic methods for this target group.

_Learning style and age differences._ In the WORKTOW-project explorations were conducted about learning style characteristics of older female employees with low formal training. These research themes should be extended to new groups and validated in relation to a variety of learning situations and institutional contexts.
V Dissemination and exploitation of results

WORKTOW project and its results have attracted reasonable attention in media. Project dissemination started from the press releases from the participating institutes. A press conference was arranged at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland, during the first project meeting. The WORKTOW group of researchers has actively participated in scientific conferences and given papers during the lifetime of the project. A reasonable amount of articles have been written and published in scientific, professional and popular journals. List of publications is attached below.

Project Managers have participated in practice level and policy making in national and European settings within WORKTOW thematics. Several partners have also had doctoral students involved in the project.

Databases

The following two databases are available from WORKTOW project:

1. Questionnaire data from the employees (N=378).
   The data includes information on company, type of work, individual background, work complexity and learning opportunities, participation in training, consequences of training, learning culture, and self-directed learning.

2. Questionnaire data from the employers and management (N=37).
   The data includes information on company, type of work, individual and organisational background, organisational changes, HRM and training, work complexity and learning opportunities, and learning culture.

Both databases are in SPSSX format. Variable lists are also available. Inquiries should be addressed to Tarja Tikkanen (see contact information at the end of this report).

A list of WORKTOW publications & conference presentations


Kujala, S. 1998a. Kouluutus, opiskelu ja vanhuuden elämänvaihe [Training, learning and old age]. Jyväskylän Ikääntyvien yliopisto [Jyväskylä University of the Third Age], Elämänkokemuksesta tietoon ja oppimiseen (ETAPPI) -projektin julkaisu [A publication from the ETAPPI-project From life experience to knowledge and learning], 10 pp.


Withnall, A. Understanding the Learning Styles of Older Adults. Adults Learning (submitted in August 2000).

**WORKTOW-related seminars**


University of Jyväskylä/WORKTOW organised a Nordic seminar on training and development of the ageing workforce jointly with the regional (Central-Finland) Project on Working Condition (TYÖKUNTO) (ESF) “Health, Age and Competence in Working Life”.

Work Research Institute arranged a national seminar jointly with the Programme Working Life, Ageing and Life Course (YAL), June 17, 1999.

**A list of WORKTOW deliverables**

**Work Package 1 - Project management and project evaluation**

**Work Package 2 - Conceptual development and operationalisation of research questions**

Deliverables:
D2.1 - Note on literature update
D2.2 - Note on conceptual development
D2.3 - Internal deliverable on research questions

**Work Package 3 - Institutional and cultural context of the labour market position and participation in learning of older workers.**

Deliverables: (completed)
D3.1 - Institutional and cultural context of the labour market position and participation in learning of older workers

**Work Package 4 – Research design**

Deliverables:
D4.1 - Methodological note on field studies
D4.2 - Methodological note on intervention studies
D4.3 - Selection of cases in the WORKTOW project

**Work Package 5 - Field studies**

Deliverables:
D5.1 – Field studies: Documentary and background data
D5.2 – Field studies: Personal and group interviews
D5.3 – Field studies: Systematic observations
D5.4 – Field studies: Outcomes of the questionnaire data

**Work Package 6 - Learning interventions**

Deliverables:
D6.0 – Learning interventions – Introduction
D6.1 – Learning interventions as individual reflection on learning style (Keele)
D6.2 – Learning interventions based on Employment Development Schemes (Lancaster)
D6.3 – Learning interventions as action research with broad developmental assessment (JYU/NVI)
D6.4 – Learning interventions as evaluation and data feedback of dialogic practices and career development (NOVA)
D6.5 – Learning interventions as participatory analysis of learning practices and career patterns (WRI)
D6.6 – Learning interventions - Methodology and results
D6.7 – Note on educational interventions in SMEs to enhance learning opportunities for older workers

Work Package 7 - Analysis of Learning Interventions

Work Package 8 - Dissemination of results

Country reports
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This report is the result of a three-year European study (WORKTOW) which sought to examine how older workers (aged 45+) cope in a working environment undergoing constant change. In particular, it was one of the first studies to focus in any depth on learning and training for this sector of workforce.

While most HRD literature has been concerned with issues pertaining to larger companies, WORKTOW concentrated on the opportunities and challenges observed in small and medium sized enterprises.

The study showed that the situation of older workers employed in SMEs is actually more favourable than might have been anticipated on the basis of the strong negative stereotyping to which they have often been subjected. They appear to participate in learning in the workplace in the same ways as their younger colleagues and are generally seen as a valuable resource. However, it was also found that employers sometimes hold ambiguous views of older workers and their learning activity and often, awareness of the need for investment in HRD is poor or non-existent.

Yet this study provides encouraging evidence concerning the returns on investment in learning and development for older workers in the form of increased commitment and motivation to learn as well as an improved social climate in groups of ‘mixed-age’ workers. Accordingly, the report challenges training providers to consider new and more appropriate methods for this particular group of learners.
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